
Js azainst that 
I will ask you to remember that Cley who did the 

job swears he went to weaken then and did weaken them. 
	It is 

only a ouestion of getting a wire of sufficient size, and Clay 

seems to be a competent young fellow or he ;old not be on this 

job, but o eay that that young 
nen went there to weaken them 

and deliberately strengthened them when he swears he (id not is 

absurd. 	
Xedharet who brought instruments from Hobart to test 

this motor, meesared them and said they were the proper size and 

wore 
not strengthened, end, to crown all, the evidence is clear 

that Mr. Burns could eot htve seen these fuees glow because they 

are underneath a cover and then the, are enclosed in an iron box, 

end before o
ou can open the iron box to get to the fuse you would 

have to disconnect the electric:0 current. Burne believes they 

were strengthtned but does not say they were, beoause he saw them 

You have the testimonyl 
glow although he could not see them glow. 

of Laver 
-ho put them in and eedhurst who subsequently examined c"40  

them and demonstrated that the fuses were of proper capacity. 

I will only reodnd you of one further argument of my learned 

friend t.r. lee, Alich seemed to me to be destructive of his case 

altogether, for after arguing for some considerable time on the 

,robability of an 
electrical fire feom the resistance, he 

suddenly ohanoed ground 
altogether anc relied not on the're- 

sistance ceusing the fire but on the sterter s-itohee throwing 

a spark and getzing into a barrel which contained some small 

amouot of oily waste. 	
That was the aromment 1st addressed to 

you - not that the resistance oausee the fire but that the starter 

swit73hes may have thrown a spark which got into the oily waste 

and thus caused the firs, my friend well kneeing thet the re-

eiotence Iould (i) 
too far from the oily waste to do any such 

'hat 	lentend is that en otteck on this darrge as that 

electrical plant is preposterous. 	Trerrbath, an electrical 

mechanic 2r5 years Old, insinuated things - he wanted a tester; 

be complained oe water getting on the pump. 	oo you think the 

Company would oo to the expense of installing that expensive and 
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elaborate plant and yet allow water to get on it 
	You heard 

what .edd said. 	
Ha said"Yes, on one ocoasion it was reported 

that wcter had eecaped.". 	
Accidents will happen of course and 

the matter was made good immediately. 	
Kirkham gave evidence. 

He would have you believe he had had electrical experience to 

some extent in england and yet he comes to Tasmania as a fitter. 

He was employed by the let. 
Lyell Co. for three years - they were 

then in a very small way - and about three years ago he left 

and has done nothing sinee in the electrical line. 	
/et these 

expert evidence. 	I say 

eleoteically at the Borth Iyell 

to doi(that. 
	learner friend says, "Whe do I want an eleotrical 

expert to come here and stand fire in that box? ehy do I want a 

competent eleotricien when I have my little Board of Trade and 

Underwriters' 
	 As regards these rules it has been 

pointed out that they do not bind us in the least; they are 

rules which make for the very acme of safety as regards house 

oonneotione. 	They have no aptlicetion whatever to mines, and 

as to circumstances like these it would never be thought of 

applying them. 	They are not binding on US at ell,but anyhow 

I claim that the evidence is clear that everyone of them has 

been in substance complied with. 	I claim that on the evidence 

we can demonstrate that every one of those rules has been com- 

plied with. 	I will mention every one that has been mentioned, 

The first fEi, 'Keep your motor from damp.". Have we not done see 

The object of the pine ceiling inside was to keep the motor from  

damp. 	Le. ?urray said it was effective. 	Occasionally water 
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two men, Trembath and -.Arkham, give 

that when my 
learned friend desired to attack this installation 

he had at his disposal the best electrical experts in Australia 

to come here and testify, and if he did desire to make an attack 

he should have made a proper attack, and it is his bounden duty 

to cell before you electrical experts. 	
ee defy them to bring  

one man from the whole length and breadth of Australia to 

demonstrate that a fire could occur under those circumstances 

mine. They have eignally failed 



might Bet on it. Occasionally cecidents will happen, but taking 

one working day with another of puree it was kept from damp. 

ve axe not going to arow water to get on it to ruin the machinery. 

Then another one is that you shall have automati circuit breakers. 

Of Jourac n friend has not pressed 	
the last. ,e had 

them. 	
e had a maxiOnexkleasunt fuse and dieconnecting switch, 

both of them in an iron ease which is infinitely preferable to 

the old-fashioned circuit breaker which causes it to spark in 

the open and the others make theirs in an iron case. 	
Another 

rule is "Every su'--circuit must be protected by a fuse.'. 

It was protected on each pole or wire by its fuse. 	".ie must 

have efficient fuses. . ee had them. 	by 
friend has not con- 

tended latterly that we ,id Dot have them in the transformer 

7nouee and on each pole. ae had e double lot of fuses. 

MR. VISE: 	
I admit there are some rtleo you did not break. 

MR. CRISP: 	
Then he says - and this is where he makes a great deal 

of fuss - 'Consumers' fires forming connections to motors shall 

'be as far as practicable compl,tely enclosed in strong metallic 

"casing ef iciently coneeoted to arth or they shall be fixed 

"in such a meaner that there sh&11 be no danger of any shock.". 

That is the reason why these things have to be encaeed, not be-

cause they are likely to cause e ;y fire eut because if you leave 

live wires along a wall a person may get a ehock. 
	That is the  

reason why the 
Board of Trade require them to be encased 

anner or other - to prevent people getting hurt - and 

they have either to be encased in strong metallic casing or 

fixed in auch other manner that there shall be no daneer of 

shock. 	
kpart altogether from shock NM anybody contend that 

we have not fixed these in such other manner as is reasonably 

sufficient for the purpose. 	They are each insulated in thee 

elves. 	There i a linen 	cc 	

- 

pine c 	specially made for it a el s s  

boiled in some substence to 4ve it durability and the eower to 

resist damp. 	The conductors were in an le iron tube and a cep 

over the top, a s-lvtely insulated, so if anything did go wrong  
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cause 
with the insulation inside it could not/fire. Take the evidence 

af 7,adhurst, 	
Re sus it was an absolutely good job in every 

reeeect. 	
I contend that these rules and regulations are more 

for shell than for fire when talking about wiring in pipes, and 

any/10,17;0u 
could not have a better system than the eooden casing 

that 3n0loses 
these pipes and that were present at the Forth 

Lye:1 mine on the day of the fire. 	Then it is said we did not — 

?est sufficiently nor did we enter the result of the tests in a 

book 	No we did not do -my suoh thing and I commend to you 

the statement of Yr. Farris when he says it would be idle , o pull 

this plant to pieces every day or every week or every month to 

make these teats when a competent ran - and in this he is borne 

out by Fraser and Yedhurst - has only got to look at it and will 

sce whether the thing ie 
working properly or not. 	I am not 

saying it might not be necessary to test more frequentL an old 

system There there might be dangers to guard against in the 

winner guarded against in the North Lyell but with a plant of that 

kind it is clear from he evidence you do not require to be con- 

tinually pulline it to nieces for the purpose of testing. 	A.  

plant of that kind may be tested efficiently by a daily in- 

spection by competent men. 	
Then it is said - mad this is the 

main point - the resistance was not kept a sufficient distance 

from unprotected wood-work. 	Nov.my friend has berm on that 

unfeirly, or rather, he may not have appreciated the significance 

of his own evidence. 	The resistance was moved from one place 

and put in a place of absolute safety, as we thought. 	Not only 

that, but asbestos was put over it erd I ask 7ou to eeoept the 

evidence of Lonsd.ale who says the asbestos was ample to cover the 

top. 	When he says tborc was unprotected wood-work. 	lthough 

it was within a certain distance of the ceiling and of the com-

bustible material it was not within a certain distance of un- 

protected pine for the resistances themselves are, as you know, 

covered. 	They are covered with an iron box which is also a 

protection and above that again and between the iron case and the 
pine there is a sheet of asbestos, end nhen my friend argnes that 

the resistances are within the prohibited dioeaace of unprotected 
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wood-ore I do not thin :e he has eppreciated the argument. 	That 

oomprises, I thin1T4 the whole of the chargee made against us in 

that we eid not eomply with 
the Under-writers' rules. 

• • Wlee. 	
There is another one, that you ere not allowed to beve 

conductors enclosed in wood. 

hat may friend means, I uppose, is that the rule says 

1R. 111: 
I say the pine cover Was put there in order to prevent 

P r le being a danp place, end it was e. dry place. 	I m eferring.  

to the pine covering of the Ares. 	
The argument is that damp 

cou:td have got to those wires and caused some trouble. 	
The 

thing is ridiorleus on the fees of it. 	
With en insulation like 

that even if the i7,1res Tere run along the wall of the ohember 

without any Hbon pine cover it could not poseibly do any demege. 

I believe that water could not posoibly get into it to do any 

damage but with the anon pine casing the thing is absolutely 

preposterous. 	If there is any doubt, turn again to the evidence 

and see Tehat 
Fraser and Harris say about it, and if you think 

they may ee speaking with the tongue of bias ace what eedhurst 

says about it. 	
ledhuret said, "The Board of Trade rules have 

been complied Tith and mare than. oompliee with.'. 	30 I ORM 

turn to my learned friend and with a clear conscience sey, 'rfou 

have not only not called any expert testirony before thin 00R1- 

mission to demonstrate the possibility of an eleotriosl Lire but 

when you rely on your Board of irade rules you find the in-

dependent experts coming here and declaring that they have not 

only been complied with but more than complied 1th. . are  

only dealing with the possibility of e fire. 	14 friend hoeing 

established the possibility of en electrical fire has got to eo  

further end brine it home aekinst the prove et, Lyon 00. and 
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that. 	I answer it in a word by saying it was not a demp 
place 

an( that the pine had been specially put there to prevent it being 

a damp place and there could be no possibility of deep getting 

inside that Idatimixtltigi /Peon pine. 

The rule is you must not have a casing. 



that not only is it a possibility but that it occerree. 
	The 

substance of it is this, that in four years there was one smell 

fire in the ceiling. 	
It was never known how it occurred, even 

by the purple himself who was supposed to be in charge. 
	In 

order to make assurance doubly sure the resistance was moved and 

asbestos out over it. 	
In fact, so far as we know, no further 

trouble ever ocourred, and yet so barren of fighting material is 
rely 

the F.MeE.A. that it has to xxiter on that one little trivial in- 

stance, because it was never proved that that happened 31
.  years 

ago, in order to base the charges of neglect 
and incapacity 

against the management of the Mt. Lyell Je. 	
Before leaving 

the eleotrical aide of it I will put in this book on Radio 

Telegraehy - 

eo you suggest incendiarism for this fire also? 

I do not suggest incendiarism for either fire. 	
I am 

confinin yself to the 12th October fire. 	
I propose to ask 

the (-;omieissionere to read this book - 

KR. WISH 	
I must protest against this at this stage. 	

If that 

book be put in I rill have to investigate other rules of the 

Board of Trade to see how far it complies with those. 

THE pREeIDEeT: 	
Do you propose to put it in as evidenee? 

No, but we are entitled under our :evidence Act to read 

MR. WISE: 

MR. CRI,32: 

R. C RI : 

from any authority. 

THE PRESIDENT: 
	You can advise us. 

CRISP: 	
I wanted to avoid the physical effort of reading it. 

THE PRESIDE T: 	
Is it a picture' 

MR. CRISP: 	And the accompanying reading matter showingthat in 

the latest week they put resistances on a pine wall, and in this 

connection I would ask you to see the old electrical installation 

in the Grant Hotel net door where you will see what the Board of 

Trade rules dere really ae lying to. 	'on will see bare re- 

sistanoes hu e not on Xia Billy pine but match-wood and apparent - 

ly running an electrical installation Ximm there quite safely. 

I ask you to here that in mind. I only went to show the member,; 

of the Commission a recent euthority as regards resistances. 
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MR. 7ISE: 	
The piciere doesnot show anything of the kind. 	

It 

is riot one of the matters to which the Board of Trade rules refer, 

and if it waa we should have seen it earlier so that we oeuld ask 

the 14itnesees about it. 	
eir. Harris says he can eueeest no reason 

for the fir except incendiariem if it is not electrical and my 

friend produces a picture flinch is exceedingly misleading. 

M. EWING: 	
Look at the resistances aeeinst the wall. 

11R. MIXVY: 	
Reoistances may be against e wall if enclose( in steel XISE: 

covering and there is nothing in the picture to show it is not. 

0 will ask you to look at it 	I object to the Commission 

drawing any inference at all. 

MR. 0' ISP: 	
I submit I would be entitled to read it to you. 	There 

are to illusteations, one showing the resistance 

MR. I3E: 	
I think this is a perfectly scandalous attempt to mis- 

lead the Comrission. ;Peet look at the picture. 

MR. CRI..e2: 	There 1.3 another one at page 69 in e wooden cover. 

MR. 	
This is a mueicel n)te device. It Is trifline with the 

Jourt. 	It has nothing to do with electrical machinery. 	
This 

It is a small ship's instellation. 
is a telegraph instrument.  

I have no objection to the Court looking at it at all but I object 

to my friend making statements about it. 

MR. 'RT;c): 	,,e1 know that electricity is to some extent in its 

infancy. 	As Mr. Fraser said we are but ocratching the surface 

but he added that we know that certain things will give certain 

results, and his experience of 158 cotton mills in 3arolina, 

running for eight yearn without accident of any kind,only goes to 

ehowtbet we do know what results can be produced in certain lays. 

I All reed this paragraph from a hand book eaectricity for 

everybody" by R. B. eatthews, a consulting engineer, dhich I think 

strikes a oommon sense note. (heads at p.82, As regards fire 

risk 	 intending usere of electricity.'',. 

I only desire to rake one other statement on the question of the 

so-called electrical fire. 	.e have endeavoured to bring before 

you by the evidence of Ir. Frsser,the best man who happened to be 
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in Australie at the time that we could get. 	
He is a man of 

very high credentials End we felt confident that in asking him to 

testify to this Qommisslon we were asking a man to give evidence 

whose word would be duly considered and whose testimony was en- 

titled from his experience and credentials to great eeight. 
	But 

my learned friend hits a head erherever he sees one and he slashes 

all the -itnesses who happen to give any evidence ezainet him, 

and even if you put aside the testimony of isr. Harris, the 

keompany's electrician, and of ler. Fraser, 1 do desire to say on, 

lord further as regards the evidence of Mr. Medhurst, for although 

Mr. kedhurst was not celled by us still there is no reason why 

man should 
be attacked because he happened to give evidence 

against one. 	
That is the tactics adopted by my learned frieng 

right throughout this piece. 	
He attempts to ridicule Mr. Med- 

that 

hurst's credentials, to assert sat 
he is a man of little exper- 

ience, and when a man has reached the age of 46 and has had 33 (
---e40411  

years' 
electrical experience in Australia and England, when his 

life has been spent in the study and practice of electricity, it 

ill becomes anyone to try and belittle the knowledge and expeei once 

of that man in the way my learned friend 
has. 	It is perfectly 

true that Mr. Medhurst has no recollection of seeing electrically 

driven pumps before but it may have been an el.ecfricilly driven 

sausage machine - it does not make any difference as far as the 

installation is ooneerned. 	
It is the fact that it is pumping 

water or cutting up meat or sawinT wood - the way it is applied 

is another thing altogether. 	The installation is the thing sad 

he tells you the oaterials are of the very best, they have been 

put together in the very best way and that the 3oard of'j'e.• d a e rules 

on which my learned friend relies have not only been eom lied with 

but more than complied with. 	I as you next to consider whether 

there is any definite ,vidence as to where the fire or fires 

originated. 	From the , vidsnoe we have already had it seems to 

me impossible to say definitely here the fire or fire arose. 

At about 10 minutes to 11 iurns found smoke at the 700 
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THE PRESIDENT: 

L. CRIJP 

Within a few minutes after that he meets a number of nen from all 

the levels below at the engine winze plat Who said that the smoke 

was just as bad below and all over the place, yet 
	 loft 

out the 
the 1100 a very few minutes before this, all clear. 

time or a very few minutes before Burns met all these men who said 

the smoke was down below and all over the place Knight was sure 

that the smoke was going up the shaft. 	
Guiles looked at his 

watch at the 1000 and found it was 5 to 11. 	
There was this 

smoke in the shaft at the 1000. 	
He goes at onoe to 

the 700 and 

there is no smoke there; he goes along the level and returns in 

10 minutes' time and there is smoke in the pump house. 
	As a 

matter of fact, the evidence simply leaves one bewildered as to 

whether or not there were one or more fires, and where that fIrv__ 

or those fires originated. 	
Personally it has sirply left me 

almost bewildered to know what has happened although I admdt the 

would seem to show a large fire at the 700. 

or whether that was the 
bulk of the testimony 

chether there were 
small ones elsewhere 

first it is extremely hard to say. 

apparently it was not although we must 

large fire at the 70C at sole time. 
	Again 

builds o0ery flimsy ground when he 

man who kx smelt anything burning smelt 

smelt pine and then rubber and another thought it 

It is hard to say who smelt 
anything thirst and it 

very much on the position the man WEB in and the 

and the way the draught came and what he did 

And his olefactory organ. 

The personal element comes in largely. 	There is this 

builds on this, that 

Aocording to some 

admit there was 

my learned 

rag and then someone 

was clothes. 

would depend 

surroundings 

smell. 

(widow's, 

a very 

frienC 

the first 

I 

further argument to sho the absurdity of giving any substance 

to what they smelt you smell a thing ad you do not attach much 

Importance to it. 	One man thought it .:melt like pine. 	There 

were two men together and one thought it was bUrning clothes and 

the other thought it was crib paper. 	iy friend then puts it 

that the possibility of fire was so aparent that it was 

negligent not to have an attendant constantly at the pump house 
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and indeed, he says, the law demanded it. 
	Now I desire briefly 

to discuss the case from that point of view. 
	The possibility 

of fire was so remote that it never entered into anybody's con- 

sideration. 	
The possibility of fire was so remote that until 

this fire happened I do not believe there was a man in Tasmania 

or in Australia who would have dreamed of the possibility of fire 

in a mine like the North Lyell mine. 	
iou have heard the 

testimony of Cox. 	
He took home some of this hardwood timber 

and tried to burn it in the fire with disastrous results to his 

domestic happiness. But how on earth these hardwood timbers 

with the water ruening over them ever did burn passes my con-: 

prehension and I believe it passes 
the comprehension of those 

practical members of the Commission who understand these things 

better. 	
Of course the amount of pine in the pump 

house was by 

comparison so small that even if it had not caught on fire, had 

not the hardwood timbers also caught, there could not have been 

anything like the disastrous results that have happened. 
	The 

machinery was automatic and designed to avoid the necessity of 

anyone being there. 	
If en attendant had been there he would 

have been twiddling his thumbs all the day and "Satan finds some 

that man would '4 
mischief still for idle hands to do.°. 	

ha, 

have done with this automatic machinery I do not know. 	He would 

simply stay there and leok at himself. That is the class of man 

It is with that kind of employment 
who does get into mischief. 

that trouble arises for men get negligent and inattentive. 

They t rust the machine 
to do its work but a maohine of that kind 

designed to work automatically and with the safety appliances  

that were there is practically what has be termed 'fool proof% 

That it was .•,e11. 1.oked after there can 4)e no doubt ftorearcec:rerdiene 
to the evidence there mas Earris in complete charge, h  

Clay and Ya - tin eho made e. daily inspection, there was .;edd whole 

my learned friend attacks to-day as ee  not having any el eat ri cal 

knowledge when he does not profess any, and there are Burns and, 

Lonsdale who make an inspection, who are both there on one 
shia, 

and one in charge, to be there if' any thing required doing. 
There 
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is a constant stream of attendants. I contend it would be idle 

to say a man should be there constantly when there is this con- 

stant stream of attendants. 	
There are two competent men, one 

electrical and one niechanical. 	
As a matter of fact, if Bura.s 

had been there 2.10/3.e 
to look after the thing both electrically 

and meohanically there might have been some ca.uee of complaint, 

but that he machine was well, looked after is, I contend, beyond 

all doubt. 	
Look at the safety appliances used. 	

You know from 

the evidence of Praaer and ',
-edhu.rst that they are all that could. 

possibly be devised. 	
The power is broken down at the trans- 

forMer house into 550, the number of volts required for this work. 

There is a fuse on each wire 6o that even if there is an over-load 

the fuses will blow. 	
As an additional precauti el. there are 

fuses again on the sub-circuit so that if by any chance there is 

an over-load or a short circuit in the pump house the fuses will 

blow and no damage will result. That more could we do 
%: 	wind 

it up by demonstrating that in the opinion of 7raser and Medhurst 

an 
electrical fire could not occur and the evidence of iiiedhuret 

v 
uncontradicted by Trembath that it did not occur. 

	liould anyone  

have thought before October 12 that a serious fire was at all 

possible'. 	
That the ijompany did not is clear from t he fact that 

they never did insure and they will have to bear the losses con- 

sequent on this fire themselves. 	
It never entered their heads  

nd te fire did occur. 	
The check inspectors were there to  

make suggestions in the interests of the Safety of their fellow 

workmen. 	Did they ever suggest the possibility of fire':' 	Lc), 

because they never dreamed of the possibility of it. 	Did they  

ever suggest that another man should be in constant attendance 

there: ,  No. It may be said that it is no business of theirs, 

they do n:t understand machinery and that therefore it iu no 

part of their .,1,siness to arggest that a man should be there 

constantly. 	There is something more thtn that. 	There is the 

ginedriTrers T  claim. 	In January of last year the l'hginedrivers  :.:n.  
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who woued be in a poaition to say whether or riot one man should 

be in attendance at those pumps constantly do not suegest any 

uoh thing in their Jetstm agreement although that is supposed to 

be a comprehensive agreement dealing with all rettere likely to 

arise between the enginedrivers and the (.;ompany as regards the 

safety of the men concerned in the agreement. 	
Of course it is 

conoedee by every one of the men who went 'nto the witness box 

that he men themselves never dreamed of the possibility of fire 

and yet the unfortunute management are supposed to be demi gods. 

But they are only flesh and blood after all end they never dream-

se, rny more than the men of the possibility of anything like a 

serious fire happening in a wet mine. 	I do not mean it is wet 

like the :2asnanian mine, but it is wet as is obvioes from the 

mount of water that has to be pumped and that has to be used 

for mullocking. 	The suggestien has been made aealn and again 

that the law required us to have a man in constant ettendanee 

there. 	The Lw makes no such requirement. 	If it did ry 

learned friend the 6olioitor General. ler some other person on 

behalf o the cAvernnent would have oommunicated with the A. 

Lyell Oo. before this. 	
The reguletton evs that no person in 

charge of P 
holler or 'ending or other engine or generator shall 

leave le. 	
This was no a boiler, it was not a winding r other 

engine, nor as it a generator. The generation took place at 

eneensto7n. It was a motor. 
	here the Aming .ieFulations 

require that a thing snail be done they say s) in very plain 

terms. For instance, At every shaft -here maohinery is used for 

winding e. brace-man shall be kept in constant ettendaece.". 	If 

they 	 e require you to do it there is that phraseology, 'ther shall 

be kept in oonetent ettendunce.'. 	But in this ease all, that 

the seoti on says is that no person under a certain age and it 

ent r certain certificate shell be in cherge of certain engines 

end then it proceeds thet no person who is in charge of any 

°nein° that is mentioned there shall lea ve it. 	I will not 

elaborate the argument b(aause My learned friend agrees that you 
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are fendine. 
 facts and that „ill be a matter for sftebody else to 

consider. 	
There hes been, we claim positively, no breach of 

any regulation. 	
The regulction does not moan that there shall 

bE in charge of that motor one person and that he should be in 

constant attendance. 	
The second part of the case seetb to me 

to writ naturally assume this sweet 	
There was a tttx fire 

in fact. 	
ehat facilities had the men to excape and were those 

facilities effectively availed of. 	
The evidence demonstrates, 

content, that the facilities to eeca•e were there but that the 

smoke was too much for the unfortunate men who did not suffic- 

ieatly early appreciate the danger. 	I would draA your attention 

partioularly to the fact that the lee does not require a second 

exit at all as regards metalliferous mines and that, I contend, 

simply ends the matter. 	The Lining laws of Tasmania have been 

altered and amendeC fror tile to time, and the most competent 

men at the business have ae lied their minds to devising a set 

of rule and regulations for the saftty of the men. 	
All that 

human ingenuity could devise or that mine-ownees could be asked 

to carry out is contained in the rggulsations and set out there. 

They are numerous and in some respects very comprehensive. 

The law says you shall do certein things and you shall not do 

other thingu; 
if goes further end says 'Ipart altogether from 

the regulations set oet here, if in any given circumstancev other 

reguletions are required to apely to any particular mine we have 

the power to make thee,  and enforce kimeuexxxxi special rules to 

meet the circumstances of any special mine". 
	There is no 

regulation, no law, no rule, which requires any comeany .:

0: 

7  have 

 ld a second exit !'rom a metalliferous mine in Tasmania. 

we have been discussing at such great length the question of a 

second exit when in Tasmania and in the whole of Australia the 

law is that a second exit is not required 	The only reason 

why we have sat here end not objected was that we did not think 

it became the Company to object to any evidence which might 

remotely affect the Jesus or txxxim assist you in coming to a 

conclusion. 	The unfortunate men have bead killed and we thought 
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it was prnper to allo-e this evidence to go on if you thought it 

was proper to hear it, but I can assure you if it was a .aaestion 

in an ordinary Court of law that evidence would have been objected 

to, and, T. think you will ap;gee with me, it would have been ex- 

cluded. 

MR. :":1'3E. 	 You did object. 

MR. CRISP. 	
I formally raised the objection a.nd' the Oommission 

thought it vould be of assistance to them and I did not press it. 

All I can say is that not only are two shafts not required but 

that even connections between the leveC s are not required. 

(Reads ilegulat ion 50) . 	
Without fa, special order from the Lin- 

ister of -
Lines on the report of his Inspector we do not even hay. 

to have connections between the various levels. 	
We are entitled 

under the law to have one shaft and work our Jaw mine with one 

shaft only. 	,i.(3t are dealing •,;,!itii: his matter under the 18w. 

We have broken no law. 	
Yet, I sztetle claim there was a second 

exit. 	You have heard the testimony of Fowler who wwote that 

some time ago he got from the bottom to the top on three-quarters 

of an hour independant of the main shaft. 	On the 0th October 

iinrtain went from the1100 to the 500 i:part from the main shaft - 

that is, three days before the fire. 	e have heard the 

y miners' letter of the llth June written by the'3ecf .etary in 

these terms ''Other complaints have been made to the branch that 

-there is only one means of exit from below the 500 level", the 

inference being that he himself on behalf of the miners ad-

mitted that from the 500 there were means of exit. 

The ladders were not taken away until July. 

ma 

 

. ORISI'• 	
It is admitted that from the 500 down there .,ere other 

means of exit. 	In point of fact, you have the evidence of 

Curtain who actually went down from the 500 to the bottom, or 

to the 1000 anyhow, independant of the main shaft altogether. 

cs to the 300 to 400, or 40f to 500, you have the evidence of 

Jimrray confirmed by Cox that Pacey's stope was there available 

as a means of getting in or out. 	I will deal with the question  

of ladder-TA5s afterwards. 	As I understand, from the 400 to 500 
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there was Heffernan's stope also. 	It is perfectly true that in  

Heffernan's stope there was some ore at the bottom because no 

one anticipated this frightful calamity, but I ask you is it not 

a fact that the mining members of this commission on a visit to 

the north Lyell mine actually went down Pacey's and Heffernan's 

stopes and sew for themselves that those passes were open and 

available had there been ladders there on the day of the fire. 

It is suggested that Paoey's was not there. I beg to submit that 

the evidence shows it wees there and there is no suggestion that 

since the fire the company had done anything except put ladders 

in Pacey's stopet 	Apart from those means of getting in or out 

there ere the tee mullock passes; one, I understand, n each 

side of the shaft, not intended to be used as means of exit but 

they were there available. 	It is said "That may be so. Those 

means are there but the men co, ld not get from the bottom up 

to the top beoaeee there were no ladders. 	How are they going 

to get ue Pacey's or Peffernen's stepesr:". 	'thy answer is this: 

I claim that the point is that elthough ,,en may not have been 

able to get from the bottom to the top yet in the case of a 

universal disaster such as the loss of the mein shaft those 

above could easily have gone to the rescue of those below. 

There were ladders vhich could easily be rut don. 	It was only 

in the face of this unexpected cisaoter, it was only on account 

of the smoke and fumes that they could not pet the ladders in 

and put them down 	Ir. jurtain says, "In any other circumstLncee 

the mon could easily have got out even i the main shaft had 

collapsed.". 	I only emphasize this point to show you that 

there is no euestion of the rat in the trap here.  Even if they 

ha 6 lost he main shaft altogether in any other eircumeteneee but 

these awful fumes, those above could have put the ladders down 

and rescued in a feJ hours all those heloer, ,,na there Aati n_ 

question of the men being trapped or caught in the way endeavour- 
ed to be put by my leared friend. 	abort Gedd, one of the 

leaders of the men, absolutely Cispose0 of this question for h
e  

says if the shaft had collapsed men could have got from the top 
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ld 
to the bottom to rescue those below in 	

few eoure. 	ou 	any- 

body.  soy there were no vays of getting out 
	I do not sby thtt 

th non could clamber ur 'ecey'e etope elthouoh it iu 6r eeted 

they iFFht have done so witholt difficulty, but I do press home 

the argument that in any 
other event but these awful fumes which 

nobody ever anticipated those above coul,' very e S. 1 here rot 

to those below and rescued every man from the mine. 

MR. WIJX: 	Meat bout a ru.3b of water? 

L. CRISP: 	
I am glad my friend has mentioned that because you will 

find that although the ,eining Regulations provide for e rush of 

eater in some connections, there is not one vord in the vhble of 

the law of Taemania as regards fire in a metalliferous mine. 

hen 8 new minine la 
T is being introduced suggestions are invited 

aides 
from all alitAX, fro 

e the ;ompen,tes and from the iron, 'Ahat can 

ee do to make these regulations more stringent?". 	
e(epresentinp 

this constituency or these lonstituelcies in the House of 

eseembly there is at least one member of earliement Thn is a 

practical miner and yet not one of them suggests the possibility 

of a fire; not one of them sugeesto putting in those liegulationo 

anything which would compel the companies to take precautions 

o meet such a oontingenoy. 

KR. ME; 	
' metelliferoue mine at broken dill ha s been on fire. 

CRTSP: 	
I em talking about he mining laws of Tasrenie,rnd I 

say through the length and bleadth of the eot 
	eosaibility of 

fire has never occurred to anybody. 	I am instructed that in 

New South Nalea although there is a .eaoor eovernment in power 

there ie no question of a second exit. 	at the men did ot 

consider this question of a aeoond exit u cardinal uuu is apparent 

from y greet deal of the evidenoe. eymona, one of the ()heel 

inseectore, eoea there and he elyo, 'The secon6 exit was 6 vinor  

consideration for Vs cheer-  inspectors.'. 	lie did not corrobOrete 

Mr. Gadd at ell although dadd admitta he had in viol 	eon_ 

nection Ath the nooks ehaft and not these various ways between 

the leTvels 'he n talking about a aeeond exit, end if you went 
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confirmation oi the fact that the question of a second exit never 

really interested those check inspectors you have not only their 

report There they emphasize the danger of some parts and merely 

casually refer to there being no second exit at present but you 

have this significant fact that somewhere about
,  Pacey's stope on 

the 300 level Gadd walks along and feels the ground hollow and 

knows he is treading on boards and does not even ask that the 

boards should be taken up so that he oan see what the pas',
,  is. 

Gentleen, don't you think that Symon is correat when he says 

that the second exit was to those men a minor consideration, and 

that the possibility of trouble and the possibility of a second 

exit being required never entered into their consideration at 

all? 	mother theory has 
been set up by y learned friend that 

had the engine winze been there there would have been a down-

cast and an up-east at the time of the fire and the lives of the 

men, or some of them, would have been saved. 
	There is no 	fl 

evidenoe as far as I can see to bear that out. 
	On the contrary 

it is found that when the engine winze was through before it 

made no difference whatever, and when it was pierced again after 

the fire it was 
not until the 'ire got a good hold and the 

bratticing took place that any material difference was perceptible 

Gadd's idea of a second exit to the :locks shaft would have been 

absolutely useless to cause an up-cast or down-cast bectus0 

know that the Blooks shaft only goes up to within 50.4t. of tte 

surface and then goes out through a tortuous, winding edit some 

2000fto and wou7d be absolutely useless for creating any draught. 

In this connection may I suggest with a good deal of diffidence 

on alcount of the more practical miners on the Commission, that 

this connection of two mines may turn out to be a very dangerous 

thing. 	
I can conceive for instance, a fire in the Blocks mined, 

the draught tending towards the north Lyell mine and up the 

North Lyell shaft, and the North Lyell people being confronted 

with a disaster caused by its neighbour. 	Indeed there is the 

evidence of Btone who experienced, I think at Broken Hill, or 

almost experienced a disaster arising in a similar way. 

(At 12.45 p.m. the 3 omission adjourned till 2 p.m.) 
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XII. CRISP: 	
Gentlemen, the questioh seems to naturally arise here, 

could the - en have sot out 0° that mine safely had there been 

20 eeits, and I venture to think that even if there had been so 

many ways of getting out of the mine it is doubtful if they 

could have appreciated the risk in time and any more men would 

have escaped at all. I should like to read this passage of the 

evidence of Dr. Love because it does seem to me that that evidence, 

about which there is no dispute, demonstrates the fact that had 

there been any number of exits in all human probability as the 

men did not appreciate the risk in time not one other man =kit 

would have been saved. 	
He said, "Carbon monoxide would diffuse 

"through the air in any mine. In any mine the quantity of it 

'w)uld be large and wou a be generated in any mine. 	The effect 

"on the men would be twofold; first there is a weakness of the 

"muscles with even a small percentage of carbon monoxide, 	 fl 

'particularly in the muscles of the leg 
e usee in climbin 1 dders. 

"eecondlY, the effect of a small dose is comparable to 
a dose of 

"alcohol. 	
The keener perceptions are interfered with. 	A man 

"might know that escape was possible ;ut not realize it. 
	He 

"might know the need of escape and yet be indifferent. I saw five 

"bodies. The second body - that of Jou Jurke 	WE6 lyin' on his 

"side eith the left hanc under his head. 	Hs right hand held 

This spider. He had evidently felt tired and laid down and made 

"himself comfortable just as a tired man would compose himself for 

"sleep. 	If a man looking for a way me of escape came to a ladder- 

"way he might have hallucinations. 	Once carbon monoxide has been 

'breathed it is chemically fixed in the blood for some time. 	The 

'general feeling is one of 'Couldn't be bothered'. 	Another effect 

"of the =next gas is obstinacy. It dulle the perceptions. 	He 

"would resent interference. 	The reasoning faculty goes first and 

"then physically.". Olen we appreciate the very small quantity of 

this gas a man does not kno the danger of it. 	He has no idea 
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of the deadly nature of it. 	Al little, and the effect is death. 

How could they have got out if there had been .r.) exits' 	If all 

the demi gods could have cone, had been done, world these men 

have got up out of that place alive when we realize that nobody 

ever dreamed of fire? 	
The men themeelvee, ractieal miners, had 

no idea of the risk they were running from this uefta gas, and we 

have learnt for the first time in Tasmania - I supeose in ust-

rale - of the deadly effects of it. Is it worth while discussing 

hether there ere two exits or 20 or 100? 	
One little sniff of 

this awful poison and the result may be death. 	
The doctor says 

it seems to be chenicellY fixed in the brain and even if a mem 

got into the air afterwards the result may be the same. 
	In that 

connection I will es', 
 you to read this book of Foster and Heiden(' 

on The 1nVestigalion of Dine Air, r. 147. 
	There is a very inter- 

esting exerple of what happened in a mina in England at pages 

176 to 178 and &Fain at page ]e2. 	
It says there is often a 

sensation of indescribabl pleasure. It instencoo a case of a man 

who was absolutely angry with those who came to awaken him to his 

senses. 	
He just seemed to lie ,ovia and rest and did not desire to 

move at alL 	
I might in this connection refer you to the evidence 

respecting Jrlght, mith and 1.1.1ey who were three of the men who 

found a refuge for the time in No.4
0  stope on the 100 level. 

Alarmed at a threatened inrush of bad air they attempted o male 

their escape even against the Fishes of the shift boss in the 

direction of the shalt and this awful gas overpowered those men 

and they fell dead within 30 or 40 ft. of the place 7,here they were 

eltering. 	
It gives one a general idea of the deadly nature of 

sh  impract cability 
the poison and the imparwitickfitirx under the cir umstences of anybody 

whether down below or on the surface htvin7 done anything 1 	very 

much to have mot he men out in time or nrevented the disaster. 

I mi#ht mention Oreadon end James Rolf who were found in 16 etope 

between 600  and 700. 	They were found in a reposeful ttitude in 

a place neer their work and the nroblbility is they were overtaken 
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at their work and sat down and did not make any very seriou, 

attempt to escape, not appreciating until too late the fact of 

the digester. 	ity friend .x. Vise has argued they were travelling 

about all over the place, cut off and not able to escepe. 
	I 

only mention these to men in order to make this observetio4, 

that there is absolutely no evidence whatever that these men 

were travelling about. 	
Their reposeful attitude would seem to 

show the contrary. 	
The only evidence is that one candle was 

found in one man's pocket and a piece in a spider. 
	I wish to 

point out to you that there is nd evidence they were burnt. They 

may have been carrier En-ay with the slurry and water that flowed 

around and about that cart after the fire had occurred. 
	The 	fl 

facilities to escape were fully availed of. 	
A serious fire was 

thought to be irpossible and it was never 
treated seriously until 

too late. 	According to Cox some 
men followed them and esosped 

at 12.30 and the others unalarmed stayed though the cage was sent 

for then. 	
:er friend has asserted that Cox told them and did hot 

order them to come out. 	
In the face of a disaster like that a 

man (weld only give an order or 
sug-estion, "Come alone boys, I 

Em eoine to the sheft.". 	
40 odd men came and the others did not. 

I merely mention that tie facilities to escape were there if the 

men had really appreciated the extent of the disaster. 	Gill ies 

says he saw Burke, ,c0aslano and JecCartney at the 700 at 11 o'cloc 

Gillies came up 20 minutes 
later, the others stayed. 	They thong] 

it leonld blow away but it never did for them. 	Henry Cordell's 

evidence is, "After we saw smoke the men had crib. '. This would 

take about half an hour. 	Hewitt's evidence is, 'I was working 

at the Bee. 
I saw the smoke while standing at the steel house 

I rant' up the 1000 to see if the fire was there but it was door. 

not. I then rang up the 1100 and it was not there either. Then 

I went back and lit the billies. 	That evidence is typical of 

most of them. 	They had a chance of gotAele out if anybocy had 

known the extent of the disaster. 	They lit their billies and'di 

not treat it seriensly an more than anybody else up to the 12th 
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would have treated a fire seriously in a rettlliferous mine in 

Tasmania. They thought a disaster of that kind was impossible 

and every man thought it, yet they 
could all have got out if the 

danger had been apnreoisted. 	
Yowler says, "Even after I got 

up all the men ooeld have been pulled out but they treated it 

very light"y. 	
Friday, the plat-man at 700, says 

there was 

time to pull the whole shift for about ialf an hour would have 

milled the lot. 	
In o rerblina, mine like this is ti possible to 

ensure absolute safety under all circumstances' 
	There would 

have to be a shaft to every store and that of course is quite 

outside the bounds of practicability, 	
I beg to offer a few 

remarks as regards the legal obligation of the Company, and be-

fore doing that I wish to say I quite agree with every word t hat 

hs fallen from my learned friend as regards the law. 
	Circum- 

stances alter oases, and the obligations ol" a ruan to take care, 

say, n a cotton factor:7 where all around him is inflammable 

material, and the possibility are quite differtnt from the cir- 

cumetaAces that would obain in a wet mine underground. 	
The 

degree of care -arid 
be 'rile difrrrent and he law regards that .  

The ':,
,rpression used by my learned friend was IA man must guard 

against imminent risk.", but the law is clear to this 
extent 

that it is the obligation of a Company or an employer to guard 

against accidents that are likely to happen, and only that.  

No man is asked,to be an insurer. 	
No Company is asked to do 

a4y.hing more than you or I Amid do to guard against a danger 

that is jikely to occur - not to guard against the unforeseen 

and unlikely, the almost imposJnle ease. 	If that wefe the 

obli -ation placed on a Company or employer it would he imposs- 

ible to continue work. 	
This is the state of the law. 	It is 

the case of the Benalla Corporation v. Cherry, 12 	649. 

(Cites "The precautions to be taken are only against such in 

juries 	 are not likely to he-ecen."). 

apply the law of that case to the circumstances of this. 

it ever likely that a fire would happen 	Bo man ever dreamed 

4e 

'4a.s 

of it. 	Are we bound to take precautions against a. thing that 
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is so ulikely that we do not even insure? The law does not 

regard it. 	(Cites 'The precaution suggested in this case 	 

	would fail into this drain."). 	Air. Justice Barton at 

650 said, This is not an accident which is so likely to happen 

	 charge c with the cuty of maintcining the 

highway.". 	It is not likely to happen and therefore there is 

no legal obligation to guard against it, so if any employer had 

to guard against an unlikely thing the obligation would be too 

heavy and no one would be able to do it. 	There is another case 

of The Footsoray quarries V. Nicholls, 14 C.I.R., 326. 	(Cites 

It is the cuty of the man in charge of such operations. 	 

	reasonably to be expectec to occur. '.) 	Th,t is the 

obligation the law imposes on the Lt. iyell 00. on the 12th 

October last - an obligation to take precautions agtinst the 

occurrence of anything likely to happen and i claim - and it is 

a claim that is supported by every witnes„, in the box - that the 

unlikeliest event in the world in the contemplation of every man 

was the happening of a fire in the north lyel mine or L,Ily other 

similar mine. 	I beg to suggest that a very unworthy attack 

has been made on the management in connection with this disaster. 

It is suggested t_) you that L's. urray came slothfully to the 

rescue and did little when he got km= there. 

. WISE: 	he never suggested that. kr. urray acted splendidly  

when he eot there, 

R. CRI6?: 	I understood my friend's argument to be that , r. .urray 

got there 50 minutes after he learnt of the disaster. 

MR. WISE: 	That is correct - 55 minutes 

MR. CRISP: 	And when he got there his efforts wer4adly directed. 

MR. WISE: 	Bo. 

MR. CRISP: 	I beg to suggest to you as a matter of common. sense that 

any maneger, the moment he fr predated there was any r1 -;1,-  of a 

serious disaster, would be the very first into the breach. 	. 
iviurr ay s evidince shows you that as soon as he did appreciate there 
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was any disaster he did go therefrnd the result is that he risked 

his life to try and save those who were below. 
	An unworthy 

attack has been made on the underground foreman, Cox, and I corn- 
it 

mend to your consideration the evidence of that men LeGoldie,wlawk 

makes one's blood thrill to road what took place, 

marshalled hinself near the steel house and at that dangerous 

post knocked -atly the cages and how When overcome the younger man 

Le Joldie begs him to enter the cage and how he stands to his 

post until the last man is in and he is the last to go up to the 

surface. 	ehen he gets there he is taken to the Inds hospital 

and remains there. Eisimumumbtxtbdommt An unworthy attack.  is 

made on that man with the idea of belittling not Cox personally 

but with the idea of reflecting on the Mt. Iyell Coy., .saying 

that they have neglected their duty and run away from the post of 

danger. I draw your attention to the number of petty matters that 

have been thrown up against us as a kind If make-weight, I presume 

not bearing on the matter that you are charge( to enquire into but 

simply throw# in, as it were, I can only assume to make weight 

against us to show that ee have 
been wrong from the start and 

everything in the mine is wrong. 	For instance, on the last day 

of the evidence we were charged with breaking the leg of a man 

named Allard. 	On examination it turns out he was being hauled 

up by a rope and he let go the rope and sufferer injury. 	scott 

and shepherd were said to be work , ng in a place absolutely 

danserous. Investigation showed that the cheek inspectors had 

looked at that place an0 satisfied themselves it was not danger- 

ous and I presume the men went back to work. 	It is said there 

was a crack in the shaft - repeated too Sy my friend only today - 

and that an electrical disturbance can take place for one took 

place at the ontana mine. 	Investigation shows that there is no 

cable in the kontana shaft at all. 	leost glaring of all, was the 

introduction of those resistances with the idea, I presume, of 

leading you to believe that these resembled in some respects - 
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MR. 	SE: 	 When I introduced them I said as plainly as words can 

say that I did not suggest there was the slightest similarity 

with those at the It. Lyell and it was only to shoe' what fusing 

would do. 	No sugeestion was made that it was similar. 

YR. CRISP: 	As I remember i 	it was only when our witnesses were 

called 	Harris and Fraser and also _edhurst - that it became 

apparent - 

THE PRESTDRO'T; 	I remember Yr. "rise using exactly the same words as he 

used now 

CRISP: 	If thzt is so, I very gladly withdraw but I could not 

conceive at the time why they were introduced unless it was to 

cher that in some way they resemble the resistances used at the 

North lyeel mine, or in other words that they could be burnt if 

a Sufficient &menet of fire were applied to them. Obvious17 they 

could be burnt. 	I mention these few facts in order to demonstrate 

the dearth of lonettlektmxtf armeanition at my friend's command when 

he has to drag these things in hich do not, any one of them or 

the whole lot of them together, assist you in coming to the ri ht 

determination in this case. 	It has been argued that there were 

men at various times in clear spots in these stopes or in various 

part of the mine and it has been said they could have got out 

if there had been exits. 	Tc answer that argument I will ask you 

In No.40 stope at the 1000 to conpave 	to statements. 

level y number of men sheltered for some days and eventually got 

safely away; there was no exit from that utope. 	In 22 stope, 

850 level, the men werc. kil- ed in spite of the air hoses and 

there was a rice fron there up to the 7OC, and evidence has been 

offered that if there had been more conleatione and exits probably 

there would have been fa more deaths, for of course they act as 

a vent. 	In 40 stope they were able to beat the air back because 

there was no air behind them; in 22 stope time their hoses 

harnened to be no good for the smoke would come down on top or be 

drawn through ,eith disastrous results to the men. 	My learned 
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friend Mr. Vise has pointed dramatically to the position of the 

bodies of Studwell and Garde aid he asks you to assume that 

situated as they were in that position they were trying to get up 

Heffernan's stope and came along almost to the 'safety point 
els 

could get no further and died. 	
There is no evidenoe to justify 

a suggestion that those men ever attempted to 
get up Heffernan's 

stope, or that they were in a physical condition which would en- 

able them to get UP Heffernan's atepe if they got there. 	On the 

contrary the evidence rather tends the other way for no attempt 

seems to have been. made ty them to open Heffernan's stope and run 

the little ore in it. 	I understood Mff friend to say that they 

would come there and might find it blocked. with ore, unable to get 

out 	
after 

it sighit without shooting it out, but on the (1, y 11 the fire 

Albert Gadd got down the shaft, rushed to that pass, opened the 

door and ran it within a. few seconds- minutes certainly. 	
Is 

there any evidence that these unfortunate men, ..itudwell and :
.arde, 

tried to do that? 	
On the contrary they do not appear to have 

attempted to open it. 	
Thee were telenhnnes and bells to be 

used near where they died and hey do not appear to have made any 

effort to use them. 	
The smoke must have been bad for we know 

there was smoke in the 500 about 11 o'clock on the day of the 

accidert, end it was there on the3unday, we know from Gadd's 

evidence, for when he did open that pass nd the fumes came up 

It at once acted as a vent. 	
Gadd himself had to be hauled out 

with a. 

 

rare in an exhausted condition within a fiery few mop 

afterwards. 	If they had opened it at the time the probabilities 

are the unfortunate men would never have got up. 
	It would probe 

abl:' have been a chimney on the Saturday when they got there as 

it WES on the Sunday when Gadd got there. 	I would like to refer 

here to an expression that has been used, "pulling the shift.", 

es if, I think you, 1r. President, asked, there was any magic in 

the words. 	Ahat could the manageuent do under the circumstances 

of this caee 	What coup anyone in the circumstances have 6  One 
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t hat was not done 	
The men in the various parts of the mine 

long 

have to be sent far . 	
Take the 850 level with the stopes a 

way away. 	
A disaster happens - one of the greatest disasters 

that corld happen in a mine is the collapse of the shaft in a 

metalliferous mine. 	
A disaster of that kind happens. 	

There is 

t does he do? 	
He sends to the various 

That is what would have taken 

In WM 
circumstances like these 

The smoke beat all efforts at 

all that a shift boss oould do 

various stopes and various parts 

John Ryan 

if he was able ter 

at the 1000 level 

think he got them 

to be different. 

might instance this to a large 

the second or third story. 	The 

quests are above. The fire goes 

only remain impotent at the bottom. 

On account of the fire and smoke and fumes they 

to those whole they were desirous of rescuiing; 

only hope and watch and do *hat they could 

make the gallant efforts they did make 

I beg to suggest 
to 

he shift boss there. 

stopes and collects his men. 

place here but for the smoke. 

it was impossible to do anything. 

anything like concerted action and 

was to send to his men in the 

by reason of the smoke to get there. 

was able fortunately to collect his men and I 

The boss at the 850 seemed 
all safely away. 

It was impossible to get into the remote stopes. 

A fire breaks out on 

is below andlthe 

ba 

hotel. 

management 

can 

up the lift well and the tanager 

that could the manager 

could not 

do? they could 

get 
do on the 

to rescue the 

men below. 

taken all reasonable precautions in 
the circumstances to guard 

against disaster 	They had the latest and best machinery, 

staff, and the safety of 
telephones to each level, 

the men was the first consideration. 	To demonstrate the 

anxiety of the Company to do the fair thing to their men I need 

only refer you to that agreement of January which provided for 

a, competent 

you now that the Company have 

surface and 

unfortunate 

the establishment of a grievance committee. 	The Company instead 

of taking a high-handed attitude said to the men, "If there is 

anythingwe can do for you, anything in the nature of a grievance 

that you have, submit it to us. If there is any precaution that 

we can take that re have not taken as regards your safety, tell 
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us of it. 	I: We do not agree xith you, U we think you arr 

raising a mare's nest and Tyc still think you are right, let 

there be appointed a grievance committee and let them decide 

Ihether you are right or the Company is right.". 	Could anything 

be fairer than that? 	I point to that agreement as an instance 

of the dross unfairness with which we have been met in this case. 

They appear no'; and say we have one things we ought not to have 

done, and they claim, many of them, to be practical miners. 	As 

one witness said with a sneer on his face, 'I am a practical miner 

and Mr. 2durray is not.". 	These practical miners never suggested 

that precautions should be taken against fire. 	They had an  

It , a3 requested that any representa- opnortunity of doing it. 

tions shou7d be made to the grievance committee. 	
They now bring 

it as an offence agsinst us that we never thought of fire when 

the practical miners themselves thought of it 
	Final]y, 1 would. 

remind you that your verdict may be fraught with very serious 

consequences. 	The F.k.E.A. has demonstrated that they will 

catch at anything to place responsibility on the management of 	fl 
this Company. Yet The question of compensation 

does not seriously 

sorry us. 	Ve are concerned to see 
that undue blame is not placed 

on the management of this Company for this unexpected and un- 

paralleled disaster. 	I bid 
you be careful how you add any 

riders to your verdict. 	A may have hereafter to debate the 

question of compensation in a eourt of law and you, kr. i'rest enti, 

particularly will know what stepping stones to litigation riders 

or additions to a verdict are. 	I beg to suggest to you that the 

terms of your Commission ask you to enquire into kilts the cause 

of this disaster and do not empower you or require you to make 

any recommendations whatever. 	You are asked to find the cause 

of the death as a coroner's jury would and I beg to submit to you 

that you should not allow yourselves to be led into the position 

of including any of your recommendations my learned friend 

suq -,ests for the very obvious reason that he only makes them so 
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that he may lean on them to bring acti9ns against the Company 

which to afterwards base claims for compensation. 
	There is 

very good reason why you should not. 

KR. Vq3E. 	
Do you say this evidence would be admissible as 

evidence in other proceedings 

MR. CRISP. 	
I soy nothing about 

lake this, that the tmloppory Commission is 

that the live parts of the resistances should be fixed at a 

certain distance from the wall and that the conductors should be 

enclosed in wood in damp places - if you did say so it would be 

at once inferre that the Company had erred in these respects 
in 

that they did not have the live parts of the resistamoes a 

certain distance away and they did have these conductors placed 

That would be the inference at 

I beg 

or in other words to use this COME 
iission and its findinT on 

a 

it. 	When we see a recommendation 

solemnly asked to say 

()neer'? and my friend 

in wood. 

unnecessary for 

I beg to submit that your 
are the terms of the Conrission. 

of the death and those 

to submit shen you do enquire 
into it you Ill be forced to the 

knows well 

men of the 

the Royal Commission wished that that 

in the future'. 	
You know that is a good reason why you should 

not allow yourselves to be dictated to in that way. 
	There Is 

one very good reason apart from those why you should not give my 

friend the verdict he asks for and that is that it is a matter of 

colfmon knowledge that an expert Commission is being appointed to 

It would be unfair, I 
enquire into all these very matters. 

sub- 

mit, to the Company to 	
yourselves to be led into making 

recommendations like these or any one of them, and it would be 

the other Commission has yet to make its report. 

only duty is to enquire into the cause 

why he wants these things - so that he can say 'Gentle
- 

Jury: 	
the Company erred in those respects and hence 

question should be debated 

conclusion that the first rule has been 

in the ctecumstances of the case, 

been the Company's first consideration. 

for the very earnest attention you. have 

though it has talren a very considerable 
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I beg now to thank you 

given to this case al- 

time. 	It has been a 
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matter of comment amongst ourselves that we have not seen one 

hasty expression or gesture from the Commission. 	I thank you 

on behalf of the Company whom I represent for the attention you 

have given to the case. 

R. 13E. 	 I w4 sh to say a few words about the charge of incendiar. 

ism - 

Y-R. CRISP. 	There is no charge. 

MR. WISE. 	my friend is in error. 	He said there were three 

possible causes of the fire: 	one, the carelessness of the men, 

the second, incendiarism, and the third, an outbreak in the 

electrical machinery. 	In his address he said nothing about 

the carelessness of the men for the very obvious reason thst 

the .3omrany eould be responsible -hether the men were careless 

or not. 	There is no evidence of carelessness. 	He then 

claimed to show that a fire could not have originated in the 

electr1cal machinery, and that leaves incendiarism only. 	• A 

charge tzxtk of incendiarism is therefore made definitel:, 

formally, by counsel for the Company and in desperation. Think-

ing the charge binted at had been withdrawn I never referred to 

it in my address. 	
I must now read the only evidence, if it can 

be called evidence, on which may friend relies, and it negatives 

his argument. 	The charge of incendiarism was suggested at an 

early stage b sore questions by r. Ewing, and it rested upon 

evidence that Stone end Enight had been seen carrying a leg, it 

was first said, and thin some laths to the place where they core 

Torking on the day of the fire. 	They dony they were carrying  

it on the day, but they say they were carrying it the day before. 

Gillies is the first witness who put forward this charge. 	I 

asked Mr '7hat he meant by it, for it seemed to be extraordinary 

-ehen men are carrying timber every day that he should remember it 

on this occasion. 	The evidence is nt G-13 (180) (Reads from 
3rd 

on 180 to 5th on 181). tzt 

 

cuestion 	 Instead of that my frieni 

Mr. Crisp is instructed to suggest that 3tone and Fight set on 

fire the log which was found by ,r. ;11.... ray on October 21 lying 

in the 700 level. 
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MR. EWING: 	18 my friend right hero 	I was here most of the time 

and did not hear :,7r. Crisp ouggest on behalf of the Company that 

Stone and Yni!ht had set fire to the log in the pass. 

MR. WISE: 	 No one else could have ('on3 it. 

1R. EWING: 	
My friend never made any such suggestion as far as I 

know. 

MR. CRISP: 	I never did make any such suggestion. 

MR. WISE: 	Do you withdraw the 'charge? 

MR. CRISP: 	I do nct make any withdrawal at all. 	
I simply stated 

it eras our duty to investigate this matter, and we were on en 

investigation which might have led to a cert in length and which 

I candidly admitted in my remarks did not bead to that length. 

MI7L. WISE: 	
My friend put forward three possible causes of fire - 

one, carelessness of the men, and on that my friend says nothing 

and there is no evidence of carelessness; the second is in- 

cendiarism and the third is fire in the machinery. 
	My friend 

elaborately argues that there could be no fire in the machinery 

and it follows, though he does not sty so definitely, that it 

must have been incendierism. 

YR. CRISP: 	
I protest against this. 	I have said plainly that 

there was just as much evidence one way las the others and I have 

said that I am satisfied now that the Commission cannot find the 

cause of the fire. 

. WISE: 	 I ask you to add now a definite finding in addition to 

those I have asked you to make that there is no evidence at all 

tpeinst stone or Knight or any other man of having set this mine 

on fire. 	
Aly should they rest on this stigma - willin -  to wound 

yet afraid to strike? 

THE PRESIDENT!: 	
Ho says as to carelessness there is no evidence one way 

or the other and the pbssibility remains - 

1R. J3E: 	
For the obvious reason that if it is carelessness the 

Company would be liable. 	He gives those two alternatives and 

says. "I make no charge. '. 	Aly does he not withdraw it like a 

man 	docalse the Company will not allow him. 

MR. EWING: 	Do you want us to make a charge? 
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MR. WISE: 	 Yes. 

IIR0 

 

EYING: 	Then ve vont. 

MR. 

 

WISE: 	
Ir. iairray gives the only evidence about t he log 

iLt 

(Reads from 3rd reuestion on 222 to 3rd on 223). 
	It is 

perfec41
y clear there was nobody in the mine between the 17th and 

It must have 
21st or between the 14th and 21st on thz t level. 

caught fire between the 17th and 21st. 	
Gould it have been set 

on fire by etone and Knight 	
eergeant Carr 'S evi dence 

demonstrates that it must have fallen down 
from the 600. 	I c'o 

1aVeet that ny sta. 
friend should withdraw the charge and I ask 

you in justice to tone end Ynieht to say that they are perfectly 

cleared of any suspicion at all of having committed such a crime. 

The only other matter which could be 
referred to as new natter 

is Mr. Justice Higgins' award. 	
My friend said there was no 

clail , or the claim was abandone4,for one man to look after each 

pump house- 	
It apeenra on page 12 of the award.- 

'nlause 10 has been abandoned. 	
ihe rule propoeed 

in the claim as to the 
maximum number of motors 

Fe, 

to begin 
charge of one man seems to be wholly in- 

applicable to t he arrangement s of many of t he 

respondent s. 

There uoes it say a word about looking after them on different 

levels? 	
It is not motors in different buildings but motors in 

the same building and on thqmme level. 

IIR• E 	: 	
I do not like interrupting but ny friend is imagining 

all this. 	
There is not a wore 

anywhere in that. 

MR . 	: 	If my friend were 
right why did not the JOrfennY put 

in a claim whioh eold show exactly where it was. 
	They do not 

put it in end they ask you to infer that there was a question 

about employing men on different a eve' $ 	That is not  

some books have been referred to. 	
I have no objection to them 

being read, but then is one passage that Jr. Orisp did not call 

"Electricity for Everybody". 
at t ent 1 on t 0. 	It is in 	

It Bev a 

that in New York the fire losses from 1902 to 10:5 inclusive 

w
hich were traeseble to defective wiring or other electrical 

eellee 
ere 361 with a total loss of less than Z50,000; eleetrio- 

ally caused fires were only 1.34ie. 
	ee are told that fire 
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cannot arise from electrical machinery. 

MR. EWING: 	
:e have never said fire calnot arise from a defective 

installation. 	
Sueh a statement would be folly in the extreme. 

I said we are told the fire oould not arise from this 
41SE. 

MR. ENG. 	That book 

defective 
MR. WI3E. 
laitxnectikklatx 

el apparatus 

are comelies 

MR. EWING: 
Oompanies will not insure unlese those conditions are comelied 

were all complied 

MR. WISE. 

machinery. 

with? 	
If they wou:d not insure unless those 

with they would practically never ;TA en insurance policy in 

Australia- 

which they 
say must be complied with in 

plant and the working of it. 

down as rules of safety, and the presumption is when the 

Sssociation lays those down and the Shoenix Insure/lee Joy. 

any loss by electricity, those rules have been complied with. 

occurred every time exactly as 
In this case the fire has 

wolild expect it to occur. 

ferred to by ee. Crisp the 

what is unlikely to occur. 

fire four years ago there was 

regarded at their own peril. 

own peril the rules ofPle Board 

given in iarch or in May. 	50 eou 

of fire in a metalliferous mine. 	
It is the duty of the managers 

to know that a fire has occurred before, it is their duty to 

lame-  what took place in :earch and eAs, they were put on their 

guard and they disregarded the warning. 	It was said I made no 

reference to Clay's evidence. 	I celled Pridey and the only 

imeortence of Clay's evidence was as to the time and whether he 

ri cal 

says defective installati0a. 

installation might cause a fire. 

The-Shoenix ins -ranee Coy. will not 

unless the rules of the Underwriters' isssociation 

with nor will any other Insurance Joy. 
t the 

The Underwritere' Isecietion 

her() has ry friend any evidence tha 

I quite agree that under the law re-

Company is not bound to guard against 

Ay contention is that after the 

warning which the Company dis-

They disregarded also at their 

of Trade,and also the warnings 

cannot say there is no chance 

prepare certain rules 

the installetion of 

Those rules are laid 

insere any Oeetrie 

.e admit that 

Insurance 

you 

pays 
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had seen the smoke in Lhe 500 before ieontressor and Friday went 

up. 	I understood the Ocelmiseion to age they ere satisfied 

with Fri (say's evidence and therefore I did not recall the others. 

If there is anything more in 0lay's evidence 
yhy did they not 

e_artin: 

MR. GRIST: 	He was not at the 700. 

MR. "VISE: 	Olay says he was at the 50, which is the important one. 

You are asked not to make recommendations. 	I believe it is 

your duty, quite independent of any consideration of ultieate 

eonsequences. 	It is nothine to you whet proceedings may or 

may not bet aJ en or what the result of your finding is. 	You 

are here to do more than find that the men died from monoxide 

coisoning. 

LOBBI 	
Mr. 2resident and Gentlemen of the Jommission: This 

kR.  
Oommission was wet up for the purpose and with the object of 

enquiring into the cause or causes of a certain fire which occurred 

in the north Lye]] mine on 12th October last year. 	Then there 

is a second enquiry -hich is rather ambiguously 
state.: - "and the 

loss of life resulting therefrom.". 	It seems to me you must 

read into that the worth which occur previously, that is to say, 

enquire into i,he cause or causes of the ices of life resulting 

therefrom. 	If that be so it widens the object of the enquiry, 

end in that view it seems to me there is nothing in the evidence 

taken on this Gommiseion Aich is outside the scope of the enquiry. 

The substantiel and most important matter is the first enquiry -

the ea: se or causes of the fire - and a ',ery great deal of 

evidence has been taken for the purpose of elucidating that matter, 

In fact, it seems to me the enquiry has been as complete as under 

the circumstances it could possibly have been. 	Nothing has been 

left undone to find out, if possible, how thatfire could have 

heeeened. 	I ::hall confine the few observations I desire to offer 

o the 70 level, because it seems to me that after all it is to 

that level the 'Gommission will find it must direct its attention. 
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There is no doubt whatever that one fact that has been established' 

beyond all controversy and all possibility of doubt is that there 

was in that level and ori7inating in that level a fire which 

became a erect calamity. 	
It is not absolutely certain as to 

at what Drecia e point of time that fire happened. 	
The result 

of the fire - this enormous quantity of smoke - seems to have 

been fixed at about 10 minute to 11 if you can rely on the times 
VP 

the only watch I think that was used. 	If the watches were not 

too fast and not too slow of course it is safe to assume that 

hour is correct, but at that point of time there was undoubtedly 

in that level and about that pump house and the steel house and 

the plat an enormous quantity of smoke. 	One oe the questions 

which it seems to me the eomniission must determine, drawing the 

inference as well as you may be able, is as to how long must 

have elapsed before that condition could have arisen. 	There is 

no positive evidence at all. 	
There is simply the condition - 

Nor is there any certainty as 

an apparent fire producing a very large quantity of smoke. 

to actually where the fire originat- 

ed. 	
It may have been in the pump house. It may have been in 

the vicinity of the pump house. 	
It may have been in the steel 

house. 	
ain, that is a matter for the jommission drawing 

such inferencies as I think ought to be drawn and to determine 

the facts. 	
It has been assumed, and perhaps correctly, that the 

fire did 
as a fact originat e in the pump house , and on t it 

aseumption oertain sug7,estions have been made as probably account-

ing for the fire - 

It.- incendiarism, accident owing to the carelessness 
t 

 a work-

or, as it has been put . z possible causes of 

man or worlernen , and accident  ari sing through the electrical 

installation.  

NOT, one must 

suggest ion. 

the employ of 

dastardly as, 

I propose just to deal with those very briefly. 

hope that there is no foundation for the first 

One would like to believe that there was not in 

the Mt. Lyell coy. en.y person who behaved so 

for the purpose of injuring in E. vindictive idiot 

way the Company who employed them, to vindictively destroy their 

property, but if there is any foun.Vtion for it a very heavy 

burden on that ran or men and his or their conscience must be 
779 



a torment t- him or them as long as they live. 	The con- 

sequences have been most terrible, not merely as property has 

been destroyed but valuable lives, as I ulderstand it, of some 

very fine men indeed. 	The anxiety that has been caused 

relatives and the shock to the whole community not only of 

Tasmania but of Australia must be a terrible weight lyin on 

that ran or those men. 	But it seems to me that for a Oom- 

mission such as this is which after all must be guided by the 

evidence which has been adduced that suggestion must be put 

aside. 	There is not sufficient evidence on which to convict 

or even to charge any man or men of incendierism. 	Of emirs° 

there were two men, stone and Ynigh, in that level who, if 

they so desired, had an opportunity to commit this terrible 

deed, and the eitnesses Gillies and Friday were in the vicinity 

of that pump house, but after all where does that land us? 	
fl 

Being in a position where a fire might have been caused, especialle 

as the occupation which they were engeged in took them there, is 

nothing and there is nothing in the evidence as far as the pump 

house is concerned which would enable the Commission acting on 

evidence to make any finding as to incendiarism. 
	I do not 

say anything about the other pass. 	
I do not quite understand 

it. 	If Carrf e account is correct it may have been connected 

in some mysterious way with the other fire. 	The accident owing 

to carelessness for the acme reason must be disposed of because 

there is no evidence. 	In faot, such evidence as there is it 

is contrary to the view of accident by oareleaeness because if 

it had been proved that these billies had been lit there would 

have been just a possibility that that might in some mysterious 

eay have caused the fire, but the only evidence we have is that 

on that morning the billies were not lit. 

THE PRESIDENT. 	22xcept Gi?lies evidence. 	He said he saw the 

billies al burning in the steel house. 

MR. BOBBIE. 	I 8Th floe speaking of the pump house. 	'ee come now to 

a matt or about which a very vast amount of conflict has been 
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raised, and that is the suggestion as to accident arising from 

the electrical installation. 	In some respects there has been 

an issue as in an action for damages in regard to this matter. 

The re7eresentatives of the Federated Jeining Dig 	Employes' 

.essociat ion have set up the proposition that this was the cause 

of the fire, and with regard to that the 'Commission will find 

itself much in the same difficulty as in regard to the other to 

matters - that is to say, for the want of positive direct 

testimony,for there is none. 	'tdhen the witnesses arrived. at 

that pup) house they could see nothing. 	One witness described 

how the smoke was so dense that you could not see your hand 

Pieced in front of your face, and they all agreed the smoke was 

so thic77 that it was difficult to see anything, even the electric 

light on the plat. 	The quest ion here again Is entirely of 

inference; to be drawn from such facts as have been available 

and which have been prove(' in evidence. 	The difficulty of the fl 
matter is very well illustrathd by some observations which fell. 

from W'. Wise and which Mr. Crisp has referred to in his address 

to the Commission. 	The burthen of the argument seemed to be t 

show the, the resistance might have possibly caned the fire 

but my friend Mr. Wise himself seems rather to favor quite a 

different theory, and that is that the fire originated in a 

different place from the starters. 	Against that and against 

the evidence to which he has very properly called attention - 

and T think we are all very much indebted to him for the masterly 

and laborious way in which he has analysed the evidence and 

placed it before the Commission - is the opinion on the one hand 

of the experts and some other evidence to vie eh I ought to draw 

re the attention of the Commission. 	 gard to expert testimony  

a well known passage has been read from a very learned author, 

Mr. Tayloc, on the Lae O1 Evidence, and thee he has made a very 

proper earning with regard to this testimony: 	There is one  

witness  to whom I think the passage in its fulhes.-3 hardly applies 

because the learned author there seems to me to be referring to 
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the cases which are common enough in ehich two litigating parties 

contending for their respective views on a certain matter are 

each caliin expert witnesses, and there is no doubt - we have 

all had experience of it - it is wonderful what you can prove by 

expert witnesses or seem to prove end the g Tat different of 

opinion which will exist between them, and how confident they 

each will be of the correctness of their different views. 	It 

was because of that that I am responsible for the introduction 

of 4,r. .dedhurst in the enquiry before this Commission. 	I did 

not want to be dependent upon experts on either side and I arranged 

for that gentleman to be present here to assist me to folow 

this intricate evidence of which I do not profess to have any 

particular knowledge. 	He is hardly in the position of those 

experts to ehich the author Was referring. 	He is a witness 

neither for the company nor for the mining employee. 	He occup- 
the 

its the position which I occupy - u impartial position of a 

person who simply wishes to see that whatever the truth be it 

shall be established. 	There is another matter to whieh I  

think I ought to draw attention; 	z. eiedhurat'e report has 

been put in and there is a portion of it to whieh I think the 

Commission must attach some weight because it is not evidence of 

opinion. 	eir. iwedhurst at my request and with the consent of the 

Joemiselon vieited that mine and examined all that material and 

his furnished a report about it. 	I submit that is not apmetter  

of opinion. 	It Is evidence rather of sects which were available 

to him on which to inform himself and, by his evidence, the 

Commission. 	I say nothing more about that matter. 	I do not 

propose to deal at all with the question that has been very fully 

disousse - the question f the exits - or any of the other 

netters. 	They have been so fullyr(disousseti that I think I am 

relieved alto ether from taking up the time of the Commission 

on them except to say that I thin'! Yr. Crisp is probably correct 

that our statutory laz - there nay be a question whether or not 

it should be altered - does not impose any liability on any mine 

owner, kempany or othenise, to provide two exits. 	It does in 
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the case oY colieries b, t not in mines of this description. 

There have been various statements of the law referred to but I 

do not propose to add to them except to mention a passage at 

pages 4 and 41 of l'ollock as to the duty of prevision (8th 

edition). 	
I have nothing more to add except to say that I was 

very pled 
indeed to hear fell from my friend .6.r. else these words 

with regard to the rescue work, "When Vr. earray arrived there 

I believe that to be the fact and I 
he acted splendidly.. 
believe it to be the fact also that the work done at that mine 

after this terrible disaster wao entirely of e heroic nature. 

I think the ma
nagement of the mine and the men employed are beyond 

,rvz 

all praise, and that such conduct as was displayed on that 
Mr. leurray 

occasion is something to melee us proud of our race. 

let fall LI 
phrase that then they were all equal - managers, 

officers of the mine and workmen - equal ts in their devotion fl 
to duty and in their readiness to 

eo down into that mine full as 

it was of great dangers, risking their lives freely, saving so 

far as they could those of their uafortunate comrades eh° were 

I need hardly eey that I agree very cordialL 
imprisoned there. 
with what has been said so gracefully by ede• ase as to this 

Commission and the manner in which it has been conducted and the 

carefulneas and patience of the k;ommissioe and completeness of 

end I am quite sure that in such an enquiry whatever 
the enquiry, 
report is issued will be received with satisfaotion and confident 

in the correctness of the finding. 	
I do not know what you  

propose to do about the eispute ,  point as to recommendations. 

If you propose to aeeede to the view that you should offer 

recommendationa, at the request of the Chief Inspector of lanes 

.ho has followed this matter very closely. I would like to sub-

mit some proposals which he intends to bring forward for altera-

tion of the law. 

. qlC: That will be brought before the other Commission. 
MR X; 

T PRE6Il 	I have not consulted with the other Commissioners bet 
AB 	el 

it 

 

seems to me in the ordinary course of things we would save 

something as to the lossons to be learnt from the disaster, if 
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there are lessons to be learnt, 	I do not know yet of course 

whether we shall come to the conclusion that we can usefully eay 

anything. 

• IOBBIE: 	I my do no harm if I mention what the kThief Inspector 

desires. 

M. EWING: 	You are not requesting them to be made? 

	

R. DOBBIE: 	No. 

THE PRE3IrEPT: 	If 
we are making recommendations they are things we 

might consider. 

	

R. LOB5I : 	The chief Inspector points out that the mining rules 
144  

in Tasmania in common -ith those of other States contain no 

special provisions dealing with the outbreak of fire in metallifer-

ous mines; that the Lining epartments of the various States of 

the Commonwealth are et this very moment engaged in scrutinizing 

their regulations, end as a result hope to bring about improved 

and effective precautions in the legislation of the various 

States. 	
In his opinion the most important lesson to be derived 

from the unlooked-for experience which this terrible disaster has 

afforded is the urgent necessity for improved legislation in 

respect of the outbreak: of fire in mines and for deding with it 

when it occurs and for providing fecilities for escape. 	The 

proposals which he intends to submit for consideration by the 

Groper authorities are these - 

(1) The Mine Manager of every mine shall. see that adequate 
precautions exist both undergraued and at surface 
against an outbreak of fire and for its prommt ex-
tinction in the event of its occurrence. 

In the 'vent of an outbreak of fire underground 
It shall be an absolute rule that all men are to be 
immediately warned and brought to surface without 
delay. 

All provisions against fire shall be subject to 
the approval of an Inspector of Mines who shall give 
such orders in this respect as in his opinion may be 
advisable. 

(2) The Mine Tanager of the mine or Manager of the 
works or the person in charge of the mine or works 
shall Immediately notify to the nearest Inspector 
of Mines any outbreak of fire whether underground 
or at surface; and also any collapse of or serious 
&Amite or interruption to or diversien of any under-
ground travelling way which is intended or used as 
a way of escape. 
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I believe it is the fact that there is no provision whatever in 

our mining legislation which requires that fire shall be reported. 

unlese it happens to come under the description of "a serious 

occurrence 4. 	Of course such a fire as this undoubtedly would 

be reported because no one would dispute for a moment that it was 

a serioue occurrence in a mine, but there other fires which have 

been spoken of, which the men do not seam to have reported, never 

ere reported, and I think the chief Inspector is quite right in 

requiring everything of :het kind to be reported whether large 

or small. 	There should be a proper record of everything of that 

hind. 

() ehen ordered by an Inspector of Sines, 	proved 
rescue apparatus and First Aid appliances shall 
be kept in readiness at the mine and men shall 
be periodically drilled in their use. 	The order 
relating to rescee apparatus shall apply Obly to 
mines situate in a. district which is unprovided 
ith a rescue statioe established or subsidized 

by the aovernment. 

Then there is a long recommendation in substitution for the one 

already in existence with regard to connections between adjoining 

mines where that is possible. 

YR. EVIIAG: 	iDuld my friend think it is out of place,as it is the 

first time I have heard anything of these proposals, if I were 

to 3 that I nederetand that the heads ad* the Departments or 

those responsible for matters of this kind in the various States 

are about to meet aril are going to formulate eomething in the 

shape of any new regulations that may be necessary. 	Of course 

we have net debated or contested, if I may so put it, in this 

enqtary the desirability or otherelae of those 1/titters. 	If the 

matter had been thoroughly investigated in this enquiry - of 

course we knolethinge at first sight 1 ok excellent, and when we 

enquire into then In the light of practical politics we find they 

are most inconvenient and very often operate as a hardship on 

those 7tom they are designed to protect. 	I will suggest that 

as Te are going to have another Commission of experts with the 

express object of enquiring into the manner of working the mine 

independently of the law, it will be safe for this Commission, 
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-particularly as their attention has not been directed to this 

sort of thing,to leave it to this other body whom I think they 

can fully trust to place before the public not only of Tasmania 

but of Australia everything they consider to be necessary for 

the protection not only of the lives of the men but of the 

property of those Companies themselves. 

L.SLE: 	 There may or may not be any Commission. 	This Commissior 

will not shirk its duty on that account. 

THE PRESIDEVT11 	If that I s all you have to say I would just like to say 

a word, not in the way of summing up becauee the form of this 

Commission does not impose on me any obligation in that way. 

I have a much more difficult task and that L.3 to concur with the 

rest of the Commission and arrive at a conclusion. 	Before 

Counsel separate the commission wish to join with me 1.# express-

ing our sincere appreciation without any fulaomenesa of the 

assistance that Counsel have been to us leitems throughout the 
irqg  

enquiry. 	Personally perhaps I feel more than the lay members 

of the Commission what a tremendous amount of work. must Save 

been going on behind the scenes in order to reduce the tremendous 

amount of crude material that there must have teen into any sort 

of order. 	Counsel have assisted 12.6 th.is far, that whatever 

may be t he result of our deliberation we have at any rat e got a 

clear-cut statement of what the issues are between the parties 

and as to what it is vie are tesired to pass judgment upon. 

could not have got this clear-cut Issue hed we been left to 

marshall snd assemble the evidence for ourselves in a rough and 

ready 'say without he assistance of Counsel. 	I think we must also 

thank Counsel for thelconaideration they have shown us in the 

elimination of what was unnecessary and Irrelevant. 	Out of the 

crude mass of materiel which was at their disposal I as quite 

conscious all the time that every 827:tort was being made to 

eliminate vat was unnecessary and irrelevant. 	Personally, I an 

grateful to Counsel for the manner in which they have treatedame. 

It was with some trepidation that I faced a bar of such eminent 
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Counsel:out I found Cousel in all matters most helpful and 

instead of raising difficulties they assisted one in avoiding 

them. 	
e wish to say also without further remark at :77. 

we appreciate the assistance the Company gave in affording 

facilities to visit the mine and so forth. 	
I coanot say very  

much on that point as t he Company are rely parties. 
	This is 

of course the last public sitting of the Commission an0 although 

I cannot forecast what the contents of our report will be 

think all parties will take my assurance that at least the report 

will represent an honest endeavour to solve the problems that 

have been submitted to us insofar as they crimp be solved.' 
	'1.th 

this I now declass the public sessions of the OOMMiad 
on to be 

closed. 

R. ETTNG: 	
I understand the exhibits will not be available until 

after the investigations are closed and the report is ftrnished 

to the Governor? 

THE PRTSIrENT: 	
our duty is to send everything dovn for the approval 

ofthe Governor and Minister and any application will have to 

be made to headeluarters. 

(At 3435 p.m. the proceedings terminated) 
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List of men on the day shift on 12th Oct., 1912 
of 700ft. level - North Lyell 

2hotograph of A:limp-house ruins 700ft. level, North Lyell 

2.4. Chart of :Pump house before fire, 700ft. level. 
v• 5• Detail plan underground workings to 31/12/10.) 	File d 1910 under 

0.6. 	 ) 	6ining Act. 
..;eotion on line :3.4. looking north (undated ) 

but to 31/12/10. 

0.8. Beotion on line 3.3. looking north to7,1/12/11) Riled 1911 under 
0.9. Detail plan underground workings to 31/12/1.1 ) Mining Act. 
0.10. Detail plan do 	 do 

Filed by Counsel for 14., 	1 Oo. 

A.1. Portion of elc:c.. 110 cable (main cable). 
A.2. Portion of electric .cable. 
A. 3 . Inspection book,iorth Lyon mine. 
A.4. Check Inspectors' book, North Lyell mine. 

A.6. 	of 500ft. level. 
 A.5. Hoist. chart for 12th f)ctober 1912. 

ilex.  
A.7. 	do 	600 	do. 
A.S. 	do 	6315D 	do. 
A.9. do 1000 do 
.A.10. do 1100 do. 
1.11 Composite plan of levels from 700 to 1100, inclusive. 
A.12. Copy agreement betl.veen Mt. Lyon Co. and A.M.S.A., 31/1/12. 
A.1.I. 

 
Vertic"l projeoti oil of North Lyoli.. mine showing moans of exit. 

A.17. Plan of 300ft. level. 
A.18. do 	400 	do 

-' 
 

A.19. Copy letter Cunningham to ivinister of ...ines 3/12/10. 

A.20. C.2.py Official report of Award in Federal Arbitration Court - 
ginedrivers' Association v. Broken Gill 4.ty.  . and others, 

12th :y, 1911. 
.• 

 
A.21. 

Extraot from report of Secretary for ;dries for year ending 31/12/1 
A*22. Institute of :.=leotrical :.ngineers' '54•iring Rules etc. 

Piled by Counsel for  

Copy etter Bigwo -d to ..:.o.rray, 20/7/12. 
do 	kurray to .Uigwood 24!7/12. 

14.3. 	do 	Gadd and another to :;112-1-Ely, 27/9/12. 
M.4. Letter /;rurray to Gaud and another, 28/9/12. 
X.5. Letter 6ticht to Ladd and another, 28 '412. 

Copy letter Gadd and another to Jticht, 3/10/12. 
M.7. Letter Murray to Gad e and another, 30/7/12. 
£4.8. ''Praotical Engineer, ...leotrical Pocket Book. 
A.14. Copy testimonial by kurray for Tremboths  7 / 
A.15. Harris for Trembath, 226i88/1. 

/1.  

A.16. Two bloAa-out resistance coils. 
• M.9. Copy resolution F.hi.Er.A.. 10/6/12. 
X•10. Copy letter Cunningham to Curtainl, 11/6/12. 
11.11. Original letters :urtain to Chief Inspector of .'•.ines re ri 

egress from North lyell mine. 
M.12. Medhurst's report. 



Lind a, 

M l. 
	 July 20th, 1912. 

Xt. 	v. leurray 

aginver in ..b4rge 

Mt. 41111 ainee. 

Dear sir, 

I es taking the liberty of advising you that four (shook 

inspectors bave bee, appointed, two for the iYount lyell Ulna and 

two for the north 17011 Mine, by the underground employees. 

The proosedure adopted was as follows: 	A meeting wsi: celled at 

qnicsh s oommittee was appointed to reosive nominations and carry 

out ballet, if nesessEry. The following nominations were re- 

ceive - 	Gedd,end F. 'ilmons for North Lyon, and J. 
J. 48n 

and 	Arnold =for the 'bount Lyell mine. 	
being only the number 

required, in each case a oonfirmatory ballot was teWen.'iesult of 

Idallot taros at eeoh mine sepsmtely 

Po. 	Informal. Yes. 	 rft44 

Vt. Loral 	lla 	2 

Ath. yell 	243 	41 	 7 

A. Bigwood, 

Returning offioer. 



(Cop?) 

July 24th, 1912. 

Mr. A. iiigwood, 

Linda, 

Leer .-Ar, 

um in. receipt of your communication of the 20th 

Inst.. Informing me that "ohook. inepeotore .t.ave been appoint- 

ed for the id. 14011 and Uorth 	4011 mines, and submitt ing 

the names of persons no unpointed. Icould be gave if you 

would let me know ghat is meant by the term "check inspeoto s ; 

else what, if anything. you. d esire me to do in the matter. 

Yours truly, 

R. M. MURRAY, 

iingimmor in charge. 



opt )  

eln 

ept P/th, 1912 

Ai* r. 

To 

.nginecr 1r oberes 

Sorth t. lyell 

is 	r, 

, the undersigned, hereby give notioe of our 

irr enti,on to inspect the north t. Lys 	Mi e,00irrenoing ,,„ondEsr 

30th, at 10 Axel:no 

Trusting you v.111 find this time convenienSV, 

Ke remain, 

Yours try 

ALS 	(11, i 

P. 3 TER 

In peoting ,orkmen. 

.opy of notiae posted at 

enst cam G.P.O. on the 

27th wept . 191Z. 



iclortj 

.. ouri yAL iirG D urn rn. Likr 

Load Office: 
19 :fueon 3treet, 

Milbourre. 

11. 4. 

IN). OPTV. „ 

Gormanct on , 'ocrunt .1 yell, Tasmania. 

?8th ,eptr., 1912. 

Ma ears. A. 1. ta 	& F. 

::sa. 

Dear ;las, 

Your litter of the .!7th inst. o )71.:,nd and contents 

noted, and, in reply, I would refer you to by letter of the 

30th Jply last, in whichI informed you t hot The iiining flat, 

1911" provides that the inspeating 4or'kmen sh1:1 be appointed 

by the majority of persons employed underground in 	Iue and 

shcli have had not less then five years' experience in praotioal 

mining, and asked you to product* certvin proof that sour 

appointments end quslifioations comply ,7d,th these oonditions. 

7nti1 such proof is nroduoed 'io inspection oen be permitted. 

Yours tru/y, 

E. 11.5. 

Acgineer-in-L;narge. 



(opy) 

TM! k.001sTLULL 1iU4; AL BA; 	
0ikiANY LI 

He Office: 
ueen 'trout, 

Melbourle. 

X45. 

General. i.anager's Office, 

ueonstown, Tversienia. 

October 2nd, 193.2. 

r. I bort Gadd 

Mr. iT•Y..A.ron 
,:deonatown 

Decr 

poes of lot:Ira:Ting 	the proviAon of tho jfliU, Aot 

Aron dalent in uest ion, ray 3o>a1è7  I deivirous thtit o e 

authoritative credentio.1 shou.ld bi proited by you to 

demonstrate to my ,..;ornpany's satisfaction that you hive beln 
of 

bons ride appointed byì majority * the undorround erplojee 

ye1l /Sine to act iuthocalecity of In-

This is for the purpose of the ::, 0d7psny's 

oily a fair request. 

t 	matter up dtht 	Laport :rental. 

Authorities, and trust t e dl bliitina'i, existing inay bo 

removod. 
ouri t ruly,  

ROW. ,:;Tlarr, 

(;okneral liana or.  

Ui rofercnoe to our eonversation re Inspecting 

dorkraon the other day, I be to info= you t bit for the pox-
. 

the North ount 

specting 

-roteotion, and is 

I will take 



9_91z_i_ 

401:11$T0011, 

Ootober 3rd, 1412. 

L 6. 

obert t1 ebt. 

i)eur ii r ,  
your letter of yeat °relay reoel.ved and oontente 

noted. 	;vieeting of tinderrrouLd 	oyeea wir..1 be ie1d 

this afternoon ut 	p•r2o in the .‘. 	fla11, lormansaton, 

e in then pleoe jour letter before the mooting. 

Iou .411 wiciersttnd Le L-Aitter 	no out of our 

hands and 	
ot jon teaen retake with our feiio ery;ployea. 

Youra 

GADIP 

M . F. dlimiod. 



01,1456  

TETT kINTIG ANT. 7171,Y. 

Mead Offiase: 
119 170 ell treet, 

Me b ourn e 

KIN 5 OVFil$, 

GormaaLt on, aaorit Lyon, Tasmania. 

50th July, 1912.   

iteUtirW. . H. Gadd FA '. Amon, 

-4■cueensto 4  

Dear dire, 
Your letter of the 29th toot. duly to band and con-

tents note. Inasmuch ao "The cuing Jat, 1911w  provides that 

inspecting .lorktren shall be appointed by the majority of per- 

wons employed vuderround in a 	
and shall bare mut had not 

lea than five years' experience in practical mining, it will 

be necessury for you to irredistely produce to me certain proof 

of your respective appointments by an absolute majority of the 

persons employed underground in the worth :ount iyell Mine, and 

of your qualificctIons for the office of inspectine workmen. 

You 7F111 ilao please inforc. me ho and in w hat meaner the 

aeleotion ,Ntioh you allege wea 
ascertained and in iv bat Alm the 

b2311or was conducted. 
ri Upon reoeivIng your reply to above She c.tter of your 

notice 7411 be duly considered. 

Yours trIllv, 

•vTrwy, 

Engineer-in 



iri 

Y 	MINT 	 CO. LTD. 

OF 

OreIUS, 

Cr̀ ormazot on, 
.14. 	

'‘.40.ftnt Lyell, Tau. 

27th Au.gust, 1912. 

TO ',101 ITed,X 00t . 

This is to certify tl.t . Tratibatb hos bean in the ensoloy 

of the ,o'a.t lyell Airranyfe 	,oportment 	4th ')ctober 

1907.. 	up to the present time. 	n tile 20th July 1909 he WWI 

r r r ent ioed at tho :Line *Pitt in.e ..)tiops, end bas been *a gaged on 

n tho varione *3 oct ri col O. : I coat) -ct ion 71 th the Mae 

lightinp, ben* end signals. Ma work h bean ot a motie-

fuctory nature, rnd he 3eavea Ulu Oompt;ny's service of his 

07U tocord. 
) j. i. 01717RAY, 

.:ingine4r-in-0harge. 

L. eeN. 



(Oozy) 

T %OUNP Mal MINTS PN1 AiLVA 

Oormanston, 

Fount iye11. 	Tee. 

August 26th, 1912. 

TO !MX 	MAY COBURN. 
'CO 

This is to certify that the bearer, A•ahard Treut.beth. 

hue been ezployets in the . 10eltrica1 lepsrtment of the above 

pelly's Ana for * period of 4i years. He b 	had every oppor- 

tunIty of geining an exrerience 	the eppliostion .of electriaity 

as applied to mlning7. 

17.171ng the lest 14 months he he been reeponsible to me 

for the relfEire of the electritial work at the North 17611 Mine 

71Ich le furnished it en rr-±o-eate elotrioal winefnr, and 

pumping plvlit. together Irith a lomprehenalve urdergrou telephone 

and sign0 6ervice. 

He harp provee hlmself to be painstaking, sober smd in-

dustrious, krid is lervinp at hie own eleotion in order to better 

his position. I when be very pleased 	hoer of hia future ad- 

vunaemot as I tm persuaded he -4111 exoel in hi profession.. 

Yours faithfully, 

	

i,d.) YN1 	• R' 

Chief -1(o'rician. 



letter hook 
(163) 

Deoerber 3rd 1910. 

The honoreble the 1k44ter or
Yines 

Robsrt. 

-3/1brit es promised, the matters brought forward 

',ten wnitinr on you, on Noveriber P5th 1910 as follows: 

(1 ) 	prouteflt of r 	
he& Inapeotor of ,:ines". 

(2) 
The necessity of water rotionletion b, ,lots and sprays to 

aombnt 4nerkhthIsis sild better ventil:t on of Jines. 

(3) The uas only of first o1$ le
xXplosive cad Oandles. 

(4) Winer5 	
4e01 dent 'ellof Fund lot. 

Aboonoe of JuWen at Uorodial Inquirle. 

(5) 
The 'ectretery or other ')ffiler arpolnted by 

the A. .E.A. 

to have. -roer to visit the sooner of ssriors or fatal 

lents irmediately they 000rr, also with 2.ries.. 

(7) The Iiirrer of 
the A,outt Lyon 	

Iince warns the 

'-Jeort3ry offtheir lease6. Is he Justified in so d
oing, 

(8) LaslatanOe to Frospootord. 

trusting! these ratters v11' reoeive year leverehl e 

oonsi dera.ti on , 

On behalf of the Gormantton 3ran3h 

aro, 

our fi4 thfully, 

OUAII1‘,1E11.14. 

e:,r 



(Zapy 

L9. 

wits of ;et 1n of Poik. 7.;.1. held 10th Jtule 

Roved by 	. 	, noond ed by Xr. it. T. *Infield. 

'That the ,)eeretary write to the 1UØØ i apartment 

re means of escape at the Aorth Lyon dne. there being 

"only the Uain 3haft, end request that a connection be 

d • with the 3looke mine for aafety. . 

Card. ed, 



; 

0 

a 



June 11th, 2912. 

kr. ,-.:. H. 'Jnztain, 
Inspector for ines, 

Defir 

I have ben instrmeted by ormittee to Txite you in connection 

11th the AZZ underground worl,ings of the North Iyell ine. 3everal 

oomplalnts have been lodged to the branoh t 	there is only one mans 

of 	from belolv the 300 ft. level an thwt the shalt is riot 

sufficient safe owing to it getting twisted. and likely to become un. 

or/able and perhaps blocked. I have been Informed that there is some 

prospect o connestiue Tith the 1yell look s mine adjoining for 

atotety TAIrposea; this I would be oltmeed to hoar IL oing to be done. 

I have been inetructeC to complain about the abaenoe of jets on the 

rock drills. .;omplaints ere beinp, received that at preaent there is 

not one jet of w ter available for abot 40 rock drills in. use. 

I resin, 

our faithfully, 

•U. 

4eoretarj. 

oy 



2Yr.,  	
, 401111.410.10 40.01.41,0^-. *.4111T 106 

The Sint 	 tho tessenion :kat in < 	h the 

AO 	the 	States seat la no apse 	prorteione doling 

the outhresk et' fire Insaltell iferowo 

The aim. Dopairtneato of the vortove Astes of the loovaessimath 
ftroo now *aimed 	soratini sing their reptiot ions, and 	rosuit 
se doubt unproved sad offset iv* or* talons wi'1 merge in thoir 
atnin legialat too. 

The molt important loamy"i to be dortved flop tho p1oe 
exporiallae "blob this terrible divest A.  bt efSrØ4lle the 
sec000lty for improve* lofflolation in reoot Of the oiatbres of 

tire in minas aim for **alai with it .-hen it *0mM and for 
providing' faeilitiee for eooape. 

fbo 	Ansysotor 	imbattteo the exiting nolo.. to 4 

Saiagt1(0 aad hcs resosmoado4 to his liepartmeat oortain a 
Of and additions to the Goners' Axles of the ii;.intag dot. 

Moto se 
now Setae aonsidered ty the -earetury for Viso* sad aloes- 

time are aonsunisoted to the CaflaiOaton ue indinatiag the prob- 
abbo dirootIon *lob the ....rerertnant Till U.io in improving the waft- 
ing rasa of the '', at• The following are the proposalo;-  

1. The AS* iiatuTor of *Tory also shall owe that eimunkol 
adequate, rreoustionz ogiat lath issiorprosse 14nd et our- 
foe* against 	outbreek of fire end for its prompt ox- 

timotion In the orout of ito eaourreatoe. 
In the avast of on outbreak of tire undorground it 

Ok011 be an ateoloto rule thvt all nos aro to be trAgait 

iat 4.4 warted *ad loremattt to saes** without dei 
Torovialoas 	11/10t fire shop be orpbiorb 

approval of as lisopeotor of 'z.ilnes Irmo labial WT. o 
ordeals is this reoroot as in Is onintort I be adirihmiblo. 

• rbo Mao a,nager of the mite or mammy of the work* 

or the parson in ohargo of the also or works shell imp 
modisits1y notify to the nearemi ruerootor of tisos any 
eutbrook of fire ,hothtlr nadorground or at aortae.); • 
else any oollopos of or various iosees or interruption to 
or diversion of am, urlderground travelline; 	hieh to 

intend 6 or 11.60 64 way of omintopc. 

41.00 ordered)" 0 NI Inapostor of binea, orpreved reeerio 

*rots* *ad first Ui arli00404 shell be 1(.0 in 

es;.s el th....14ne tog MfOn 411411 	perionoally arm old 

ir 	TAO *not relatiss to Miles* apoariotto 
apply only to sisioa sitast• is a dirkrion •,,4bloh is 

eaprovided °z,ith a r000sis stMloa ostablishod or subsielsod 
by the Oovernmant. 

4. 

	

	
,bestover the undorgroultd sorldsgs of different sines are 

ithin 3(). 11  tp13t the Inopootor of Wiles for the distrist 

obeli inform,  the ;hitt laspootor of tines thereif as* shall 
traassit to his a ri000xsiondstion advising their oossortioka 

ty Moose of drives for the purr.** of MI10,14 or vestilatioe, 
or fersishing morose for poartDosisr the oosstroot los of 
*soh Ocian.et lag drives. 	Upon rs..it of this r000lue e.st 
the Atiof 'ossoestor of kilns ahs13 ibrthvith trseseit it to 11  
she olu!st er. 

Vpos o order of on Inapeutor of Mimeo authorised by tbo 
Mini 	 at ster olnarit. 	sonruet *mob womestia; .' es lobar* 
tho worke aro not more than 14A4 apart fer escape or yea 
Lilat ea at their Joist 4I,00380 said whey deaskag 	** 

for t 	purpose or 41.00ape or vonttlatift he  th--1- --7448644  • siliva dr 

50 



wf V nos the surfs** rod 0.11 'ovule ahall 
	oted Ath 

0o0h otber q' weans of rises or einseo soon 	er of 

Ono& Inepeetor suttorleed by the kinistor• 	riot* rnd 
wiles* ohel/ he provided rith leddere and shall be tort% 
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COMMISSION. 
George V. by the Grace of God King of the United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Ireland and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas 

Defender of the Faith Emperor of India. 

To Our trusty and well-beloved ERNEST WILLIAM TURNER WILLIAM HARRIS ALEXANDER 

JOHN SCOTT DONALD SALTER WILLIAM HENRY TAPSELL JOHN HORNBY HUGH 

THOMAS and JOSEPH HENRY PALMER 

GREETING-- 

WHEREAS 
on the twelfth day of October one thousand nine hundred and twelve an accident occurred 

in a certain Mine known as the North Lyell Mine situate at or near Gormanston in Our State of 
Tasmania the property of the Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company Limited which accident 
resulted in loss of life to many persons employed in the said Mine at the time of the said accident—And 
whereas owing to none of the bodies of the persons who met their deaths by reason of such accident as 
aforesaid having been recovered no Coroner's Inquests have been held touching such loss of life as afore-
said—And whereas we have thought it expedient to enquire into the cause or causes of the said accident 
and the loss of life resulting therefrom—Now know ye that We reposing great trust and confidence in 
your fidelity discretion and integrity have authorised and appointed and by these presents do authorise and 

appoint you ERNEST WILLIAM TURNER WILLIAM HARRIS ALEXANDER JOHN SCOTT DONALD 

SALTER WILLIAM HENRY TAPSELL JOHN HORNBY HUGH THOMAS 
and JOSEPH HENRY PALMER 

to enquire into the cause or causes of the said accident and the loss of life resulting therefrom in the same 
manner as far as you lawfully may as a Coroner or a Coroner's Jury might have done touching any of 
the deaths of the said persons resulting from the said accident—And for the better discovery of the truth 
in the premises We do by these presents give and grant unto you or any one or more of you full power 
and authority to call before you all such persons as you shall judge necessary by whom you may obtain 
information in the premises—And Our further will and pleasure is that you or any one or more of you 
shall reduce into writing under your hands what you shall discover in the premises and do and shall on or 
before the thirty-first day of December next certify unto Us in Our Executive Council in Tasmania in 
writing under your hands respecting your several proceedings by force of these presents together with 
what you shall find touching or concerning the premises upon such enquiry as aforesaid—And We further 
will and command and by these presents ordain that this our Commission shall continue in full force and 
virtue and that you Our said Commissioners or any one or more of you shall and may from time to time 
proceed in the execution hereof and of every matter or thing herein contained although the same be not 
continued from time to time by adjournment—And We do hereby command all and singular Our loving 
subjects whomsoever within Our said State of Tasmania that they be assistant to you and each of you in 
the execution of these presents—And We appoint that you the said 

ERNEST WILLIAM TURNER shall be 

President of Our Commissioners—And We further direct and appoint that 
FRANK BATHURST 

EDWARDS 
shall be Secretary to Our said Commissioners and We command that he be assistant in the 

execution of these presents. 

In testimony We have caused these Our Letters to he made Patent and the Public Seal of Our said 

State and its Dependencies to be hereunto affixed. 

Witness Our trusty and well-beloved MAJOR-GENERAL SIR HARRY BARRON Knight Commander 

of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George Commander of the Royal Victorian 

Order  Govern
or in and over the State of Tasmania and its Dependencies in the Commonwealth of 

Australia. HARRY BARRON Governor. 

By His Excellency's Command 

G. H. BUTLER Chief Secretary. 

KNOW all men by these presents that We do hereby extend the period within which you shall enquire 
into the several matters within mentioned to the twenty-eighth day of February next and we do hereby 
extend the date on or before which you shall certify to Us in Our Executive Council in Tasmania as 
within expressed to the said twenty-eighth day of February next anything in the said Commission 

contained to the contrary notwithstanding. 

In testimony whereof We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent and the Public Seal of 
Our said State and its Dependencies to be hereunto affixed. 

Witness Our trusty and well-beloved MAJOR-GENERAL SIR HARRY BARRON Knight Commander 
of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George Commander of the Royal Victorian 
Order Governor in and over the State of Tasmania and its Dependencies in the Commonwealth of 
Australia at Hobart in Our said State the ninth day of January one thousand nine hundred and thirteen 

and in the third year of Our reign. 

By His Excellency's Command 

G. H. BUTLER Chief Secretary. 

HARRY BARRON Governor. 
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REPORT. 

To His Excellency MAJOR-GENERAL SIR HARRY BARRON, Knight 
Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint 
Michael and Saint George, Commander of the Royal Victorian 
Order, Governor in and over the State Of Tasmania and its 
Dependencies, in the Commonwealth of Australia. 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY: 

By His Majesty's Letters Patent we were authorised and appointed to enquire into 
the cause or causes of an accident which occurred on the 12th day of October last in 
the North Mount Lyell Mine, situate at or near Gormanston, in Tasmania (the property 
of the Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company Limited), and the loss of life 
resulting  from the said accident, in the same manner, as far as we lawfully might, as a 
coroner or a coroner's jury might have done, touching any of the deaths of persons 
employed in the said mine at the time of the said accident. 

The date limited by the said Letters Patent for our report to be presented upon the 
matters aforesaid was subsequently extended, at our request, to the 28th day of 

February next. 

The Commission was formally opened at Zeehan on the 27th day of November last, 
and for the greater convenience of witnesses it was decided to adjourn for the hearing 
of evidence to Queenstown, at which place we sat on ten days, and twice visited the 
mine and descended into and viewed those several portions thereof which were 
accessible, and of which we considered an examination would assist us in our delibera-
tions. We then sat at Zeehan for the hearing of further evidence on four days, and on 
three occasions for deliberation. Fifty-four witnesses were examined. A number of 
useful plans and diagrams were prepared for our assistance by the Mount Lyell 
Company, and these and other documents submitted in evidence are set out in the 

schedule hereto. 

Throughout the proceedings we had the assistance of the following counsel, of 
whose services we wish to express our appreciation :—The Crown and public were 
represented by the learned Solicitor-General (Mr. E. D. Dobbie, I.S.O.); the Honour-
able B. R. Wise, K.0 , with whom was Mr. A. J. Douglas, appeared for the Federated 
Mine Employees' Association ; the Honourable N. 	

Ewing, Mr. Harold Crisp, and 

Mr. A. G. Omant (instructed by Messrs. Butler, McIntyre, and Butler and Mr. A. A. 
Winch), presented the case for the Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Company Limited ; 
and during the earlier portion of the proceedings Mr. T. J. Crisp appeared fbr the 
relatives of .Mr. E. F. McCasland, one of the men who lost his life in the disaster. 

We regret that, from lack of convincing evidence on several matters arising in the 
course of the enquiry, we cannot report with that degree of certainty which we should 
desire. Forty-two men are said to have lost their lives in the disaster in various parts 
of the mine ; and, with so many voices lost to us in the silence of death, the evidence 
is necessarily incomplete, and we can only deplore the fate of those whose testimony 
concerning the happenings in the mine on the fatal 12th of October will never be 

given before an earthly tribunal. 

On our visits to the mine we could not view any level below that at 700 feet, as we 
were informed that the mine was still flooded at the lower levels. We were able to visit 
the ruins of a pump-house at the 700-feet level, but that part of the level was blocked 
(as we saw) beyond the pump-house by an immense fall of rock. We visited, also, 
the No feet, 300-feet, 400-feet, and 500-feet levels, and three of the members of the 
Commission (Messrs. Harris, flornby, and Palmer) negotiated the two passes referred 

to in the evidence as leading through Pacey s stope and Heflernan's stope respectively. 
We also visited, at the adjacent Mount Lyell Mine, a pump-house underground, 
with motor and pumps at work, and the necessary electric appliances appertaining,  

which were deposed to as being of identical nature with the machinery in the destroyed 

pump-bouse. 
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After the careful and complete marshalling of the evidence contained i
n  th 

addresses of counsel we consider it unnecessary to recapitulate the details of th

e 
 

testimony given before us. 

We find the following facts to be established by the evidence :— 
On Saturday, the 12th day of October last, at about 10.40 a.m. and thereafteMr; the. ount 

odour of burning was observed and smoke seen in various levels of the North 
Lyell Mine. It was discovered that the pump-house at the 700-feet level was afire, and 
smoke issuing therefrom in such quantities as to prevent all approach to it Apart from 
slight gusts which followed the cage up the shaft, the smoke at first quickly drew down 
the shaft and entered the lower levels. It subsequently permeated in greater or less 

d  

degree the upper levels also. On the evidence before us we find that this fire originate 
at this pump-house. 

It is stated that 170 men were below at the time in different parts of the mine 
the figures are not given us as conclusive, though it appears they may be adopted as 
correct. Such of these men as had warning and appreciated the dainger, escaped by way 
of the main shaft, but others did not appreciate the existence of danger and 
attempt to reach the surface until that became impossible, while vet others were early 

cut off from communication with their fellows, even on the same level (so extensive are 
the ramifications of the mine), and could not be warned, though efforts were made t , 

made no 

reach them. Seventy-four men escaped on the day of the fire, four men were rescueo, 
from the 500-feet level by means of the main shaft on the following day 
50 more were rescued by way of the engine winze on the following Wednesday. 

(Sunday)' and 

The ten men whose bodies have been recovered died of poisoning ;nit; 
oxide gas which was generated by the fire, and the effect of which is clearly 	

e 

the evidence of Dr. Love. 	

by carbonh-m 

Here our finding of facts must cease ; all else lies in the region of 
c°Isij 

 risin
ture 

Yet so much evidence was taken and argument expended on other matter 
incidentally that it may be useful for us to make some reference thereto. 	

e:a 
„). 

men not The assumption 
rescued also died by 
may have met their 
from the fire.  

appears to us well warranted that the remainder of the 
the same means, though the possibility exists that one or more 
death from some other mishap in the mine arising incidentally 

As to the cause of the fire, three possibilities were presented to us—

(1) INCENDIARISM. 

(2).  CARELESSNESS OF THE MEN. 
(3) SOME DEFECT IN THE ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION IN THE 

AT THE 700-FEET LEVEL. 

(1) It was suggested by counsel for the mineowners that certain incidents 
deposed to indicate the possibility of incendiarism, and also of one or more separate 
fires occurring in various distinct parts of the mine at about the same time as the fire  

at the pump-house. 

There is, in our opinion, no foundation in the evidence for such a finding. The  
suggestion is based on questions of time as to the first appearance of smoke in  the 

different levels, but we consider that many of the times deposed to are mere guess-

work, and the variation of watches and clocks would also account for the comparatively 
slight discrepancies occurring. In this connection the remains of a fire in an ore-pass 
remote from the pump-house on the 700-feet level were shown us ; but until the 600-
feet level (now in ruins) above that pass is completely cleared and explored, it is impos-

sible to declare that to have been an independent fire ; and on the evidence before us 
i (but with reservations as to any disclosure which time may bring) we conclude that it 

was not so. 

Some suggestions were made against certain of the men, but we have to report that 
we find no evidence of any sinister or careless act causing the fire on the part of anyone. 

Pump-HonSE 
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(2) One witness alone (Gillies) deposed to having seen at the steel-house (near the 
pump-house) candles burning under the men's billies to warm their tea, and the possi-
bility of fire from this quarter was suggested. But we do not consider it safe to rely on 
this evidence without some corroboration and in the face of the evidence to the contrary. 
And we cannot understand this witness' actions under the circumstances he relates. 

There is no evidence at all as to any other source from which a fire might have 
arisen through carelessness. 

(3) We consider that the attempt to prove that the fire was caused through defect 
in the electrical installation fails. The reports of the experts are unanimous that the 
fire was not electrically caused in the pump-house, but arose externally to the machinery 
there. We consider especially useful the evidence and report of Mr. Medhurst, an 
independent electrician employed on behalf of the Crown, and who was permitted by the 
Company to take to pie:Ts and thoroughly investigate the ruined machinery. 

On this head certain rules, stated to he those of the Board of Trade, and others of 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers, were cited to us, and it was alleged that any 
failure to comply with these would have constituted a failure to take the due precautions 
demanded by the law. 

Apart from the question whether these rules have any bearing on the question of 
" reasonable precaution," we are unable, after a careful perusal of the evidence, the rules, 
and counsels' arguments thereon, to say that the rules to which our attention was called 
have any applicability to the particular circumstances of this installation. On the 
evidence before us we consider that the Company did not, under all the circumstances, 
fail to take all reasonable precautions against accidents in the instalment and care of this 
machinery. But we say this subject to the question raised under Rule 44 mentioned 
below. 

The evidence as to alleged previous fires in this pump-house establishes one actual 
fire only, which occurred about three and a half years ago, and the evidence of its origin 
is quite inconclusive. The pump-house was remodelled thereafter and the electric 
ai,pliances rearranged, and we find it impossible to found any conclusion as to the fire 
on the twelfth of October last upon that previous fire. 

As further causes of the loss of life from this disaster the following are suggested :— 

(A)—THE EMPLOYMENT OF ONE MAN TO ATTEND TWO PUMP-HOUSES, ONE AT THE 

700 AND ONE AT THE 1100-FEET LEVEL. 

Reference was made to Rule 44 nnder " The Mining Act, 1905," as having been 
infringed in this particular. What is the correct interpretation of that rule is disputed, 
and no determination of this Commission can settle this question of legal construction. 
But we record the fact (freely admitted by the Company) that one man (Burns) 
attended to all the electric motors and pumps at the 700 and 1100 feet levels. The 
pumps are automatically worked and started, and the duties of any attendant constantly 
stationed at either pump-house would be limited to those of a watchman. 

(B)--THE ABSENCE OF SPECIAL MEANS TO PUT OUT ANY FIRE. 

Neither the management nor the men, nor the inspector of mines, nor the men's 
check inspectors " ever contemplated the possibility of any fire at this pump-house 

or elsewhere in the mine, and the Company frankly admits that no special provision 
against fire was ever made or thought necessary. It happened that there was a constant 
supply of water close to the pump-house at the 700-feet level, and there was also a hose 
for use in running " mullock " in the vicinity, with a connection inside the pump-house ; 
but there is DO evidence that anyone attempted to use water to the fire. Witnesses 
state that it. was impossible to get near it for the smoke, consequently the presence or 
absence of fire-fighting apparatus did not affect the result. 

(C)--,-THE FAILURE TO PROVIDE ANY OTHER EXIT THAN THE MAIN SHAFT. 

We are advised by the learned Solicitor-General that the law does not require more 
than one exit from a metalliferous mine ; but in any event we find that there were at 
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the time of the disaster passes extending in various directions to all the levels through' 
out the mine, whereby in the event of the collapse of the main shaft, or almost any 
occurrence other than the generation of deadly fumes, men could have been rescued: 
but while this fire was in progress many of these became mere passages for 
fumes, and rendered rescue work very difficult and hazardous. 	We find that at the 
time of this disaster there were no connecting ways fitted with ladders from the 500 
to the 300 feet levels, other than the main shaft. 	

smoke and 

(D)— FAILURE TO " PULL THE SHIFT." 

This charge is not, in our opinion, substantiated. We consider that under the. 
unprecedented conditions all that was reasonably possible was done. The man in actual 

charge underground (Robert Cox, the underground foreman) laboured nobly ‘",,r° 
others to get the then out, until he was overcome by the fumes and was assisted to I.   
surface. The shift bosses did all that was humanly' possible. 

No witness could tell us of any systematic method, either prescribed or in actual. 

use in Australia, whereby the men throughout a large mine can he immediately warneua 
of danger and called to the surface. One witness informed us, from hearsay, This 
system whereby the electric light is used to flash the warning through the mine 
appears to us worthy of consideration with a view to its adoption. 

 

Without further comment we commend for earnest consideration the proposals .of 
the Chief Inspector of Mines (Mr. W. H. Twelvetrees) to embody in legislation the 
lessons of this disaster. 

We desire to suggest further that, as an extreme precaution and in view Of the
re 

entirely unforeseen circumstances of this disaster, no building in a mine at which there  ofe  
is not some person constantly present during theworking hours should be constructed  
pine or other easily combustible material. 

IN CONCLUSION 

We wish to record our appreciation of the readiness with which facilities were sulk'  
plied by the Mount Lyell Company to us for viewing any accessible portion °f their  
works which we expressed a wish to see. 

to 
We desire also to acknowledge the great assistance rendered us by the Secretary ner 

the Commission (Mr. P. B. Edwards), and to express our sense of the excellent mann the 
in which he carried out the extensive arrangements involved in the course of  
enquiry. 

We cannot close this report without recording our profound admiration 	the 	
.or  

heroic work done by masters and men in the endeavour to rescue the entombed mine  ehe
rs..  

We took no evidence specially directed to the deeds of heroism which belong' t°  of 
story of this disaster. That was not our duty. But from time to time the testininqh,d  
winesses unconsciously revealed to us the simple grandeur of sentiment which prevailed 
amongst the men in the mine and the rescue parties during this disaster. 

We have the honour to be 

Your Excellency's most Obedient Servants, 

FRANK B. EDWARDS, Secretary. 

22nd January, 1913. 

E. W. TURNER, President. 
W. HARRIS. 
A. J. SCOTT. 
D. SALTER. 
W. H. TAPSELL. 
H. THOMAS. 
G. HORN BY. 
J. H. PALMER, 

01 
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SCHEDULE. 

  

 

LISTS OF EXHIBITS. 

  

  

(1.) 

   

FILED BY COUNSEL FOR THE CROWN. 

Cl. List of men on the day shift on 12th October, 191'2. 
C2. Plan of 700ft. level-North Lyell Mine. 
C3. Photograph of Pumphouse ruins, 700ft. level, North Lyell Mine. 
C4. Chart of Pumphouse before fire. 
C5. Detail Plan, Underground Workings, to 31st Dec., 1910. 
C6. Detail Plan, Underground Workings, to 31st Dec., 1910. 	(Filed 1910.) 
C7. Section on Line BB, looking north, undated, but to 31st 

Dec., 1910. 
C8. Section on Line BB, looking north, to 31st Dec., 1911. 
CO. Detail Plan, Underground Workings, to 31st Dec., 1911. 	(Filed 1911.) 

C10. Detail Plan, Underground Workings, to 31st Dec., 1911. 

These plans were 
filed in Mines 
Office under "The 
Mining Act.".  

      

(2.) 

FILED BY THE COUNSEL FOR THE MT. LYELL COMPANY. 

Al. Portion of Electric Cable (Main Cable). 
A2. Portion of Electric Cable. 
A3. Inspection Book-North Lye11 Mine. 
A4. Check Inspector's Book-North Lye11 Mine. 
A5. Hoist Chart for 12th October, 1912. 
A6. Plan of 500ft. level. 
A7. Plan of 600ft. level. 
A8. Plan of 850ft. level. 
A9. Plan of 1000ft. level. 

A10. Plan of 1100ft. level. 
All. Composite Plan of levels from 700ft. to 1100ft. inclusive. 
Al2. Copy of Agreement between Mt. Lyell Co. and the A.M.E.A., dated 31/1/1912. 
A13. Vertical Projection of North Lye11 Mine, showing means of exit. 
A17. Plan of 300ft. level. 
A18. Plan of 400ft. level. 
A19. Copy of letter-M. Kean and M. Cunningham-to the Minister of Mines, dated 3/12/1910. 

A20. Copy of Official Report of Award of Federal Conciliation and Arbitration Court ; Federated 
Engine-drivers and Firemen's Association of Australasia v. The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. 
Limited ; the Mt. Lyell M. & R. Co. Limited, and 175 others (12th May, 1911). 

A21. Extract from Report of the Secretary for Mines, Tasmania, for year ending December 31, 1911. 

A22. Institute of Electric Engineers, Wiring Rules, &c. 

(3.) 

FILED BY THE COUNSEL FOR THE F.M.E.A. 

Ml. Copy letter, A. Bigwood to R. M. Murray, dated 20/7/12. 
M2. Copy letter, R. M. Murray to A. Bigwood, dated 24/7/12. 

M3. Copy letter, Gadd and another to Murray, dated 27/9/12. 

M4. Letter, Murray to Gadd and another, dated 28/9/12. 
M5. Letter, Sticht to Gadd and another, dated 28/9/12. 
M6. Copy of letter, Gadd and another to Sticht, dated 3/10/12. 
M7. Letter, Murray to Gadd and another, dated 30/7/12. 

M8. Practical Engineers' Electrical Pocket Book. 
A14. Copy of Testimonial by R. M. Murray for Trembath, dated 27/8/12. 
A15. Copy of Testimonial by L. A. Harris for Trembath, dated 26/8/12. 
A16. Two Blown-out Resistance Coils. 

egress 

M9. Copy of Resolution passed at Meeting of F.M.E.A., held 10th June, 1912. 
MIO. Copy of letter, Cunningham (Sec. F.M.E.A.) to C. H. Curtain, dated 11th June, 1912. 
M11. Original letters from Inspector Curtain to Chief Inspector of Mines, re means of f 

	
from  

the North Lyell Mine. 
M12. Mediu:trees Report. 
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SPEECH 
BY 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE LIEUTENANT- 

GOVERNOR 
ON TII E 

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT, 

APRIL 22, 1913. 

MR. PRESIDENT AND HONOUR ABLE GENTLEMEN OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN 

OF THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY. 

1. Parliament has been summoned now in accordance 
with the provisions of " The Electoral Act, 1907.' It is 
not proposed to transact general business, as my Ministers 
recognise that a lengthy Session at this period of the 
year will not suit the convenience of Honourable 
Members. 

2. Since the last meeting of Parliament, His 
Excellency Sir Harry Barron, K.C.M.G., C.V.O., has 
left Tasmania for the purpose of taking up his appoint- 
ment as Governor of Western Australia. 

B49534 
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3. As Lieutenant-Governor I have since undertaken 
the duties of administering the Government. His 
Majesty the King has been pleased to appoint the Right 
Honourable Sir William Grey Ellison-Macartney, P.C., 
K.C.M.G., to he Governor of Tasmania. His Excellency 
leaves England this week for Tasmania. 

4. At this period of the year it is impossible to add 
much to the Estimates furnished by the Treasurer when 
submitting his statement last year. Up to the present, 
the revenue, independently of the Commonwealth grant, 
has remained buoyant. The ordinary Estimates of 
Revenue and Expenditure will be submitted at a latter 
date. 

5. In order to avoid the necessity of again sum-
moning Parliament for a broken period in the year you 
will be asked to vote now the necessary supplies to meet 
the expenditure of the State for the first four months of 
the coming financial year. 

6. Satisfactory assurances of the intention and ability 
of the Hydro-Electric Company to carry out its obliga-
tions under its Act having been received, a motion for 
granting extension of time to enable this to be done will 
be submitted during this meeting of Parliament. 

7. A Conference of delegates from Municipal Councils 
will he held next month. A general scheme for adjusting 
more equitably the financial relations between central 
and local authorities, and to provide for more efficient 
maintenance of Main Roads without unjustly burdening 
the local areas, will be considered. The result of these 
deliberations will, at a later period, be submitted for your 
consideration. 

8. The Royal Commission appointed to enquire into 
the Mount Lyell disaster carried out their duties exhaus-
tively and satisfactorily. The finding, though largely 
negative, was a complete exoneration of the Department 
and the Company from the charges of criminal neglect 
levelled against them. The recommendations of the 
Commission will furnish matter for your attention at a 
later date. 
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9. The balance of the programme indicated by 
Ministers last year will be submitted to the considera-
tion of Members in due course, as time and circum- 
stances permit. 

10. I trust that under the blessing of Divine Provi-
dence your labours during the coming Session may tend 
to advance the permanent prosperity of the State and 
the welfare of the people. 

I now declare this Session of the Eighteenth Parlia-
ment of Tasmania to be opened. 

JOHN VAIL, 
GOVERNMENT PRINTER. TASMANIA. 
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REPORT ON THE MOUNT LYELL AND 
NORTH MOUNT LYELL MINES. 

Hobart, 9th May, 1913. 

I HAVE the honour to report having visited and examined the Mt. Lyell and 
and North Mt. Lyell Mines with the object of carrying out the instructions in your 
letter handed to me on April 24 last. 

Arriving at Queenstown on the morning of the 26th April the following nine 
days were spent on the work, and I left Queenstown on the morning of May 6 to 
return to Hobart. 

During my inspection of the mines, Mr. C. H. Curtain, Inspector of Nlinei for 
the district, accompanibd me, and rendered most valuable assistance, his intimate 
knowledge of all parts of the mines and of the history of the mining operations being 
of the greatest service to me in enabling all parts of the mines to be examined, and 
explaining the position of progress reached in each portion. Mr. R. M. Murray, 
the Mt. Lyell Company's engineer in charge of the mining work, accompanied us 
for most of the time, with one of his underground foremen (Messrs. Cox and 
Kinsella in the North Lyell Mine, and Pearton in the Mt. Lyell). After the 
first two days Mr. M. Cunningham, Secretary of the F.M.E.A. at Gormanstom, 
also accompanied me throughout the inspection, and I take this opportunity of 
expressing grateful thanks to these gentlemen for the unfailing courtesy shown to 
me by all of them, and the ready information given most frankly in reply to ail my 
enquiries. There was the utmost readiness on the part of all to show me every-
thing that could be seen in all departments of the mine. To the general manager 
(Mr. Robert Sticht) my special thanks are due for his instructions to his officers 
to give me all information required and every facility for close investigation. 

Your instructions called for " a thorough examination of the mines, and the 
various workings and methods," and a report " on the condition of such mines, with 
regard to their present and future safety for those employed in them," with "recom-
mendations as to any alteration deemed desirable." Specific mention is also made 
in them of the following allegations which have been made from time to time : — 

(a) That the management of the North Lyell Mine had been negligent with 
regard to keeping the mine in a safe condition. 

(b) 
That the shaft of the North Lyell Mine was likely to go together at any 

time. 
(c) That danger existed in there having been only one exit from the mine. 

(d) That a number of stopes in the Mt. Lyell Mine proper, and others in 
the North Mt. Lyell Mine, were not safe, and that there was danger 
of a general collapse. 

These points will be dealt with separately after a more general description of 
the position of affairs seen in the mines, in the course of which, the main facts of 
the case will become apparent. 

SIR, 
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Your instructions also request a. report on the following questions :- 
(1) Can you suggest any system of effectively and simultaneously signalling 

all men out of the mine? 
(2) Is any system of gateways desirable for confining fire outbreaks under-

ground ? 
C

hid (3) How far are the suggestions made in the annual report of the  
Inspector of Mines suited to the requirements of the Lyell mines 
(Copy of report attached.) 

(4) Apart altogether from any interpretation of " The Mining Act," is th 
constant presence of an attendant at each pump motor necessary ..

° 

desirable in the interests of safety? 
(5) Are there sufficient means of exit for the men in case of any mining  

accident ? 
(6) In your opinion, is a connecting drive to the Lvell Blocks shaft essential 

or necessary ? 
(7) Is the mine efficiently ventilated ? 

The underground workings of the. Mt. Lyell and North Mt. Lyell Mines, are  
very extensive, the ore-bodies being of great size, and in the case of the INC I  any 

Lyell Mine, very.  irregular in shape. 	It is difficult to describe the 
approach to detail without constant reference to the mineplans, and the M'fRee  
ment were not only good enough to show me any of the working plans in their ° 
which I wished to see, but also to supply the drawings accompanying this report'  
which comprise :— 

Mine (1) A composite plan of the underground workings of the Mt. Lye- The 
as a whole, with separate plans of the Nos. 6, 7, and 8 levels. 
mine is worked by a huge open-cut down to the No. 5 level. 	North(2) A composite plan of the whole of the underground workings  of the 
Lyell Mine. This mine is worked by open-cut to the 100-feet  Mine 

(3, 4, and 5) Three sheets of plans of the levels of the North Mt. Lyell 
shown separately. 

the (6) A vertical projection of the North Mt. Lyell Mine workings show--;fig 
 connections between the levels. 
" The (7 and 8) Two sheets of blue prints showing plan and section 01 Lump " in the North Mt. Lyell Mine. 

MT. LYELL MINE : METHODS OF WORKING THE STOPES' 
verY The ore-body in this mine is a huge mass of cupriferous iron pyrites 0J- 

downw'a'rd irregularly oval shape in horizontal section, which has been followed d
°wIlwr,tith-from surface to below the 800-feet level as a columnar body of ore itching' smed 

westerly. With the exception of some so-called " intrusions " 
" inclusions ") of schist in certain portions of the mine, the ore-mass is of rert  the ably homogeneous character, a solid body of very pure fine-grained pyriteb 	

levels No. 6 level it is over 400 feet long and up to 250 feet wide, and at the other le n  
is sometimes somewhat larger than this, sometimes smaller. These dimensions'  
however, convey an idea of the problem involved in mining out the ore in sii,c  the  

(better named  

large area. The method adopted has been to determine the size and shape or 
ore-body at each level by driving galleries through it and round it, and then to lay 
out a systematic scheme of working each block between levels by cutting it lin ink 
sections, divided by pillars of solid ore 25 feet thick. These are shown tmeolonr A.0  
in the plan herewith, and the pillars are placed beneath one another from level t°  
level, so that they form a continuous support from the bottom of the mine to  the 

 

open-cut. There is one main longitudinal pillar and two transverse ones, 11
d  

several smaller detached pillars have also .been left standing where the ground 
appeared to require further support than can be given by the filling and timbering,: 
There are five principal stopes or sections thus divided from one another by the 
main pillar system at the No. 6 and 7 levels, and three at the No. 8, where the ore: 
body is smaller. Each section then has a main gallery driven through it, and cross 
galleries driven therefrom at right-angles to the circumscribing pillars or walls, as 
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the case may be. The cross galleries are usually three square sets apart, or 21 feet, 
the galleries being timbered with strong square-set timber, on the system of cubical 
cells measuring 7 feet from centre to centre of the timbers. The sills of the set 
are placed on heavy " lagging " 15 feet long and about 8 to 10 inches in diameter, 
so that when the stope beneath rises to a level the floor may be " picked-up " and 
supported by timber sets resting on the fillings of the stope. The timber used for 
legs in gallery square sets on the ground-floors of each level is very heavy, being 
often f rom  2 to 2k feet in diameter, no expense being spared to make it thoroughly 
secure to carry the weight of the filling which is to be put upon it. The ground 
floor having been taken out, the panels between the cross-galleries are filled as much 
as possible with mullock. Meanwhile one or more mullock passes have been made 
by rising or winzing at points in the stope most convenient for running in the mul-
lock filling, and these are connected from level to level, so that mullock broken in 
the open-cut above may be run down into any part of the stopes. From these mul 
lock passes overhand stoping is commenced, the work being carried upwards so as 
to preserve a dome-shaped roof in the stope, corresponding to the cone of filling 
which is formed when the mullock is run down the pass. The stoping then pro-
ceeds by alternately breaking down and removing the ore and running in mullock 
filling to take its place. By working outwards from the central rises, all the holes 
drilled in stoping are inclined more or less downward, and can be bored with water 
in them, thus minimising dust. There is a very complete water service through-
out the mine, each drill being supplied with a hose and jet for spraying purposes 
to lay the dust produced by boring. The rock itself is generally moist also, and 
during my inspection of the mine its almost entire freedom from dust was very 
observable, though doubtless there may be some at times when rises are being made, 
and when driving in the country-rock surrounding the ore-body is in progress. 

The object of stoping with a domed' roof or ba
n
ck
to 

is
ii wh 

two-chfold—fi 
	filling the mullocklling 

rst, for con-

venience in breaking the ore parallel to the cone i  
naturally flows from the overhead pass ; and secondly, to preserve the strongest 
form of roof. The ore is very firm and strong, 	

d 
g them self- supports ng 

and the arche backs need very little 

support, their shape conducing greatly to makin
.  

While passing through the stopes, flakes of ore which seemed as if they might 
be loose and apt to fall were on several occasions tried in my presence, but much 
difficulty was generally experienced in getting them down. If well barred down 
after firing, and carefully examined from time to time afterwards, the backs should 
be very safe as regards falls of rock. As the cones of extraction and filling become higher they eventually cover the 
whole of the stope over the already extracted and timbered ground-floors, and the 
whole weight of the filling would be on the sqesuahre

ave been filled 
sets of the groun wi 

also th 
d-floor, mullock were it 

not that the spaces between the cross-galleri  as it became obtainable, and these large pillars of filling thus take the greater part 

of the weight and relieve the timbers. 
There are usually four man-way passes in each 	

stope—one near each 
corner of it—but in addition there are numerous orepasses constructed through the 
filling as work proceeds, these passes being rarely more than 20 feet apart, so that 
the broken ore is very readily thrown into them. The cones of filling on to which 
the ore is broken allow it to be moved downhill to the passes with great ease. This 
is a sort of "rill " working, but in the closeness of the passes to one another 
resembles the "flat -backed " system of stoping rather than the usual " rill " system, 
in which the ore is allowed to run down the stopes for considerable distances before 

reaching a pass. When the broken ore has been removed the passes are built up nearly, or quite, 
to the roof, leaving only enough space for a man to crawl through. This space 
enables the next layer of ore shot down to fall freely. Where the roof appears to 
be in want of support, timber " stacks," or " pigsties," are built. 

The mullock is run down the mullock passes mixed with enough water to make 
it mobile, much resembling the consistency of rather wet, concrete. Timber shoots 
are used to direct it to various parts of the stope, and in these it can be run, with 
a little assistance by shovelling, at fairly flat angles of inclination. The mullock 
filling thus put in with water soon sets very hard, requiring picking to break it 
and subsides very little after being put in. It constitutes a very strong i  

g  if hey
fillting. 

Where the roof or sides of the stope are schistose, and it is at all doubtful     

F77 
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will stand without support, they are supported with timber stacks in some places, 
and in others, where the background is expected to run upwards for some distance,  
by square-set timbering. As mullocking proceeds these stacks and timber sets are 
buried in the filling. 

The system of stoping above described is very suitable for the large chamber 
stopes of the Mt. Lyell Mine, with their firm and solid roof of ore. If there is any 
reason to suspect any portion of the back of being likely to fall it is a simple mat-
ter to support it by building up stacks of timber underneath it. The back in most 
of the stopes in the pyrites, however, seems to stand very well without any more 
support than is afforded by its dome shape, and where stacks have been built there 
very rarely seems to be any weight upon them from the roof. 

NORTH MT. LYELL MINE STOVES. 

In the North Mt. Lyell Mine the ore-bodies are very irregular in shape and size, 
and vary much in their underlay. The ore is mostly a hard siliceous material carry-
ing bornite, chalcopyrite, pyrites, and some other sulphides, and where it is in large  
massive bodies is usually very firm and strong, and capable of being workedk  in 
domed caverns, similarly as the pyrites of the Mt. Lye11 Mine. The wall-rock 
schist in parts of the mine, and in other parts is a hard conglomerate. The schist 
is rather treacherous ground, and requires much more timber than the ore or con-
glomerate. 

The very irregular shape of the ore-bodies is manifest from the plans herewith, 
and in working them a great deal of care and ingenuity has to be exercised to evi is  

The shape  
often so entirely different at one level from what it is at the next one above it that 
the best methods of extraction of the ore with safety and economy. 

there is some trouble in locating mullock passes so as to serve both. The usual 

the particular part of the ore-body. Many of the stopes have been worked ou 

out the 

mul-
lock 

work upwards by overhand stoping by whatever method seems most suitable for  on 

 to takes 
 'di  then method of working followed has been, as in the Mt. Lyell Mine, 

the square-set system, some with subsequent filling of the cells with m e 

 its esh
llaspe, and for ground-floor at each level on square-set timbers, thus defining 

lock and some others without filling. Others, with stronger roof, bar 

worked by domed chambers, as in the Mt. Lyell Mine, with or without timber 
stacks to support the roof, as the case seems to require. The method of filling as 

d North aqt- 

 ground quickly as possible with mullock flushed in with water appears to be gaining  
over all others. 

My examination of all the stopes open in both the Mt. Lyell an 
Lyell Mines convinced me that the work was most carefully studied and thought 
out before being started, and very systematically and thoroughly carried out with 
every regard to the safety of the men employed. The large domed stopes may appear 
rather awesome to men who have been accustomed to work only in narrow workings,  
but they are thoroughly well-approved mining practice in large ore-bodies with 
strong roofs, and their safety has been demonstrated very thoroughly by the com-
parative absence of accidents in them. From a list of accidents supplied by the 
Chief Inspector of Mines it appears that from the 1st January, 1905, to the 31st 
October, 1912, there were six persons killed underground in the North Mt. Lyell 
Mine by falls of ground, and six injured. One of these fatalities is disputed by 
the mine authorities as chargeable to mining work, as the sufferer's death occurred 
from embolism two to three months after his accident (fracture of the thigh), and 
was not demonstrated to be due to the accident. The average number of men 
employed underground was about 350 during the eight years covered by the return,  
giving an average of 2'14 persons killed and 2'14 persons injured annually per 1000 
persons engaged. 

In the Mt. Lyell Mine little underground stoping was done until 1909, since 
the beginning of which year the average number of men working underground has 
been about 150. No fatal accidents from falls of ground occurred underground 
between 1st January, 1895, and the end of 1911, up to which time nearly 300,000  
tons of ore had been extracted. In 1912, however, first one man was killed by a 
slab of rock turning over on him from the wall beside which he was working, and 
then three men were killed and two injured at once by a heavy fall of part of the 
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roof on 21st September, 1912. It was the latter accident which excited the criti-
cism which has led to the present enquiry. From examination of the place and 
the reports of the coroner's inquisition, it appears clear that the place where the 
fall occurred had been standing unsupported for years, and was considered per-
fectly safe. The event proved that there was a quite unsuspected turn in the wall 
of the ore-body just above the roof of the chamber, so that what was thought to be 
a solid mass of ore was only a slab supported at one side; but there was nothing 
to lead anyone to suspect the existence of any such flaw before the fall revealed it. 
It is easy to be wise after the event, but it seems quite certain that prior to the 
accident no one in the mine ever had any doubt as to the safety of this place. 
These four fatal accidents bring the annual death rate from falls of ground per 
1000 men employed underground in the Mt. Lyell Mine since the beginning of 
1909 to 6'67, which is a high rate of mortality from this cause. During the same 
period there were five men injured by falls of rock, equal to 8'33 per 1000 employe& 
two of these being hurt by the big fall of rock above referred to, which killed three 
otners. This abnormal calamity has made the accident figures far worse than the 
experience of preceding years would justify us in regarding as the average rate in 
the mine. The huge open-cut work in the Mt. Lyell Mine, from which about 3,000,000 
cubic yards of material have been excavated, and which has a depth of about 500 feet, 
has been going on for 18 years, in which time five men were killed by falls of rock 
or stone, and 22 persons injured. In the North Mt. Lyell open-cut, from which a 
little over 200,000 cubic yards of stone have been removed since the present com-
pany took the mine over in 1903, there are no accidents from falls of ground 
recorded in the official records from 1st January, 1905, to 31st October, 1912. 

The terrible accident of 12th October, 1912, by which 42 persons lost their 
lives in the North Mt. Lyell Mine from the poisonous fumes of a fire underground, 
and the calamity of the 21st September, 1912, in the Mt. Lyell Mine, by which three 
men were killed and two injured by a fall of the roof, must both be regarded as 
abnormal mishaps, and if they are left out of account the accident rate for both 
mines compares very favourably with that prevailing in large mines in general, and 
speaks well for the methods employed. 

In view of the fewness of accidents from falls of ground the management of 
the mine is undoubtedly justified in claiming great credit for the system of work-
ing adopted, and entitled to point to results as showing it to be a good and safe 
one. They may also fairly claim that the severe test given to the timbering since 
the fire, by the mine being filled with water up to within about 25 feet of the 700-
feet level and then drained again, is proof of the soundness of their systems of sup-
port, both by mullocking and square-setting. The stopes above the 1000-feet and 
850-feet levels of this mine examined by me were practically untouched since the 
water was bailed out of them, and stood as they were before the fire, with rock-
drills still in place--though eaten away and converted into cement copper, to a 
great extent by the acid water—and tools as they were dropped by the workmen. 
it was very noticeable that very few and only small falls of rock had been brought 
down by the flooding, and that the timbers showed hardly anywhere any sign of 
unusual pressure upon them. After a little cleaning up work will be able to be 
resumed in these stopes with very slight repairs. 

At the same time it must be remembered that in spite of the goodness of the 
systems of support there has been at least one heavy and unlooked-for fall of ground 
in the Mt. Lyell Mine through there being a flaw in the ground which no one could 
foresee, and admitted that there is a possibility of the occurrence of occasional 
flat " heads," or joints or faults, even in the most solid-looking parts of the ore- 
body which migh allow heavy falls to take place. Any system by which large areas 
or roof are left without, direct support beneath them is liable to this objection. In 
the North Lyell Mine there have been several rather heavy falls of ground at vari- 
ous times. In January, 1904, a slab of rock 40 feet long and estimated to weigh 
800 to 900 tons subsided suddenly, but fortunately without injury to any person. 
In December, 1910, a heavy fall from the No. 16 stope at the 700-feet 

any 
	cut 

through five floors of square-set timbering, and in July, 1912 there were two v, tery 
heavy falls of some tnousands of tons of ore in No. 20 stope, now known as , 

h  

lump." A small fall has lately taken place here also since the fire. These falls 
have given warning that the ground is not altogether to be trusted, and indicate 

S 
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that precautions should be taken even in the best-looking ground to prevent.  a Pros": 
sible heavy fall of rock due to some unseen joint. The ground seems to fall in large 
pieces when it does come away, and there is therefore great danger that in a stope 
in which several men are employed the consequences of a fall may be very serious 
to several persons at once. It is therefore recommended that the stapes be k pet 
filled up with mullock more closely than at present, and that the large stop be 
worked and filled in sections, with the filling run in right up to the back innesthe 
sections from which a slice of ore has been removed, before proceeding to tax_ 0e, 
down the slice in the next section. This will involve a little subsequent removal 
a little of the filling to make room before shooting down the next slice, b.  ut not . 'n°  
an extent to be a serious impediment to the work. In the sections which are in
progress of excavation, timber stacks should be put in at short intervals, as _ 
stoping proceeds downwards in the domed back, so that nowhere should any large 
area of the roof remain without support, either of filling or of timber. There is no 
doubt that in most cases these precautions would be really unnecessary, but they are 
to provide against the occasional unforeseeable defects in the ground, which ma); 
cause a calamitous fall of rock; and as they can be carried out with very little, 
any, extra cost, it seems to me very advisable that they should be taken, as a regularor  
system. Where from any cause there is delay in obtaining the mullock filling  be  
good reason for not filling it right up to the back, frequent timber stacks should d  
put in, as these would serve to give warning of an impending heavy fall of go," 
even if they.  were not .able to prevent it altogether. All stacks should be Ket 
wedged up tightly against the back, as otherwise they afford no support to.  it- 1,0  
the large stopes of .these two mines I am of opinion that it would be desirable of 
adopt a custom which has proved a great safeguard in many of the large mines  
Kalgoorlie, W.A., of having certain men told off for the special duty of era  hat 
ing all open backs at regular short intervals, and taking down any loose rr—heing may appear from time to time. They could also see to the timber staohs 
kept tightly wedged up. At present the shift bosses are supposed to look to these 
matters, but they have so much else to oversee that it is quite doubtful if they can  
give them sufficient attention. Great care must be taken, however, that the tal'13  
of having men to d.  ress down the roof does not itself become a source of danger  ,Yd 
inducing the men in the working faces to take the risk of allowing doubtful group 
to remain hanging over them until the dressers arrive. The employment of theft  
latter men must not be allowed in any way to relieve the facemen and the shift 
bosses from any responsibility for keeping the working places in a thoroughly safe  
state. 

The system of square-set timbering all the galleries on the floor of a large stope  i has proved itself very successful in these mines as a good method of supporting the  
ground and allowing, if necessary, higher floors to be taken out on timber, and also 
is a good system . .stem view of the anticipated " picking up " of the level when the 
stope below is worked up to it. No objection can be taken to it on the score of safety,  
and questions of economy are for the management, and beyond my present province.  
Where the mullock filling is available early enough, however, it seems quite possible 
in many places to use ordinary driving sets and pigsties on the level floors in place  
of the more expensive square sets with quite an equal amount of safety. 

WORK ON " THE LUMP." 

The big fall of rock above referred to in No. 20 stope above the 850-feet level, 
known locally as " the lump," is shown in two blue prints herewith. It is a part 
of the mine which has caused anxiety to both management and men, but has been 
very carefully and skilfully dealt with since its fall, and seems likely to be able to 
be removed entirely or nearly so without any undue risk being run. It has 
worked away to a great extent by square-set timbering combined with filling of 
the timber cells with mullock, while other parts have been worked over the bacK, 
of the fall so as to allow of lagging being laid upon it and the space above it filler 
up to the roof with mullock. Some of the ore under the lagging is intended to be 
worked out later on by square setting and filling, and parts may be abandoned. 
There seems to me to be no ground for special anxiety as to the safety of persorls 
working in this fallen ground so long as the same care is exhibited in dealing with 

7-0 
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it as evidently has been exercised hitherto, though it certainly will be a relief to all 
concerned when the whole of the fallen ore has been replaced by solid mullock 
filling. 

1100-feet Level.—At the time of my visit there were still about 25 feet of 
water in the 1100-feet level, so it was inaccessible. So far as I could learn there 
have been no complaints at all as to the work done at this level, and as yet there is 
but little stoping from it. 

NORTH MT. LYELL SHAFTS. 

There are two shafts in the North Mt. Lyell Mine—the main shaft, which goes 
from surface to below the 1100-feet level ; and the " engine winze," which goes from 
the 300-feet level to the same depth. The main entrance to the mine i,s by the 
No. 2 adit level, corresponding to the 200-feet level in the main shaft, though there 
is another adit level 100 feet lower which may be used. The cages in the main 
shaft are worked up to the 200-feet level only, and ore brought up through the shaft 
is delivered into under-ground bins, from which it is taken by horse-tram out to the 
2-feet gauge railway, which conveys it to the smelting works. In the engine-room 
at surface there is a very fine electric winding-engine, on the " Ilgner " system, the 
whole installation being of the highest class. With Mr. Cunningham I examined 
the whole of the centre compartment of the shaft from the 1000-feet to the 200-feet 
level, we standing on the covers of the cage and being hauled up very slowly. 
Throughout, the shaft was in excellent condition, showing only slight signs of 
pressure on one side, a little above the 500-feet level, and certainly giving no indica-
tion whatever that there was any fear of it collapsing. The pressure was probably 
only quite local at the point where the timber snowed it, as there were no stopes 
near the shafts there. Close examination of the mine, the plans, and a model of 
tne mine convinced me that there was no stoping near enough to the shaft an 

 to effect it all seriously between the 1000-feet and 200-feet levels• On climb-
ing up above the 200-feet level, however, it was seen that the upper part of the shaft 
had moved sideways a few inches at a point between 50 and 100 feet from surface, 
thus preventing it being used for running the cage right to surface. The reason 
of this movement is seen in the adjoining open-cut, which is down to the 100-feet 
level, in which between the engine-house and the shaft it is seen that a block of 
ground has slipped on a joint fissure a distance of 3 or 4 inches, evidently having 
been to some extent deprived of its lateral support by the open-cut. The joint, 
however, runs into the solid side of the open-cut nearly at right angles, and it is 
stated that marks put in it nearly three years ago have shown that there has been 
no movement after the first slip. No work is now permitted in the open-cut near 
the toe of this faulted ground, and there does not seem to be any reason to fear that 
it will move again. Mr. Curtain, Inspector of Mines for the district, has assured 
me that he has had the place in the shaft which was affected by the movement under 
very constant observation ever since its occurrence, but has not been able to detect 
any subsequent movement. Even if the block of ground did move again, how-
ever, it could be removed altogether without affecting the working portion of the 
shaft. At present only the winding ropes and a ladderway go through the portion 
of the shaft affected by the movement. 

The engine winze was examined from the 300-feet to the 700-feet level by going 
down the ladderway. At the time of the disastrous fire of the 12th October last 
this winze was unfortunately blocked by having been crushed where it passes 
tnrough old workings from about 365 feet to 565 feet. Repairs were iwninpzreo and progress, 
and I understand that three shifts' work cleared a way through the 
enabled a large number of the men to be rescued. At the time of my visit the 
crushed portion of the shaft had been repaired and strongly timbered, so as to make 
a good ladder shaft, though not usable as a winding shaft. Below the 565-feet 
level the shaft is good, and an air-driven hoist at the 700-feet level is used for bail-
ing out the lower parts of the mine, while the pumps at 1100 feet are under water. 
From the 700-feet level the water is pumped to the 300-feet adit by electrically-
driven three-throw pumps near the main shaft. 

As the engine winze is the second main entrance to the lower parts of the mine 
it should be kept in good order as a man-way, with good ladders. 
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When I went through it, it was far too wet to be a proper travelling-way for 

men except in case of emergency, and measures should be taken to catch the water 
falling down and divert it into pipes so as to make the travelling-way reasonably 
comfortable for men passing through the shaft. I was assured that it was only the 
rush of work necessitated by the reopening of the mine that had delayed this matter 
having earlier attention. 

MT. LYELL MINE SHAFTS. 

The Mt. Lyell Mine has two main engine-shafts—the main shaft, used for 
men principally; and the incline shaft, used for ore. Both, however, are utilisable 
for carrying men if necessary, and have ladder-ways in addition to the cages an 
skips. .Both are in solid ground, and no question has arisen as to their safety. A.  

connection is also being driven to the South Mt. Lyell main shaft at the No. 8.  level, 
which before long will give yet another means of exit from this mine ii required. 

TRAVELLING-WAYS THROUGH  STOPES. 

It has been already mentioned that in both the Mt. Lyell and North Mt. Lyell 
i  

Mines it is customary to have several man-ways into the large stope from the level 
below. It is not usually possible, however, for men to climb up from the stope into 
the levels above, as the connections are mullock passes. It would always be easy to 
lower ladders and ropes through these mullock passes in cases of 
rescue men who might be in the stopes beneath, and as time goes on and the stopes 
reach from level to level more and more of the travelling-ways will become.  or 

emergency to 

con-

nected right through. It does not appear to me that there is strong necessity 0‘.  

grounds of safety for requiring that man-ways shall be provided from the top 1  

each stope to the levels above, although they would be a great convenience when 
readily practicable. 

OPEN-CUT WORKINGS. 

The most of the work done in Lae open-cuts of the two mines is now primarily 
„ 

for the purpose of obtaining filling, and only secondarily for that of getting en-
although a large amount of pyrites will still be obtained from the Mt. Lyell open 
cut in the course of the excavation. The open-cuts have been taken out on a care_ 

the fully-devised system of benching, with batters which depend on the nature 
of th 

 
ground. The work in these large quarries demands incessant vigilance on the 
of all concerned, but principally on that of the foremen in charge of the working_ 
gangs, and it is very creditable that but few serious accidents have occurred. The 
method of working is obviously liable to be very dangerous if any slackness or care- 
lessness 	

part 

 is shown by the men engaged in the open-cuts, but with reasonable skill and 
care it cannot be regarded as objectionable. The fact that the dangers are so 
obvious no doubt has a good effect in enforcing vigilance and care. 

OBSERVANCE OF GENERAL RULES UNDER ” THE MINING 
ACT." 

During all my inspection of the mines close regard was paid to noticing that 
the rules and regulations under " The Mining Act were loyally observed, and SO  
far as could be seen there was very little, if any, ground for adverse criticism on 
this score. It seemed to me that every endeavour was made quite systematicallly. 
to comply in all respects with all statutory requirements which have been laid 
down to secure safety and comfort of the men employed in the mine. Both mines  
appear to me to be well and skilfully worked in all respects, and compare very 
favourably with the best which have come within my experience. 

 

Examination of the record-books shows that the Inspector of Mines makes 
very frequent visits to all parts of both mines, and gives them very close attention,  
and this doubtless has a good effect in maintaining observance of the legal require-ments. 



Year. 
Timber used. 
Super. feet. 

1910 	
1,572,793 

1911 (nine months' work owing to strike) ... 	1,226,713 

1912 (to 12th October) 	 875,030 

Ore raised. 
Tons. 

Timber used 
per ton of ore. 

Super. feet. 

	

136,618 	11 .512 

	

94,279 	14.072 

	

84,742 	10.326 

1911. 1910. 

inches. 
9 45 
8.66 Mount Lyell 

North Mount Lyell 

inches. 
9 
9 

1912. 

inches. 
9.4 

11.0 
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An examination of the North Mt. Lyell Mine was ma de by two workmen's 
inspectors only a very short time before the fire, and their report shows that they 
found very little ground for complaint. The possibility of a fire was not even 
hinted at. 

Timber Used.—The excellent quality of the timber used for the supports of 
the floors of the stopes on the various levels has already been commended. The 
mine is timbered quite uncommonly well. The following figures supplied to me 
from the company's books gives some measure of the large amount of timber 
used :— 

• 

Mt. Lyell Mine. 

North Mt. Lyell Mine. 

1910 
1911 (nine months' work owing to strike) ••• 
1912 

469,470 
944,432 

1,879,282 

74,149 
114.185 
126,889 

6.306 
8.271 

14.810 

The company's engineer, when giving me these figures, explained that for two 
months since the fire in 1912 little smelting was done, and the output of ore was 
therefore decreased, while in order to keep the men employed until resumption of 
active work in the North Mt. Lyell Mine as many of them as possible were employed 
timbering the floors of the levels in the Mt. Lyell Mine, the work which consumes 
the greatest quantity of large and heavy timber. Dividing the total amount of 
timber by the number of pieces it is found that the general average diameter of all 
timber used in the mine works out thus :— 

which shows the generally heavy character of the timber employed. 

CHARGES AND COMPLAINTS. 
Dealing now more particularly with the charges and complaints referred to 

in your letter of instructions, " that the management of the North Lyell Mine had 
been negligent with regard to keeping the mine in a safe condition ;" "that the shaft 
of the North Mt. Lyell Mine was likely to go together at any time" ; and "that a num-
ber of stopes in the Mt. Lyell Mine proper, and others in the North Lyell Mine were 
not safe, and that there was danger of a general collapse "—the foregoing descrip-
tion has shown that at the time of my visit there was no evidence that any of these 
complaints were well founded. It is, of course, possible that the condition of 
affairs was worse prior to the fire of 12th October, 1912, in the North Lyell Mine, 
and the accident of 21st September, 1912, in the Mt. Lyell Mine; but the same style 
and system of working have evidently been pursued for many years, and it seems 
to me quite impossible that any considerable change in them has been made in the 
last six months. The stopes in the North Mt. Lyell Mine filled with water after 
the fire have only lately been unwatered again, and I saw the work exactly as it 
was abandoned six months ago by the men on account of the fire, and there was no 
sign of any less skill and care being taken in supporting the workings than in those 
most recently worked. 

') 714, 
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Another general assertion to be dealt with is " that danger existed in there 
having been only one exit from the mine." On this point the Royal Commission on 
the North Lyell Mining Disaster has reported as follows :—" We are advised by 
the learned Solicitor-General that, the law does not require more than one exit from 
a metalliferous mine; but in any event we find that there were at the time of the 
disaster passes extending in various directions to all the levels throughout the mine 
whereby in the event of the collapse of the main shaft, or almost any occurrence 
other than the generation of deadly fumes, men would have been rescued; but while 
this fire was in progress many of these became mere passages for smoke and fum.  es, 
and rendered rescue work very difficult and hazardous. We find that at the time 
of this disaster there were no connecting ways fitted with ladders from the 500 to 
the 300 feet levels other than the main shaft." 

The Commission's finding sums up the position very thoroughly, and until the 
fire happened it is very unlikely that any thought of danger from the absence of a 
second exit provided with ladders ever entered anyone's mind. The available 
means of passage from level to level would have served in the case of any other 
conceivable sort of accident except a fire in the mine, and this particular sort of 
accident might have fesulted equally badly even if there had been a second means 
of exit. It appears to be assumed by those complaining of the absence of a second 
exit that if such had been provided it would have been a " downcast " air passage. 
There is nothing to warrant any such assumption, as it also might have been

.  an 

".upcast, as were so many of the other passes. A fire in a mine upsets the ventila-
tion system altogether, and it would greatly depend on its position which opening 
would upcast " and which would " downcast." This particular fire appears 
to have broken out at the pump-house but if another one were to occur who could 
say beforehand where it would be in ihe mine ? As has been previously stated, I 

 

would recommend a good man-way to be at once constructed and maintained 
throughout the mine, but no guarantee could be given that if such had existed at 

 

the time of the fire the result would have been any better. The complaint as 
ltlo 

abs en.ce of a second exit also seems to ignore the fact that the engine-winze normally 
provid. ed such, and though it had been accidentally closed, work was in progress to 
clear it again, showing that the management fully appreciated the necessity for a i 
second man-way, and were doing their best to provide it. As a matter of fact, it 
served after all for the rescue of about 50 men, and it is not by any means clear 
that  t a ll, or even the majority, of the men who lost their lives could have reached 

i it if it had been quite open all the time. 

QUESTIONS REFERRED. 

The seven questions referred to me in your letter of instructions will now be 
answered in their due order :- 

(1) Can you suggest any system of effectively and simultaneously signalling 
all men out of the mine? 

This is a question appertaining more to the mines of the State in general, than 
only to this particular case, as there might be many mines in which some such

•system was advisable. Such signals have been used more or less in some alluvial 
mines in which there was a fear of a collapse of large areas of the mine, or of 
inbursts of water or " blackdamp," and have been proposed for fiery coal mines in 
which a heavy inrush of explosive gas may at times make an explosion an imminent 
danger. There are comparatively few metal mines and circumstances likely 

in 	

to 
arise in such mines n which such a warning signal would be necessary. Fires in 
mines are of very rare occurrence fortunately, and a system of warnings applicable 
to them alone would be very difficult to preserve in working order so long as no one 
in the mine thought there was likely to be immediate need for them. In wet mines 
like the North Mt. Lyell the possibility of the occurrence of a fire is very remote,  
except at certain drier places. The recent disaster appears to have been possible 
in the first instance mainly because the pump-house on the 700-feet level was lined 
with light inflammable pine boards. All the pump-chambers in both mines are in 
consequence now being reconstructed with concrete walls and iron and concrete 
roofs, so as to be entirely uninflammable. 

*, 
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The crib places in the mines are probably the most likely of any to catch fire, as 
they are fairly dry and there may be a lot of paper and clothes about them, while 
the men smoke freely there also. In order to minimise the danger of fire from the 
use or practice of warming tea or food by placing the men's " billies " over lighted 
candles, the management of the Mt. Lyell Mine have lately supplied specially-made 
racks on which they hang the " billies over candles held in metal clips. These 
allow very little chance of the candles lighting anything. Such places are usually 
also under frequent observation, so that any fire starting will probably be extin-
guished promptly. It seems more practicable to provide for prevention of fires 
at all the points where there is any . reasonable possibility of a fire breaking out 
than to rely on any system of signalling the men out of the mine. It appears that 
When the recent fire broke out in the North Lyell Mine many of the men who were 
warned to come out tholight so little of the danger that they elected to stay in their 
working places, believing that they would be safe there. It is unlikely that this 
would happen again soon after the dreadful object lesson of the accident, but the 
fact of their choosing to remain rather than try to escape shows that a warning 
signal would not have been of great use. Warning signals could be communicated 
in small mines by " knocker lines," but in an extensive mine .like those at Lyell 

ould almost necessarily be electric. 	There is no great difficulty in devising 
methods by which bells or gongs could be rung in the stopes to warn the men to 
leave the mine if such a precaution were deemed to be required. There would be 
a good deal of trouble, however, in maintaining the system in good working order 
all points, as the water in the Mt. Lyell Mine is very acid and corrosive. As a mat-
ter of personal opinion, I do not think that the possibility of the recurrence of a fire 
in the Mt. Lyell Mine, after the terrible warning that has been given, is such as 
to require the installation of a danger signal. In some of the mines of the State, 
however, it might be advisable for the inspectors of mines to have power to order 
the installation of signals to the men to leave the workings if they thought there 
was any likelihood of this being necessary. 

(2) Is any system of gateways desirable for confining fire outbreaks under-
ground ? 

The great number of openings between the various levels of the North Mt. Lyell 
Mine and the large size and irregular shape of the ore-bodies make it difficult to 
suggest any system of gateways which would be effective in confining the fumes 
from a fire. Doors could be fixed in several narrow places in the workings, so as 
to divide the ventilation of the mine more or less into sections, but it would grei,tly 
depend on the position of an outbreak of a fire whether the doors would be service-
able or the contrary. The fire almost certainly would create a great change in the 
normal ventilation currents. If we could tell where a fire was going to break out 
a system of air-doors doubtless could be devised that would be very useful in con-
fining the smoke and fumes to a small portion of the mine, but I am afraid that it 
is not practicable to make one which would meet all emergencies. This question, 
however, should be kept in view when regulating the ventilation of mines, so that 
the direction of the air current traversing the workings should be kept as far as 
possible under control. 

(3) How far are the suggestions made in the annual report of the Chief 
Inspector of Mines suited to the requirements of the Lyell Mines ? 

The suggested additions to the general rules would serve to keep special atten-
tion directed to the possibility of the occurrence of fires and the necessity for 
maintaining adequate provisions for coping with an outbreak, and would be very 
useful to that extent. The nature of the precautions to be taken in each case must 
depend very greatly on the local conditions, and must therefore be left largely to 
the discretion of the management and the Inspector of Mines. The suggested 
additions to the general rules would be as applicable to the Mt. Lyell Mines as to 
any others in the State, but the particular measures to be taken would require very 
careful planning and organisation in each case. 

„2, 
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(4) Apart altogether from any interpretation of " The Mining Act," is the  
constant presence of an attendant at each pump-motor necessary or 
desirable in the interests of safety ? 

In my opinion the constant presence of an attendant at each pumping-chaMh._ebr  
is not at all necessary with electrical installations, such as those at Mt. Lyell, 
are automatically started and stopped. They should be visited frequently by an n  
attendant, but it is considered quite good and usual mining 'practice for one man 
to make a round of two or more of such stations. 

(5) Are there sufficient means of exit for the men in case of any mining acci-
dent? 

This question has been fully dealt with in the preceding portion of this report' 
There are now sufficient exits to meet all likely contingencies, except that of fire, 
and in the event of a fire no one can foresee what exits will be open for use unless 
the position of the outbreak of fire could also be foreseen. 

(6) in your opinion is the connecting drive to the Lyell Blocks shaft essen-
tial or necessary ? 

essential  
It does not seem to me that this connection can be said to be either essene  

or necessary to either mine just at present, though one highly advisable to b.  e,r°0i'm  
strutted for the better ventilation of both, and to afford another means of exit from 
both in the event of an accident to the usual exit. The Lyell Blocks workingsd' 
the main shaft at the 1000-feet level are at present quite in a " deal-end," "dace. 
extensive workings would be possible there without another connection t° , 11 „halt 
If it is intended to open out extensively from the bottom of the Lyell Bioelcs;fety 
a connection with some other shaft is both essential and necessary for 

the safety 

of the men in them, and the North Lyell workings are those most readqra fleeted 
for the purpose. The Lyell Blocks tunnel is so much lower than the 	fleeted 
of the North Mt. Lyell Mine that the intake of air when the mines are on–d the  
will be almost certainly from the Lyell Blocks into the North Lyell 	currents connection will probably serve to make the direction of the ventilating air 	hicla in the latter mine fairly.  constant instead of highly variable, as at present

an'`-' 
may will be of great service in enabling them to be more effectively controlled,   

perhaps allow of ventilating the mine in separate sections. 

(7) Is the mine efficiently ventilated ? 

All through both the Mt. Lyell and North Mt. Lyell Mines the air suns
exceedingly good throughout my inspection, even in several long " dead-ends," 
might have been expected to be badly ventilated. There are so many openings  
through the mine that plenty of fresh air is constantly circulating. The ventila-
tion tion would be better, however, from the point of view of treatment of outbreaks. 
fire if it were more under control, and to obtain this it is very desirable W establish_ 
constancy of direction of the main currents. Had the air currents been more deL 
nite in direction during the fire the fumes would not have spread so much into tuv 
mine, but would have been carried out in fairly definite streams. It is the hope 

 

the of establishing definiteness of direction of the air currents which seems to 	t  11 main reason for the North Mt. Lyell Mine to desire connection with the Lyell 
Blocks shaft. It is only by securing means of controlling the air currents that 
there can be any good prospect of being able to keep the fumes from an outbreak 
of fire from dispersing themselves through the mines, and definiteness of direction 
of current is the first desideratum in devising means of limiting the areas ;which 
would be affected by fumes. With it once secured, the control of ventilation in the  
different parts of the mines by doors, &c., is comparatively easy, but none is possible 
so long as the direction of currents is haphazard and variable. The general good 
quality of the air as at present—without special means of checking the ventila-
tion—has doubtless made it seem unnecessary to give much thought to this point, 
and for ordinary working purposes the ventilation seems to be quite adequate, even 
though variable; but in view of the possibility of another fire much attention should 
be given in the future to getting control of the air current. 
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In concluding this report I would say that the most important points to be 

attended to in the North Mt. Lyell and Mt. Lyell workings from the point of view 
of safety of the men employed are in my opinion great vigilance in supervising the 
open-cut works, and great care in completely filling the underground excavations 
as thoroughly as possible with mullock, so as to depend less and less on timber as 
the means of support. As regards fire, prevention is the first requisite, and the 
recurrence of a disaster from this cause should be made practically impossible. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

A. MONTGOMERY, M.A., F.G.S. 

The Hon. the Minister of Lands, Works, and Mines, Hobart. 

JOHN VAIL. 

GOVERNMENT PRINTER. TASMANIA 



Minister's Office, 

Department of Lands and Works. 

HOBART, 12th June, 1913. 

Sir, 

I have the honour to forward under separate cover 

copies of the following reports :- 

(1) Report of the Royal Commission appointed by the Gov-
ernment of Tasmania to enquire into the cause or 
causes of an accident at the Forth Lyell Mine on the 
12th October last, and the loss of life resulting from 

such accident, 

and 

(2)  Report of A. Montgomery, Esq., M.A., Mining Engineer 
appointed by the Government to (a) make a thorough 
examination of the Mount Lyell and North Mount Lyell 
Mines and their various workings and the methods em-
ployed, (b) report on the condition of such mines with 
.regard to their present and future safety for those 
employed in them, and (c) furnish such recommendations 
as to alterations that may be desirable. 

These reports, made after careful investigation in 

each regard by qualified and impartial men, were published dir-

ectly they were received, and in now forwarding them officially 

as Minister for Mines I am authorised by my colleagues to ex-

press to you the congratulations of the Government of Tasmania 

on their satisfactory nature. 	They clearly exonerate your 

Company from the more or less vague, but too often unscrupulous 

and cruel, allegations made at the time of the disaster, chief-

ly by irresponsible persons. 

The Government desires that you will convey to your 

General Manager (Mr. Robert Sticht), and to your Mine Manager, 

(Ur. Murray), and to the rest of your chief officials immed-

iately connected with the Mines, their expression of extreme 

satisfaction that the management has been so clearly shown to 

have been conducted upon humane principles, and with every 

consideration for the safety and welfare of the employees.. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Sgd) 	Mulcahy, 

MINISTER FOR MINES. 

W. Jamieson, Esq.. 
Chairman of Directors of Mt. Lyell 
Mining & Railway Co. Ltd., 

MELBOURNE, Victoria. 

(sep. cover -4 reports.) ;2_ 



THE MOUNT LYELL MINING AND RAILWAY COMPANY LIMITED 

39 Queen Street, 

Melbourne, 

20th June 1913. 

The Hon. The Minister for Vines, 

Hobart 

Dear Sir, 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of the 12th instant, accompanied by (1) Report of 

Royal Commission, and (2) Mr A. Montgomery's Report, 

In accordance with your request a copy of your 

letter has been forwarded to Mr Sticht, the General Manager, 

and Mr Murray, the Mine Manager. 

The hoard desire me to specially thank you and 

your colleagues on behalf of themselves and the officers in-

terested for the appreciative way in which you have expressed 

the congratulations of your Government. The exoneration of 

the Company from the attacks made upon it affords keen grati- 

fication to all of us. 

I have the honor to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

(Sgd) WILLIAM JAMIESON 

Chairman 

:-:- :- :-:-:-:-:- : 
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Date 
Recovered 

___________________________________ 7  _____________ T  
Locality  

Name 	 in yine.  

1912.  

	

Dec. 4 	1 Geo. Gard (or J. O'Dea) 
" 	4 	2 John Studwell 

500 ft. Level 
do. 

do, 
do, 
do. 
do. 
do, 

• 9 3 
• 9 4 
• 9 5 

9 	6 
9 	7 

Frank J, Rolf 
B. McCasiand 
Lou Burke 
Val , Bianchini (or B.Iraletine) 
Joe. McCarthy 

700 ft. Level 

	

" 10 	8E  Henry Guy 
1 1 , 

Jan. 	9 John Creedon 
10 jaS, Rolf 

• 25 	11 Sampson Bray 

	

25 	12 Edmund Michael McCullagh 
• 25 	13 John Jenkins 

	

25 	14 Henry Jones 

	

Feb. 3 	15 I  Robert Park 

do. 
do. 

500 ft. Level 
do, 
du, 
do, 

do, 

Wm. Tregonning 
Jas. iregonning 
Eden A. Hills 
Chas. Arthur Green 
Jno. (Andrew) Bawden 

21 Thos. Maher 
22 Tnos. Gays 
23 Jas. 'kn. Smith 
24 John Bolton 
25 Arthur McMasters 
26 Jas. (Thos) Hall 
27 Bernard Peter McLoughlin 
28 Zephaniah Lewid) 
29 r,.Cornelius O'Keefe 

Herbert Jno, Mitchell 
James Davey 

32 I Thos. 3aunderson 
33 Jno, Yartin Leeman 
34 Jas. (Bede) McGowan 
35 Peter :;core 
36 WM. Horne 
37 Richard Jno, Treverton 
38 Leonard Sidney Scott 

Patrick Reilly 
Hy. Wright 
Jno. T. Smith PSpeewa" 

Smith, or Christopher Quak 

700 ft. Level 
du. 
do, 
do. 
do, 

850 ft. Level 
do. 
do, 
do, 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do, 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

1000 ft. Level 
do. 

do. 

16 

19 
20 

30 
31  

39 
40 
41 

1100 ft. Level, 
June 6 1 42 Jack Bourke 

The first two bodies were buried at Gormanston, but were 
exhmmed and buried in Queenstown Cemetery on 8th June, 1913, 
beside the other bodies, which were all buried at Queenstown, 

-:-:-:-:-:-:- 



I N 	U E  

held on the bodies of GEORGE GADand 

JOHN STUDELL, at North Lyell Mine,on 

Thursday, 5th December, 1912, at Z.20 

2.n. 

E. W. TUFNER, Esq., CORONER 

2J2==DET.,T BERESFORD: 7ou will remember on the 

12th October last these ti,o men, with many others, 

went down the North Lyell mine to work in the usual 

way, cnd while they were down below a disaster occurred• 

in the shape of a fire. 	A great many men were saved; 

but there were somethinE, 	40 men who were not srNed, 

and the two deceased are the first who have been brought 

to the surface. 	I do not intend to call very much 

evidence, your worship — merely such as will warrant 

your issuing your certificate of interment. Of course 

I will call the doctor. 	Then I will leave the matter 

in your hands as to whether you will arrive at r verdict. 

Under the circumstances i do not think it is necessary 

for me to say very much more. 	Iwas going to ask you, 

also, whether you would allow the evidence to be taken 

together, or would it be necessary for me to take the 

evidence 14 each case ser,ar)tely ? 	grcat deal of 

the evidence, of cour, , will be similar, and, after 



2. 

identific:?tion has been ectilblished I think the enquiry 

would be expedited if I were allowed to ran both 

together. 

THE CORONER: We will take both together - we will 

tae it as a joint ineuest. 	The first thing to do 

is to establish the identity of the two deceased and 

then proceed with the evidtince. 	I think it is 

generally understood that I am sitting as a coroner 

withouta jury, and holding this inquest merely for the 

purpose of conforming with the law - not with the 

purpose of going deeply into the caLse of the fire and 

as to the cause of death generally of these men. We 

can arrive at the primary cause of death here from 
/ 

general formal evidence from the doctor and so forth. 

I think everybody is now agreed that it is much better 

to leave all litigious matters to be four-ht out in another 

proceeding which is now pending and not to fight over the 

bodies of the unfortunate men. I think that is the 

attitude of everybody, nd I think it is the proper 

attitude. 



3. 

LASSIE 	hAYTO N, called and sworn 

FrrAmIITED BY SUPERIYTEITE7T 37.17=OaD. 

icy name is Lassie Hay 	Lon. 	I reside at queenstown with 

my husband. The deceas,  a, George Gard, is mynyoungest 

brother; he is a native of Tasmania, and would have been 

22 years old on the 22nd January. I last saw hiTI alive 

on the 9th October - We6nesday; he was then in perfect 

good health. When I saw him lastnhe was dressed in 

his ordinary working clothes. I saw his remains at 

the idorgue at North ',yell yesterday. I recognise his 

hat and his guernsey (produced). 	I only saw his hat 

and his guernsey and his belt. But I do not remember my 

brother's belt. I identify the hat and guernsey as 

belonging to my brother; they were worn by him the last 

time I saw him alive. He had a plain leather belt, but 

I cannot swear that the belt produced is my brother's. 

I am perThetly satisfied about the hat and the guernsey. 

NYATZUED BY 1,13. WINCH. 

I remember the hat so well because I was laughing 

at it. I wanted to fasten the bands on here (indicatind 

- it was loose. 	y brother said it was all right. I 

did not see the features. 	14' father's name was Samuel. 

lay mother's name ':as Emmaline. Lly br,)ther was borh at 

Fawc,tt, the other side of Sorrell. The dEte of his 

birth is January 11th, 1895. I know he would have been 

22 next January. 	-4' mother is alive. 	I do not know 

of any peculiar mar]7s or moles or anything like that on 

my brother's body. He had never had any particular ills. 
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ness during his lifetime. His health, I should say, 

was very good. He never underwent a surgical operation. 

He was working under the name of O'Day. I know that 

because he told me when he got a job up here; he got 

the j - b from Ur. Bray. He was a single man. 

LI:. DOUGLAS: 	I should like to know whether the 

identification is being questioned on behalf of the 

Company ? 

2. WINCH: No. I am simply asking the question. 

M. DOUGLAS: 	If there is to be any doubt it would 

be better to call other witnesses; there are plenty of 

men available who were down below working with him who 

would be able to identify him. 

WINCH: I was merely enquiring. 

WITNESS (Continuing) - (To the Coroner): 4 

brother was living with me until the Tuesday before the 

accident, when he came to batch up at Worth Lyell. I 

have been here about six weeks - since the Tuesday 

before the accident. 

(TO LIR. DOUGLAS): He came to batch at the Worth with 

Jim. Sutcliffe. 

=CH: The Company is not raising any doubt on 

the identifgoatien in this case. 

WITNESS: (TO SUPERINTEND= BERKEORD): He was 

working under the name of J. O'Day; he told me that 

when he came up here to get work. 

(TO LIR. laacH) 	The reason he assigned for that 

was this: When he told me he hadaEot work at the 
North I said to him: "George, I um sorry you are going 



to work there. 	If cnything were to happen, and 

mother took ul) the paper and saw your name it would 

kill her". He said: "I know. 1 am quite prepared 

for that. I have gone under the name of J. O'Day, 

sothat you will have ti _e to tell her if anything 

happens to me". He told me that one day when he 

came home from the I;orth. 

(TO TiE CORMIER) :Ly mother did not know. sir. 

Bray knew; but he is down there too. 

(Witness withdrew) 
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J" OHN CARR,  called and sworn 

1,VAMINED BY SUPERIUTETDENT BEEEZPORD. 

I am the sergeant of the Police Station at Queenstown. 

I knew the deceaseL, John Studwell, for about five years, 

and I am aware that he was working at the North ',yell mine. 

I last saw him aliveon the Sunday before the accident - that 

is, before the 12th October. I have been on duty at North 

;,yell to receive the bodies. At 1.30 p.m. yesterday (the 

4th) the body of George Gard was brouEfht to the surface, 

and that of John Studwell a few minutes before 2 p.m. the 

same day. They were delivered to me at the rorgue by John 

Burton, Edmunds (one of the shift bosses here) and two other 

men were assisting them. 	I identified the man Studwell. 

He would be about 2 0 years of age; he is a native of 

Tasmania - Beaconsfield is his birth-place, I think; but I 

am not sure of that. I know his people; they are living 

at Manly (Sydney) at present. 	I should like to mention 

here how I idenified the body of John Studwell: On the 

inside of the arm "J. S." is tatooed. I knew that was thers 

I looked for it, and with the assistance of Dr. Love, 

found it. I had seen that mark on the body before. I 

searched the bodies with the following result: 	On Studwell 

I found a round tobacco tin and a pipe, and on Gard a pipe 

and a knife. 

(TO THE ccauma) 'mere were no valuables whatever on 

either of the bodies. All the pockets were cut from the 

clothing in the presence of the doctor and other witnesses. 

(TO SUPERI7TENDENT BE:R=0RD): Gard had a bluish truernsw 

on with a red stripe cross-ways from shoulder to shoulder 

and he had this hat (produced) and a belt. The belt and hat 
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were in the coffin with the corpse. 	Both bodies were 

fully dressed. I skewed the remains of the deceased 

Gard to the last witness Cars. liayton), and, in my 

presence, without any hesitation, she identified them 

hat and the guernsey worn by him. 

(TO TIE On01;LR) I considered it unwise to let her 

see the features; 	I took 2recautions against her seeing 

the features. 

(TO Li% ,'INCH) 	I did not recognise the features of 

Studwell; no one could recognise them. 

(TO T117 0073011ER): I did not know Gard. 

(TO 142. =CH): 	The tatoo mark, "J. S." was just 

on the ihside of the forearm - the left fore-arm. 

(TO THE COROYER): There were no rings or anything 

of that sort on the fingers of either of the men. 

. DOUGLAS; 	You are quite positive that the body LE 	 (.4.  

you saw was that of John Studwell 1' A.:72rom the 

phtsique and the tatoo mark on the fore-arm 1 am positive 

that the body I saw, and which now lies in the morgue, is 

that of the late John Studwell. 	The features of both 

men are unrecognisable,- absolutely unrecognisable. 

(Witness withdrew). 
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OSE2 H 	IA 0 V E, called and sworn 

EXALlarED BY SIT2T. BERESFORD. 

I am a legally qualified medical practitioner, 

re7isered in Tasmania, practising at Gormanston. Yesterday 

afternoon, 4th December, at a few minutes past 2 o'clock 

p.m. I was shown two bodies lying in the morgue at North 

Lyell. I examined both the bodies, examining first that 

of George Gard - the body that has been identified as that 

of George Gard. The particulars of indeitification that 

have already been given I can confirm; but I presume you 

do not wish me to go over it all again. I did not know 

the men personally. The body of George Gard was that of 

a young, short man - about how old it was impossible to 

say - except that he was a young man. The body was in 

an advanced state of decomposition. 	It was impossible  

to say, from the condition of the body, what had been the 

cause of death. But from what I discovered with reference' 

to the other body -- that of Studwell, I am of opinion 

that death was due tompoisoning by means of carbon monoxide 

gas. There was nothing inconsistent with this opinion, 

and of course it is a professional opinion. 

:II: CORONER: 	Of course, Docor, you and the rest of 

us are fully aware of the circumstances under which the 

bodies were found, and under all those circumstances you 
give it as your olinion that death occurred through the 

poisonous gases ? 

WITNESS: quite so. 	With reference to the second 
body: that of John Studwell, that was the body of a young 
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Joseph Love, xd. 

man of large physique - large build. In his case I was 

able to get a portion of lung for examination - for 

rralysis. 	In neither body was there any blood available 

for examination. 	That is why I had to to 
e a portion 

of lung. I discovered in that portion. of lung, and 

demonstrated to Er. R. 1.4. 1,1urray, the Engineer-in-Chief 

of the mine, that there was a large percentage of carbon 

monoxide present -- the exact percentage I cannot state -- 

except that it was large. 	In my opinion the cause of 

death was poisoning by carbon monoxide gas in each case. 

I can, if you like, demonstrate the presence of carbon 

monoxide, but it would involve a lengthy and technical 

demonstration probably occupying an hour and a half. I 

have specimens that would prove my thory if you think it 

is necessary. 

THE CO:ONER: You have made experiments to satisfy 

yourself ? 

WITNESS: 	Yes, and to satisfy 	1,1nray, a gentleman 

who has had the advantage of q technical education. He, 

also, is quite satisfied that there is a large percentage 

of carbon monoxide in the bodies. 

(TO SUPERINTENDENT BEREFORD): I saw a tatoo mark an 

the left fore-arm - "J. S". 

(TO L. WINCE): I made an examination in the nature 

of a post-mortem. With regard to the first body - that 

is Gard - it v::as so decomposed that I was not able to get 

any satisfactory information from it at all. 	There was 

at any rate no blood to be obtained from the body. With 

regard to Studwellfs body, the appearances were such as 

one would expect from carbon monoxide poison and no other, 

and I actually demonstrated the presence of carbon monoxide 
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Joseph Love, xd. 

in the ortion of lung that I removed from the body. 

Studwell's case, also, there was no blood in the body -- 

the blood had completely dried away. 	I searched both 

bodies, so far as I could, for the purpose of discovering 
marks of an 

any deformity, or any peculiar mark, or any/old injury. 

I found no marks of old injury on either body. 

COP.O=R: There is nothing to show, doctor, in 

either case, that death was due to starvation ? 

11i 132: No. In the second cause I am quite certain 

death wqs due to carbon monoxide poisoning, and there 

were indications that the death of the first body was 

not due to starvation, blit some rapid mode of death, and 

that rapid mode of death was not a serious physical injury. 

(TO K2. DOUGLAS) 	I shoald say, from what I have seen 

of the bodies, and what I saw when the fire was burning, 

that they must have died within tvo or three days at the 

most from the tine when the fire broke out - that is to 

say, the 12th, 13th, 14th - perhaps 15th October. I was 

not able to examine the stiobeah. 	In fact, in the first 

place, the stomach was not recognisable itself. I could 

not tell you how long they had been without food. 

K2. CURTAIN: 	Does ordinary smoke contcin a large 

percentage of carbon monoxide ? 	A. It depends entirely 
on how the smoke is formed. Ordinary smoke from wood buritiT 
in the open would contain none or very little; but smoke 
from wood burhing in a confined space would contain a large 
quantity. 	From any wood fire, even a fire burning in the 

open, you can obtain carbon monoxide from the portions 
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Joseph Love, xd. 

that are not being well evaporated; but that carbon monoxide 

itself is further burnt on the outer surface of the fire 

-.here there is plenty of fire - further burnt to carbon 

dioxide. 	From the analysis I made I came to the 

conclusion that death resulted from carbon monoxide poisonieg 

It was not suffocation. 	There was no blood shewing in 

the lung stall; the lung was simply a reedish brown moist 

piece of substance, in sufficient quantity to prove that my 

theory is correct. 

(TO I. WINCH): 	Whcn I said it would be sometimee 

within 3 or 4 days that the men would die I gave the extreme 

limit. It is quite possible for them to die within 2 or 

3 minutes. Once the carbon monoxide gas reached a man death 

would be almost instantaneous. But of coerse I cannot say 

how long after the fire the carbon monoxide reached the 

man. Provided the fire was burning in a place where there 

was no free oxygen - bad combustion - death may have ensued 

2 or 3 minutes from the time of the outbreak of the fire. 

MT. DOUGLAS IS A.P2LICAT I 0: 1-r27,' Ii;17:7112,1.: 

L7. DOUGLAS (TO TV-71 CORONER): I have an application to 

Ina-Le, your :loner, and that is, if possible, the bbdiee of 

these unfortunate men should be interred in the Queenstown 

Cemetery, and I make that application on behalf o-P the 

relatives of both. parties. 

TILE CORON= I think you understand, Mr. Douclas, that 

that is a matter entirely within the jurisdiction of the 

health authorities; T have nothing to do with it. 
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DO7C14iS: I unaerstanJ that. But I am Informed 

that arrangements have been maae for the burial at 

ueenstown, 

 

cnd the relatives are willing that the bodies 

should be buried this afternoon if it could possibly be 

arranged that they could be buried there. 	Of course, 

the circumstances are, -nd have been fori4some tine past, 

altogether distressing to the relatives, and it seems 

to be only adding more pain if now that the bodies have 

been recovered they should be buried away from the place 

where the relatives wish them to be buried. 	I quite 

appreciate that that is a matter entirely within the 

province of the health officer, and that it is a question 

of the danger to public health; but I am instructed that 

at the burial there would be no more danger - in fact, 

there would be less danger - by taking the bodies to 

c,ueenstown by the railvay and the haulage than by taking 

them away down to Linda in a hearse or a cart. If it is 

a question of time I do not think that need be considered, 

because the bodies would be buried imme,  lately they got to 

Queenstown. I am sure it is patent to everybody, if it 

could possibly be managed, the wishes of the relatives 

should be considered. 

TEE CORONER: I think we all feel that, ldr. Dougi s;  

but, so far as I am concerned, when I have given the 

order for burial it is out of my hands altogether. I do 

not know whether you can satisfy Dr. Love that there will 

be less danger or no more danger in going to Queenstown. 

DR. LOVE: Might I speak ? 
	

As health officer I am 

strongly of opinion that the danger to the community, and 

to the people handling the bodies, would be largely 

increased by taking them to Queenstown rather than by 
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taking them to Linda, with all deference, of course, to 

the opinion expressed by Lr. Douglas. 	I have given the 

matter careful consideration, and, while appreciating 

the very distressing circumstances and the pain liable 

to be inflicted on the deceased, I think it is my duty, 

as health officer, to protect the health of the community 

and those who are to handle the bodies, and I am certainly 

of opinion that the danger to the community :1-1d to those 

who are to handle the bodies would be increased by taking 

them to Queenstown. 

TRZ CORONOR: 	Of course individual wishes have to 

yield to the advantages of the community generally. 

DR. LOVE: Again, although not forgetting the pain 

the relatives may suffer in this connection, I think the 

actual physical danger to those handling the bodies and 

to the community at large should take precedence over 

the feelings of the relatives. 	There is also this to 

be considered: 	After the bodies have been buried -- 

what time I cannot tell you -- there would be noeobjection 

to their being exhumed and buried other-where. If that 

course is desired,there is provision made for it under one 

of the Acts -- provision is made for the exhumation and 

removal of bodies. 

TEE CORONER: That probably would meet the case. 

:.IR. DOUGLAS: I mentioned the position to the doctor 

before we came in. It seems the only possible alternative; 

but I do not think it will be very favorably received. 

THE CORONER: 	I can only let the matter rest there. 

If it is desired I can issue the orders for burial now and 

take the evidence subsequently. 
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OHARLLS 	
GRANT,  called and sworn 

EXAMINED BY SUP:RETT2NDENT BERESFORD. 

1,5y name is Charles Grant. I am a time-keeper in 

the employ of the IA.Lyell tlining and Railway Company. 

I was on duty at the North Lyell workings on the morning 

of the 12th October. The men come to me at the cndle-

house for the purpose of getting th it candles prior to 

going underground; they give a registered number to me. 

I can ascertain the names from the numbers. On the list 

on that day are the names John Studwell and J. O'Day. 

I knew the men by sight. 

(TO NR. DOUGLAS): "O'Day" was known to me personally 

and officially as O'Day. 

(TO SUPERINTENDENT BERESFORD): I saw the two men 

go below on the morning of the 12th, pith others - that 

is the day of the disaster. 	I did not see them come 

out of the mine 	 I have n t seen them alive since 

the morning of the 12th October. I saw one of the 

bodies, which I believe to be that of George Gard, alias 

O'Day, at the morgue yesterday - the other body I did hot 

see. 

1.1E. WINCE: 4. How did you identify O'Day ? 
	A. 

On the belief of Nrc. Hayton. 

LIR. MICE: We can::ot have that; it must be of your 

own knowledge. 

JI=SE: I can trace that he went down that day. 

ER. DOUGLAS: 4. Are you positive that neither of 

them came out alive ? 	A. Yes. 

(TO THE CORGNER): I was checking the rescued men, 

and neither of these men was amongst the saved. 

.4  
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wilIcu: Q. Were crow there all the time watching 

them ? 	A. I i.as watching them up to about 2 o'clock. 

DOUGLAS: Why all this splitting of straws ? 

IdlICH: We want to see what he bases his evidence 

on. We do not want to have a man making' utterances he 

should not make; that is all. (To witness): You did 

not see all the men come out of the mine?- that is the 

long' and the short of it ? 	A. .1-To, I did not see them 

all come out. There were 4 who came out on the Sunday; 

I did not see them. 

- 	 I saw them. 

TEE CO-2.01=: At any rate, there is evidence that they 

went below, and there is evidence that their bodies 

came up yesterday. 

( Witness withdrew). 
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DONALD 	
LEA N, called and sworn 

EZA.LINED BY SUP7,1117TEND-1.1T BIY7.3 FORD. 

keeper in the employ of the 	
Lyell :dining and 

Railway Company. I remember the 12th October 'ast. 

IL'y name is Donald :dcLean. I am underground time- 

I was on afternoon shift then. The man I knew as 

J. O'Day I reccniced by the guernsey that he now 

wears. I had seen him previously underground, but not 

on that 2articular day. He was wearing a guernsey 

on his body now when I saw 
exactly the same as the one 

him working underground. That was a week previous to 

the accident. The lLst time 'remember seeing him was 

the Friday week previous to the accident - that is, 

the 4th Cctober. He we working on the 6 G ft. level. 

I did not see hip: on the 12th October. I could not 

recognise his features yesterday; but he is a mar of 

the same stature. I am quite satisfied about the 

guernsey; it 7as conspicuously marked red and blue. I 

saw the h.Et yesterday at the morgue, but I could not 

reconiseit as the hat of the deceased man. 
	As to 

Studwell, I recognised him yesterday, previous to 

seeing the TTJ. S", by his waistcoat; it was a greenish 

waist-Joe with a white stripe. 
I might mention I f,;.717 

Studwell on the Friday night previous to the accident -

the night before coming' of shift. lid was then wearing 

this v,aistcoat. I identify the waistcot I saw the 

morgue yes erday as that belonging to the deceased 

John Studwell. lie also had a roundish tobacco tin on 

hiM (Produced) 
	

Some few weeks previously he asked 

me, :hen 1 was down below, to feel in his pocket for 
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it - near the 700 ft. steel house - and bring it up 

to him. The tin was exactly the same as that produced - 

the same shape - the same kind. It wa.,, shown to me by 

Sergeant Carr in the morgue. The night I saw him he 

looked to me to have about a week's growth of beard on -- 

perhaps 10 days' growth, and the face of the body I saw 

yesterday at the mo gue appears to have a full wee::'s 

growth. It had not grov,n very much from the time I saw 

alive. 	That was the only mark - the only 

distinruir,hin- feature on the body by which Icould 

identify him. 

(TO —I.. DOUGLAS): I was not present at the time 

the tobacco tin was 4 found. Sergeant Carr must have 

cut the pocket out when I was outside. He told me he 

found it on Studwell. 

DOUGLLS: 	I do not think your Hohor has any 

reaso4cble doubt about the identify. I have not. 

TiE COMBER: Not the slf7htest. 

..1.1:C;H: We do not doubt the identification. 

(Witness 	withdrew). 
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F 2 	I 	JOH7 BUI1TON, called and sworn 

71:1,1,4IIILD BY SUPITINTENLON2 BER:SFOBD. 

My name is Frederick John Burton. I am a miner 

employedby the I:4
6. Lyell Yining and Railvay Company, and 

was so on the de4 of the disaster, the 12th October last. 

I have wor':ed all throll:h at rescue work from then up till 

the present time. 	I knew Studwell; ldid not identify 

him though. I could not tell you the last time I saw kim 

alive. I saw him below on the 19th November last - when 

he was dead. He was the first one I saw. That \as in 

the ITo. 4 level - 500 ft. I touched him with my foot. 

(TO TIM CORONER): 	I could not recognise him then -- 

it was too smoky. 

(TO SITER::TENDEET BL=FC:1D): I assisted to recover 

the body yesterday. Studwell's was the body that was in 

the cage. I assisted to put the body ih the cage, but 

it got jambed and remv.ihed so until yesterday. I saw the 

body again on Satul'day last, and kesterday, about dinner 

time, I relieved the c- , e where she was stuck and brought 

it back to the level where we r-ot it from; then we put 

it back on to the plat and sent for the shell. We put 

the body in the shell and sent it up to the surface. I 

did not come up with it. 	I am quite saticf:ed it is 

the body that I first saw on the 500 ft. level. I first 

saw it at No. 12 extension within a few feet of the other 

one, on the scme level. I took a canvas and turned the 
body on it, wrapped it up, and carried it back to the 
plat, putit into the shell, and sent it up the shaft. 
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I am perfectly satisfied that the two bodies lying 

in the morgue to—day are the two bodies that I sent 

up to the surface. 	1). man nalted Chambers assisted me 

in this work on the 19th, and yesterday John Turner and 

Edmunds were there too. We were all together. 

(Witness withdrew'. 

TEE CORONLR: 	I think the best course to take 

in these cases, of which I fear there will be rather 

many, is not to finally close the inquest on each 

occasion. It might be that we might want some further 

evidence at any time. I will merely adjourn to s date 

to be filed, and possibly, on resuming this inquest, 

I trill bring in a verdict. On the other hand it is 

just - ossible something might occur on which we might need 

to take further evidence. Therefore I think, in everybodyt 

interest, it would be unwise to actually close at this 

stage. As I said at the outset, the intention, I take it, 

is to have the bodies decently deEllt with before any 

litigious matters arise at all. I do not intend to enter 

up a verdict now. Of course it is very obvious what the 

verdicIwould be should I enter it. 

(Adjourned sine die) 



I N Q.  U  

held on the bodies of FRANCIS JOHN ROLFIr, 
Mc 

LOUIS BURKE, EUIENE FEED X CAUAND, 

VALMITINE BIATCHINI, and JOSRPH McCARTHY, 

at the North Iyell 2ine, on Monday, 9th 

December, 1912, at 3 p.m. 

2ERCLAJT CARR: 1day it pleae your won'hip, we ae 

called here to-day to ascertain ow and by what means 

Francis John Rolfe, Louis Burke, lugnne Felix .dcCaPland, 

Valentine Bianchini, and Joseph idoCarthy came by their 

deathE-' on the 12th October last. 	I will call Janos 

Glent. 

GRANT, called and sworn 

E:JIINED BY 3ERG77,ANT CARR. 

my name ie Oharles i Grant. 	am time-ltdsper qt the 

North Lyell mine, in the employ of the 1t. 14yel1 Tdining 

and Railway Company. I reside Lt North 1z7'ell. I remember 

the 12th October last, when a fire occurred underground. 

I do not know at that particultr level the fire broke out, 

as a have not seen it. 	I knew Frolic's John 	'e whose 

body now lies in the morgue at the North Lyell. I saw him 

alive on the morninE of the 12th October; he was ashift-

boss, working on the 700 ft. level. I knew he went to 

, ork on the morning of t e 12th October. I etw him in the 

candle house along~ with other shift-bosees on that shift 

prior to going underpround. I saw him enter the tunnel to 

go to work. I hrve not seen him come up alive or otherwisei 

since the 1L2th October. 	They are checked underground. 
before they co'e up. 	I am atraid the other time-keeper 



would not have seen lolfe, because his dui ,26 t , him over 

the whole of the shift, :-nd it is more t i n lii(ely he wee 

not on the 700 ft. level for any space of time. 	On the 

same morning T. saw Louis Bure, who was 	shaftman, go to 

work, and I have not seen him since. On the same di y I 

also saw a man I knew as T.—cOaslnd, a winch-driver on 

the winze qt the 700 ft. level go to work. 	I also saw 

• Valentine -- he was known to me as Valentine -- a 

steel-runner, go to work on that day. His recognised place 

was on the 1,100 ft. level. 	I srw Joseph EeCarthy go to 

work on that morning; he wasmemployed as a shaft-man - he 

was Burke's mate. I have seen none of those men since. 

(Witness wit hdreww) 
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H 7NRY 	WILLIAMS, called and sworn 

EXAMINEL BY SERGEANT CARR. 

tily name is Henry Williams. I am a shift-boss in the 

ervloy of the idount Lyell lining and Eailvay Company. I 

have viewed the five bodies now lying in the morgue, which 

I recognise as those of F ancis John Rolfe, Louis Burke, 

Hubert _IcCaslE'nd, Valentine Binnehini, End Joseph McCarthy. 

I recognise them by their general appearance. I do not 

know ..icCasland's Christian name. I had previously seen 

them lying dead at the 700 ft. level in the mine before 

they came up this morning. I did not assist in getting 

them up. 

(Witness withdrew) 
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RUSSLI, M E R V Y J 	M U 	Y, called & sworn 

RX  INED BY SERGEANT CAR  R• 

My name is Russell 'iervyn Murray. 1 am engineer in 

charge of the 	Lyell Company's mines. 	have viewed 

the bodies in the morgue to-day, and I identi4 them as 

those of the men I knew as Lou. Burke, Frank Rolfe, 

Mc.Casland (1 do not kn w his Christian name), Valentine, 

and Joe. McCarthy. There were no other men of the same 

identical names working in the mine to my knowledge. 

first saw the bodies of Rolfe, Burke, and cCasland ,n the 

morning of October 14th at the 700 ft. level of the mine. 

They were intensely stiff. On the same morning, John 

2earton, who accompanied me, went a little further ,.,head 

of me, and reoorted that two more bodies (AoCarthyl6 and 

VL1entine's) were there. He found 	Carthy's book, which 

he handed to me and in which Mc.Carthy had written that 

Lou. Burke, Valentine and driver were already dead, and he 

thought he would never see his wife again. I sew the 

bodies again in the same position on Saturday last before 

they were removed. I identify Val-ntinels body now chiefly 

by the ear-rinEs which he wore. I know from the physical 

efects prnduced on me and on those with me in the mine 

on the 14th October lest, that carbon monoxide vas still 

present at the 700 ft. level, and its presence in the 

bodies already recovered has been domons,rated to me by 

Dr. rove beyond all doubt. 	It is quite possible Valentine. 

went up to the 700 ft. level from the 1,100 it. level by the 

enEine winze; but I cannot give any evidence as to that. 

He could have gone up to the 700 ft. level either by the 

shaft or the winze. Again, he migh, not live r-one to the 

1100 ft. at a:1; he might have stopped at the 700 ft. level 
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for all I know. There was ample means of getting to the 

700 ft. from the 1,100 ft. if necessary. 

(Witness withdrew). 



6. 

JOSEPH 	LOVE,  called and sworn 

EXAMIND BY SERGEANT CARR. 

My name is Joseph Love. I am a legally qualified 

medicL1 practitioner, registered in Tasmania, and residing 

at GormEnston. I htve viewed the bodies of the deceased 

in the morgue to-day, and I identify them as the men 

Yi knew as Francis Rolfe, Louis Burke, cCaoland,(whether  

his Christian name is Hubert or not I do not know), 

Valentine, and Joe. McCarthy. 

On Saturday last, 7th December, jn com,?any with kr. 

Stioht, Mr. Murray, Inspector curtain, Sergeant Carr, and 

Dr. Purdief, I went down to the 700 ft. level of the North 

'yell mine. I vas shown a body that I as told was that 

of Frank 3olfe; I was not able lo recognise .11. I sew 

theeboJies of the other four men - Burke, :ieCasland, 

Valentine, end Joe. McCarthy, and I recoc,aised them. From 

the position of the bodies f Lae four latter, and from 

the appearance and condition of all five bodies, in 

conjunction with what I already knew of the circumstances, 

I v-as satisfied that the case of deet}i in each cnc,2 had 

been poisoning by carbon monoxide Eas. The body of Burke 

was lying-  in en easy, reposeful, 	449 	and very 

typical attitude. The richt /lend was still grasping what 

le )nown as a "snider" - a candle holder; this contained 

a quarter of an inch of candle, showing that the man had 

died easily, and that the candle had gone on burning after 

he was dead. In the case of •acOaslrnd, the body was lying  
on  lie  face but there was evidence that, 1 fter death, 

it hid been lying a little hip.her up the bank, •but owing 

to post mortem chenuec,h?d rolled over and 14  v.,..cpped down. 
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The position of that body, therefore, was not 

particularly distinctive, as it had moved since death. 

He had evidently lain dovn on the bank, and aftwr death 

the body had rolled down a couple of feet or so. 

Valentine and ioCarthy were lying at the bottom of a 

hole some 3 or 4 feet deep, just as they had arranged 

themselves in a comfortable position. 

This afternoon, in the morgue, I stw Dr. Purdie 

make a post-mortem examination of the same bodies. 

From what I saw of the bodies, and also from what Dr. 

Pur”, pointed out to me, I am satisfied that doath in 

each instance was due to poisoning by carbon monoxide 

gas. 

(Witness withdrew) 



J 0 H N 	S/IH 	PURDIE, called and sworn 

,XA II 'D BY SERGEANT C RR. 

My name is John Smith Par 	. I am a legally qualified 

nsical practitioner, chief health officer Jor Tasmania, 

residJng in Hobart. I viewed the bodies of the live deceased, 

who were unknown to me, in the morgue to-day, also on 

Saturday, at the 700 ft. level. Flom the positipn in which 

Lou. Burke was lyin 	tid the fact that the candle had 

evidently burnt out, and the evidence which I will be able 

to rive with regard to the post mortem appearances, and 

the fact that the other two candles and matches which he 

had had not been used, my opinion is that death had been 

very rapid. 	With regard to the position of the body 

referred to by Dr. Love, and identified as LcCasland, Dr. 

Love, on Saturday, at the 700 ft. level was explaining that 

probably .iic.Casland, at the tie of death, had been lying 

on his back, but when rigor mortis (that is, sAlfenint  of 

thecorpee) disapneared, and the muscles rklaxed, the body 

had turned over on to his face. I was of the sr: me opinion, 

which was confirmed by 	lifurray being sufprised to find 

that the body had shifted since he saw it at first. I think 

the reason why McCarthy, and possibly his comrade lying 4 ft. 

below in a hole had survived longer than Burke, was due to 

the fact that carbon monoxide is li4hter than ordinary air, 

and which, as they were lying lower, did not reaoh them to 

the same extent as soon as the others -- that i , as :oon 

as it reached Burke and doCasland. 	To-day I examined the 

bodies of the deceased in the morgue. i made a partial 

post mortem of a boy which has been 
identified as that of 

Rolfe. The body was well nourished; the weans 
bail it= 
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were sound and had been healthy. I examined portions 

of the lungs, heart, liver, and spleen, and from the 

cherry red appearance of the blood, wrc of opinion that 

a spectroscopic examination thereof would indicate that 

the cease of death was carbon monoxide poisoning. In 

the case of Lou. Burke the characteristic 
die, inctive 

intense cherry red appearance of the blood in the heart 

was even more marked. I did not make post mortem 

examinations of the other three corpses; but noticed, 

especially ih the care of IcCasland, that after the 

epidermis or superficial skin stripped off, the skin 

near the breast bone was intensely red. 	I examined the 

blood specirens taken by Dr. Loveof the to previous 

cases, and the spectrum obtained thereof is absolutely 

characteristic of carbo monoxide hemoElobin - thet ie 

a compound of the coloring matter of the blood with carbon, 

monoxide gas. There s no other substance, organic or 

inorganic, which gives the characterielic bands in the 

same position in the spectrum. 	The spectroscope, like 

the demera, cannot lie. It is proved conclusively that 

the caus( of death in these cases we carbon monoxiCte 

poisoning. I hfve no doubt that when we examine the 

blood. of Lou. Burke end Rolfe that we will get the ran* 

conclusive evidence as to the cause of death. 

In the searching of JieCarthy's body by the police 

in my presence, there were absolutely no vale blel found 

-eiliWm=n2mignamemana 

I shaald liee to mike a statement with regard to the 

disposal of the corpses. I am perfectly satiwfied that 

rr. Love was absolutely correct on the last occasion in 

having the bodies buried as quickly as possible atLinda. 

But to-day we found, by using kerol, which is a very 

,41110i114,1441 	410 .1-P. I .1' I.I. -IoncazootcxzETtiter , 
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strong disinfectant - very much stronger than any of the 

disinfectants used on Saturday - there was practically 

no offensiveness. Consequently, although I have the 

authority of the Chief Secretary to bury the bodies at 

Linda, in view of the strongly expressed wishes of the 

relatives and many other people in Queenstown that they 

should be buried in Queenstown, End in view of the 

facilities the hL.Lyell Company have of rapid transit, 

I am of opinion thc.t it ie safe to take them to Queenstown • 

tonight. If, of course, any of the relatives specially 

desire that their lost ones should be buried at Linda, they 

can be buried at Linda. It is a euestion entirely of the 

feelings of the relatives. I could not allow them to go 

beyond Queenstown. 

H 007011772: 	There was an application for one of 

the bodies - I think Bur els - 	That you would veto, 

doctor ? 

DR. PURIM: Yes. 

(Witness withdrew). 



11. 

DAVID O'KEEFE, oalled9aand atom 

EXAMINED BY SERGEANT CAIR. 

My mine is David O'Keefe. I am a constable in the 

Tasmani n 2olice Force st-timed -t Queenst)n. I 

went to the 700 ft. level this morning to assist in 

gettinrr the five bodies, now lying in the morgue, to 

the surface. They were plied in coffins without being 

sea: hed and screwed down while underground and the 

name of each deceased tacked by me on the coffins.I 

identified three of them; I do not know who the other 

tyro were - I was not told. 

(Witness withdrew ). 



12. 

J 0 H N 	C A R R, called sworn. 

Ay name is John Carr. 	I am a sergeant of Police 

in the Tasmanian Police Force, stationed at ,ueenstown. 

I have searched the bodies of the five deceased now lying 

at the morgue. On Frank Rolfe I found a watch, a pipe, 

knife, a pouch, some keys, and v belt. On Lou. Burke I 

found a pipe, box of matches, clad a belt. On 141cCesland, 

half a sovereign, a sixpence, a watch and chain, t,,nd a 

sovereirn case. On Biinchini an ear-ring (gold, I think), 

a box of Oatches, pipe, a pair of spectacles, watch and 

chain, some keys, a knife, and a purse containing 12c 6d. 

On 2,1c. earthy nothing vac found. 

(Witness withdrew). 

THE CORONER: 	As in the previous case, I do not 

intend to enter up a verdict. i'he matt,er will merely be 

adjourned sine die. 

(Adjourned sine die ) 



I N 	UEST 

held at the Courthouse, Queenstown, on 

the body of HENRY GUY, on irednesday,
11th 

December, 1912, at 7. 30 

ROBERT 	C 0 X, 	
called and sworn, 

said: - 

I am the mine foreman at North Lyell Nine. 

I remember the 12th October last. The deceased 

employed in the North Mount Lyell Nine. Yesterday 

I found his body in No. 15 stope, on the 700 ft level - 

the body that TaJ in the orgue to-day. I could not 

identify the body. 	I had arrangements 
made to have 

it placed in a coffin underground. It was brought to 

the surface to-day and placed in the morgue. No other 

body was brought to the surface co-day. Henry Guy had 

been working for some weeks within 100 ft. of w:lo2cthe 

body was found. 	His mate was Ted. YuCulloch. They 

were repairing the No. L 
round pass - mullock pass. 

(Witness withdrew). 



2. 

DAVID 0' K E E F E, called and sworn, said:- 

My name is David O'Keefe. 	I am a constable in 

the Tasmanian Police Force stationed at Queenstown. 

I proceeded to North Lyell yesterday and went below 

to the 700 ft. level, and, in No. 15 stope, saw a dead 

body. I searched the body, smat removed some of the 

clothing therefrom, and found the hat, skull cap, 

bowyangs (produced). I do not know of my own knowledge 

that that was the body of Henry Guy. There were no 

other valuables whatever on the body. I was present 

when Foreman Cox had the body placed in the shell 

coffin. 

(Witness withdrew). 



3. 

DONALD MC LEAN, called and sworn,si: 

nve*O....s,.........Wawm■•■•••••■■■ •••■•■•■••■•■ 

I am the underground time-keeper at the North Lyell 

Mine. I viewed the body in the morgue at North Lyon 

to-day, and from what I saw I can positively swear it 

is the body of Henry Guy. I identified him by his 

black moustache, dark hair, .sue high cheek bones, and 

rather prominent fohead. I have often seen the deceased. 

He followed my shift round for about 9 months. (By that 

I mean he was on the same shift). He was also wearing 

the same kind of coat that was found on the body to-day 

when I saw him last alive. 	I was not time-keeper on 

the shift when he went below. I did not see him go on 

shift on this particular occasion. 

(Witnes3 withdrew). 



40 

M A Y 	
G U Y, called and sworn, sAA 

I am the widow of the late Henry Guy. 
Ny husband 

was a miner employed in the North Lyell 
mine. He left 

home on the morning of the 12th October to go to work. 

He would have been 28 on the 25th February next. He 

was a na'Ave of Ararat, Victoria. 	my husband had two 

flannels on, to my knowledge, when he left home that 

morning, a dark blue coat, and a dark brown hat (with 

little cuts in it) and a pair of blue dungaree pants. 

I identify the hat 
(produced) as that of my late husband. 

He also had a little skull-cap, hand-sewn, and also a 

black handkerchief. I recognise the belt (produced); it 

was rivetted with brass 
rivets; the buckle was my own 

and placd.d on the belt. 

(Witness withdrew) 

I 



5. 

ALFRED 
JA :L 	HAkIITON, called 

and sworn, said:--  

I am a legally qualified medical practitioner 

practising in Tasmania, residing in Queenstown. I 

viewed a body in the Lorgue at North Iyell to-day and 

held a post mortem. There was only one body in the 

morgue. 	I held a partial post mortem examination of 

the body and found the flesh and lung of a cherry red 

color, and I am perfectly satisfied death was due to 

tionoxide poisoning. 

(Witness withdrew). 

THE CORONER: As in previous cases I shall give 

the order for burial and adjourn the inquest sine die. 

It may not be necessary to talTe further evidence, but 

something might crop up which might render it necessary. 
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On the bodied of 

'AVII 	Rotr and Jilv 

before r.turner. 

:adnc4day, 11th January 1913, at 4 po. 

(DR.) 

31vorn, 

OAR 	14 name is Aarry i4asey. J am a legally gahlifiad 

medloal practitioner residIng at ,ueenston. 	I have viewed 

the bodies Id of the deems*** et forth yell to-day al the 

morgue und have held a poet-morten. 	loth bodies were in very 

reir state of preservation, and on the roat-: rtem examination 

they $howee, the usual symptors of death by ronaridess, that 

is, the sherry aolor of the tissues. 	In the ores of the body 

of the smaller rtn the right *entre" incisive tooth hs . 7old 

Grown. 	Tn 	opinion the acme• of death was monoxide gas. 

There was nothin.F- peouliar about the other body. 

,../.orn; said 

4re j. 1.ohael ',.:11qninghsr. 	r .eoretury of the T1 6EAT. 

yell hranlh of the 	 and reside et Gormsnaten. 	I Visi. 

ed the !forth Lell in this mrning snd went below In eempenr 

with :r. 'prteln. 	I ent 	th &H level uld then down into 

the stops. 	I d not know the rlmber of the *tope. 1  

bodies of John .readon and juees A:$1a.nd o1f. 	:11f 	*women. 

ly oelled Jim Rolf. I reoonise .2readon firat and 	after. 

'NOVI e• 	1 recognised j:;readon by his 	being: a fairly large 

414 	 1. 	 ;hr' 



n, by the Lowy 
	he ?fora and b h)* general eprearanle, 

I have known him for a3 number of years. I reonco:qated 	firer 

the fleet aeit hi: upper lip stands up a little and i notion( 

he had the erre lip thi, norning. 	I Old not knot. about hit 

having any gold teeth but his teeth seemfAl to stand a little 

further forward when he law!he when alive end I noticed there 

was that peoullarity about him this morning. 1 .74,1124 tamp 

:lreedon to he a van of between 50 and 55 year* of age end / 

believe Jim ,olf was about 2? years of age. 	There woo eaoter 

festure ahott -olf thet le A* o• beliwve it was bia. g* has 

guernsey that closes well up. prom hi* general appeoranoe 

em pretty well satisfied it is he. 

1WIM: 	hen A.etdon put his bov;yrings on he Fenorelly shorten 

ed his trousers. 	Actuall 	tonld not have bOwyongs on be- 

ef-use hie trorsers are alrer^y a bit on the *bort old*. I have 

seen him dre4ised similarly when alive often. 	It -0,em rather b 

reoognised p rt of his features: by looking at him. 

bowyangs that 	 *-: t I reoogniei him, his method of wearinA 

llear feature of the man is not there I know him so well that 

am satisfied it la he. 

'7,r 7TrAN: 	3oth bo d ies were lying right book on their books 

with bends down by their sides ant* both ,lose together. 	They 

'Tare in the stove about 15 feet /tor the ladder-way we oe-e down 

and abort 25 ft. from the ladder leadingt p the 'Mal below. 

Alen I was eeniaf sway one of the WU held ip a billy but pro 

view' to the t I hod nc,t not 	it. No ',Joked it up. from alotw- 

side the bodies. 

Sworn. 	ftld: 

TO 	 V57 nar,e le obeabed nal the underground forer:an 

et the Nth. Yell M1-41. 	I was one of the party thht di: oovered 

the iedies of 4readon and holt in 16 stope on the Irj' l e ~ eI 

that are new lying in the cergue. 	bey ear as lying about 12 to 

2. 	 8/1/121 



away fro the bottom of the ladder l scene to the  

11,' 	They 74rre aide by sit* notually tou h 	, holt** 

left arm Imo towshin7 readon'e richt. 	There were 	billy 

cane closo to tbe boeies. 	the billy sons rare 	ft. 

spurt. Rolf',.! billy f..en was between his losoeed raaeon'w 

sou on his richt hend side. ?boy softens& nut so outer had 

been washing oroune. 

	

TO ?M 001rilitt 
	

The lido -,tere off. 	v 	not see the 	. 

0 SKOOT. 	 There we a wooden weter buoket lying near them and 

two oasts konrr,ing ebout 211.t. w,ty,  on 	stook. 

	

TO 11114 OONAint 	The bodleo were with their coats off, the ammo as 

in the searoh we *ado aftorwardo 

• 

if they bad been working. 

fou4 a lo ter belonging to rmpdon. 	a found a letter in 

one ocet etv7ped and odtrov4oe to some person by the noire of 

Greed**. 	Thor* was also e why e candle in the inside pocket 

of the saws cost. 

	

lAAA: 	e Cid not find anything in the other *oat. 	I kno 

that wee their proper rlhce of working on the lath '7)otober and 

had been for acme tiro. I t table to identify the two bodies 

easily - john Oras:on's especially. 	I believe the other to b 

the body of wolf. 

TO 112. ‘4110R: 	l sax no signs f ionot eboet. 	Water bad boon 

flowing over llof's body. 	a fond a spider in readon's hip 7 
pootot. 	believe there wee a short piece of cehdle in it. 

out it out of hia hip pooket and the constable hes it. I did 

not woe any oTindlo user the other body. 	o :o4t on12 one dandle 

out of 07,aeon'e pocket. 	, e sa-4.  ::o cribs either to a be or 

in the coat:,. 	A, could just see the tops of the billy eons 

r,bove the sludge. 	1 oorld identify Oroadon's features oes117. 

I could not identify the body 1 y any olothing but if you had 

seer the Ten yon vault reooFnise his body hear:use he is o bie 

nan and is slightly knock-kneed. 	(scold tell hie face, t am 

positive fro* his fa • alone. At 	rat I would not say the 

other PRO 'Rolf but you cork trees Jim Rolf's footuze. lie had 

a gold tooth in front. I o-Aqd net Moo that 'hen but 1 om told 

sines the doctor found that tooth. 	You f,vAl ' not bl1 by bis 



r" 

thing, only that he wore a sweater 
	

h I had seen 

listaring before. It aceared to be the Caine. 

h 	
veld not toll the color. 	think 

lei 	up In the neeft. 	You  

it was u yxee.n sweeter. 	T Ilve not the slilatest doubt about 

his identity. 

Pros the eoditten of the bodies they !seemed to be 

17141e, down is peseefully as pos4iblc is if going to sleep. I 

lowd clot liar what Ate).  bed been doing. i should may they had 

certainly drunk out of their billy Gans and just laid the down 

end lead themselves down. It would b4 about the pito* whore 

they would hove their orib. It was about VI ft. freer whore they 

bid ben lorklnp. 	I thin they had jtist oompleted their or 

I do not thtra 1.4  is et all likely that the hodie4 

(mid here been wished into the position 'ober, they vote. 

There ',tare other thin;  b fou.d on the 'ody when the oonstable 

searohed it. 

jreiseon's body loss tbe furthest away from the ladder- 

31,0r10 veld:- 

TO it0T. 	: 	Ity name is livid :11 1oefs. 	I an a sent, h of the 

Tasmanian polio. force stationed At toseantewn. I vietteo the 

Nth. tyell mine this e:-ornlity aid proceeded to the 400 ft.leval 

and then clown the ladder-way to Plo.16 stops 1V)0 ft. level, 

Ilan 	,prot here there were to dead bodies lying in the stop. 	i 

tbout 	ft. sway frog the ladder that I Game down. 	I „trotted  

the bodies in many with Kr. 1 x and Turner t;.nd Surtnn. 

Pactld ou ;readon's both,,' a very thin belt, a pleat) of mcqioo redo 1 

into a little money bag cut there was nothing in it, and 
a  box 

of matches sad seam twins. 	In the book pocket of his trousers 

there was a two-shilling p' ere and a. spider with 3ins4 of 16ndlo  

in it. rut is all I found on the body Of the dieenned 0 'Baton* 
4. 



1At h 

sear:thee the body of Golf and found a gu'retal 'Web and a 

leather guard. 	The guard wee rit'aohed to tie belt eet 	c,fetob 

walg In the under-poste hemming doer the eide. 	Ther4 wez 4001  

0f4rtlY burnt eandle In the trousers, pocket on the left han4 side. 

i knee both the deoeesee ond I identify *AC ee ,John reedon. 

T **lad not leentify the other there but after 1 	It in tte  
of 

morgue I maw a gold tooth in the front/him sleuth at the top. 

I' kris*,  he had that gold tooth there before and I ide-tif eiz 

by that. 	I have reoeived infOrration from Oreadon a on thet 

father ear 44 furs of age, and a native of Peethery, 	eTbut 

and from Mr*. Prank Rolf's elfe's father, a brother of the deeeeued  

ran, thot lelf was horn on 21st September, 	it .41tabney, 

Vlotoria. 	ewiced 1:o billy eau* by the bodies of the dome-444W. 

000 W44 

 

bet 	'olf's legs and the other vas lying eleneide 

About leift. away there airs to opatu banging on a etedle4  
I searched the (mats une found 1th one of thee a letter dated 

t)ctober lilt. 	I produce the letter. 	It vaa properly aloe 

I got it but It opened when I eleked It up. 	it le addreeee 

er. 	 Neetbery, end signed John  Irendon.. 	It is  

addressed from 4The Glen"' where he used to live. 	I did not  
notioe 

any ink or pen on the bodies. 	The belt that 'iui ranee Relf'e bOdy; 

was gamine. Oreadou'e belt wee fastened. 

more  was a Gaudio partly burnt and TO '11. zorir.7! 	 ple,:;0 about 

long in MAf's spier. 	There woe a new oaedlo in i;retdon'a ooct. 

There ea, no other *tune. ?kora woo no orib about. 

nig 00ROMeJ: 
	There 
	eludee titer* and It bise bean flowing oa,,,.vas  

'0 R wIlaR: 

Rolfla logs. 	You Gould jest 

R. 

	see m e  toot.  

The bodies were lyialF  on their heats so if going eff to 

sleep in 4 reeosefUl attitude. 	Azmy were protty atruisht 40,m,  

rri 

=CAIN 	

ee Men Ath five childre 

e, 	

n. eolf W40 tangle. 

'70  IftCA 

.readon lee a ea  

I e0U116 the rinse 411-rieht. 	It 'YS4 latl:orkpl. 1 001114 

gat ep all-ri,ht. 	I beve forels:ining There. 4k4 n Obetaolie telween the Lodies and the a. 	. 	 o  

TO -ii  
'Were. 

?NM 1OROUR: 

Oresdon. 

ow bstok u
p the ledder. it 'as essy to aasond 

br the 
I will do ke I have done in tho other easels. 

5 



I‘r Q 	0 T on bodies of 

SAMPSON 10DDA 	THOMAS EDMUND MC cuLLAsil , 	JON17F1 
AND JOIRT 

Reld at the Co thouse Queenstown Taamania on Saturday the 28th 
lay of Januar7:11917. 
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1
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	bOd.y 1-.0 the "..1071,2,i_VD ;;;I;t: ..; 	L 	to (lay ::.i.i-3,1, 1 ..7.77!.17.1.. -Li .,•..,,...7 
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ate boot waz c;It boil,. '-,,!...:„yE4 ....'.1170',:iZ .,,,J a:1;33 L...:t7:1 fot. Yale boir.--au,,Z 
were laces 'and my brotberwor:,,,f b0,7-yar,...r2 ..:f• -''.....,. 	_::.i....1 -. . ..,::0-. 

iJ JOSFPLI LOVE 
 	L.i71 	le_ally 	 , 1 	4 7  

,.2.18t 	I SX..1.7 	 bo 	t),:*; 
oto,..aie.: in ti,2'2.f:ine at 

fouT- t'n.-1 77,4S not 	 .. Latr-y, 	 ti..  
Mor,--Lue at 	 Held reU oi 	o 04-1 
ot ji afl 	r 	.r9y , 	e not r o 	z  
11.37  have beer.: roc° Ynizu,ble, to a • 	-rho 

‘To 	 Si2r1S 01 
3.-LrGfU1 ly exino tne skull shov,7. :TP 	-  

b,..r.01.1 back and fro t. 2e skull ",raG 	1■1'. 
1-,hereon. The bodies allslso-,:17? ,31 	 • oa-t 
on 	de 7:4;011:01:1.. 	ancl r.ort i on z of T,n 	3 1'2 om r.:‘■ 	ho  

0:1 anaaV13 3 0-1'0 	4:2 r 	 ' 
to rOi..70:1111: 	 „„,;, 

0 0/1113' ;12; or.i.aion bat I OT 	1 	t 	1-7 	 - 
cloubt 	 • CY 	 _t_7! 7._E Ti 

0oulf no 	 by r'4,7-. 	 -  
" 	 - 	 - 

.21/.3 • 

A17,5'7477.; . 

	

:.f 	e itJo::L.'1l, j 
T i,- 71 

Sarr.P s 	ixay .I iCiiJi1 	Y t.'? 7 t.- 1  
Ile wore. ::e usej to 7,11_1:r  
1t 	 (5.-, ha -; no .1i1:1ci1tiy,  r 	 i i  
°Z11"Ce1.1..t.. t 7%t.d....1 	 tor' 	=1H7 le 	ri h''cr` 	- 

i71•;:f 	Last 	nazi. alon.,a 
37  was  

two Ol1.Ild 	• 

LIO:T2L WoLFE • 
........ am a shoveller in the Worth Lycli 	I  

th- morgue at North Itiyell to day and identifle  
• 1:10'.:137 of Harry Jones by which name he went. I was wor-

lim . I identified him by the fancy buttons ne was 
"ia waistcoat and the hat which he had worn • . 	hat, is the one *Allah he was wearing. The Vest produoed is t-e one 

yith eold a d Tfreen stripes on the buttons, I oannot 
tile ripe. Have no doubt about the ha-, & vest. -Triere is nothinc,f very distinctive about tbo hat. new the kind of bat wicia he

- . 	724:i from 20 to 22 years rage. ..revor hearA! him say 
vher h.7.  was a native of Tcnew that he had a ,00d Oct of tth • The buttons on VeA 11--Ld yellow ec Erreen stripes. lie 
W] 

l down on his head. Had joked with him about the veA aav, 
him what he was goinL to do on Sndays. jiO was not moz1,-; 
tie boarded at the Imperial and once had 4 aistor 

- 	.darVOYI 8 



( 3. )  • ) 

1OL.177 continud • 
Motel Queenstown but she has since left there 

  

srol'L3 of his relatives , 

7 -:7!, t
imber 

"NaDA2LE D7ID Ot a= • My name is David C ' Xeefe and am a c ----------------------- 
,°atable in the 17olioe Foroe of Taamania • Stationed at ?„uennt own, 
.J. 4  v-Lsit.od the North Lyell Mine this mornin and was shown so9 
":-IellT in the mine at the, 500 ft lev.21 Jrid ner to No 2 Mulloc:1  

I assisted to remove the bodies to the surfao. I did not 
-u.ezitify any of the 4 bodies. I searchecl *1-11.e 4 bodie • 

iirst. Found on Bray a Spider naninj. over his head stuck in • 

lu
life ripe ec bunch of keys E:unmetal watoh matchbox, leather watch 

leather purse containing one £ note and two single one 
''ound notes. 11/6 in silver and a farthing. Mc Cullah had his 
snir undernoath  him , pipe , matohtlox. One envelope containino. 
one L5 note addredsed to 2. Hood „ a;lun metal watoh . 
2  A. M. E , A . tiokets in his pocket receirts for money you 
could not read tillem 

VOTE:- GUNNINJHAU SAYS IC CULLA-TT, NATIE ON TIC'77,TZ . ) 

• - rez 
bTen tQlrl 	 2S_Ls- five 7ounds to Mo Oill 

41Mer oo Nen noou at Queehstown
ri.to 

On Jones body found Matchbox Sort of Silver Watch 4.:Weibeit•chain, 
Aire 8h- a small key 

Jenkins White handled rocket knife ri-e ,1 4 or 5 ltters addressed 
J Jenkins Oriental Hotel Queenstown 

Identify rortions of hat and vest taken from body su-r,17osed to be 
that of Jones • 

EVID7aJE oloed. 

( Coroner adjourned further hearing SIi 	) 

A • A , Winch 

Solioitor Queenstown i 

January 27th 1913 . 



INQUEST on body of JAMES ROBERT PARK held at the Courthouse 
Queenstoewn Tasmania the 3rd day o-f February 1913 before E N 
Turner Esq. MA LLM at 7. 40 pm . 

Sergeant J Carr for Crown , C H Curtin , Inspr of Mines . 
A A Winell for nempany 

EVIDENCE 

ROBER/1 00.e 

I am underCround foreman N Lyell Mine & was so on the 12 tee ;t 
last. I knew James -obert Park who was employed in mine 	t.-ee 
12 th Oct last. Tle was ,rkine on 600 ft level. The body was 
discovered by me on the 500 ft level about 10ft away from the tor,  
of the No 2 Round ifullock Pass. It. was covered with mullock t et 
had been washed down. We had the body removed to the Moreue. 
You could not identify his features. From what I knew cf his 
clothing & le6ings I should say it was the body of James :;:obvert 
Park . He was sent to run the mullock pass at the 600 ft level 
He Lot up through the ladder way of the round pass to the 500 ft 
level. There was a piece of candle in his pocket seowing sins of 

It was 4 or 5inches long and part o <f th3 candle was 
21te(1. His cob was on. He was absolutely covered with silt. 

G tee 12th Oct 	was a fire in the Mine. He was a shovell- 
rriee mee . 

JAVIO 0 

I am e Constable in Tasmanian Police Force stationed. at Queenstown 
I visited N Lyell Mine to day and went below to the 500 ft level. 
and was shorn a dead body. I assisted in removing it to the morgua I searched it & removed portions of the clothing. I produce 

knife tobacco pouch , watch , portions of triusers, the pire, 
e portion of a legging . I took those from the body e4='-Pa---- which was removed to the morgue. I knew Park previously 

ANNIE ELEANOR PARK 

I as the wife of the late James Robert Park. My husband left home 
on the 12th Oct last to go to work at tee N Lyelli Mine and that 
was the last I saw of him. He was 37 years of eeee & a native of 
Victoria. He was a Miner. I identify the watch knife chel-ry 
wood pipe. He had velvet cord trousers & i identify it by the dee hem I put in them . No children . 

............................. .................. 
T 211,D JA1TES' ITAIIIILT.ON • 

am a leeelly qualified Medical Practhioner residing & PractisinE ..' Queensto,v_ Tas. I visited the North Lyell MorPue :c1 day & 

't 
beine shown a body held a post mortem. The body was • retty far 
o//1() (% some of the joints were e seeearated. The flesh that I could eee 7-as of a bright cherry red color ec ,4,ppeared to be driecl tvr' ixato a kind of red raste but retained itr cherry 

gyred color  attribute death to carbon maaoxide poisoning. rho ATIP,r indication 12 th Oct . 
as to cause of death. Carbon Monoxide gas was in mine oe te 

INQUEST ADJOURNED SINE DIE 
A • A -, 	• 	. Wipeh n, rah 	Iniry 



FRIDAY the fourteenth lay 7. 30 pm 0  of February 1913 at 
• 00•0•• ••0•••••••0•••••• 00••  

INQuEQms -,- held at the Courthouse Queenstown Tasmania before Mr Coroner' 
Turner L. L.. M • M . A 0 

00••••0000a0o••• ...... 00•00040•;0,•• ••• 	  

guperitendent.  H Beresford for the Crown, Inspr of Mines C. H • Curtain , 
• A  • Winch for the Mt Lyell Company . 

4° 	 • f. .  • ....... 0000....000.e,• 
 ... 00 ...... 00. .. .... •••• ...... ••• ..... 

On the bodies of:---- JAMES TREGONNING 

WILLIAM TREGONNING . 
EDEN ALOYSIUS HILLS . 
JOHN BAWDEN 
CHARLES ARTHUR GREEN . 

• 00••••••00•00•• .................. ••••• ..... • ....................... 

EVIDENCE. 

• •••••.• 

EINRY MASSEY MASSEY ( Sworn ) 

t •••• 

Am a legally qualified Medical Practitioner practising at Queenstown. 
visited Morgue at North Lyell Mine to day& made a post-mortem examination 
Of 5 bodies. All of the bodies were in a remarkably good state of preser 
Preservation.. They all showed signs of carbon mon-oxide, poisoning. 

attribute that to be the cause of death. Took specimens from 2 separate 

 
and they were sent (wet. to Dr Love who has since notified me that 

there was a large per centage of carbon mon-oxide in both. In my opini
on  

the cause of death was due to, carbon mon-oxide poisoning in all 5 cases, 
Mon '-oxide gas was generated in the North Lyell Mine on the 12 th day 
of October last 0 

...... .0•••• ..... 	 ............ • ..... 	. woo 

ROBERT COX ( Sworn ) 

00•000000 •0 • • •••• • • • 

I am underground foreman at the North Lyell Mine and was such on the 
I2th day of October last. I was one of the party who discovered the 5 
bodies at the North Lyell Mine to day. They were found on the 700 ft leve 
on North Contact Drive No 2. I assisted in removing them to the surface. 
I identified 4 of them namely :- William Tregonning, James Tregonning, 
John Bawden& Clem Hills who was known in the Mine as Rey Hills. I could 
not identify the other body 	

The men named were tb my knowledge working tn the Mine on the 12 th day of October last •The brothers Tregonning 
were abot 24&22 years of age respectively and wre natives of Cornwall 

-"°rIgland. Bawden was also a native of cornwall, 
:arrived at identification by clothing 4general appearance ,. 
Hills in particular by thesGuernsey which he wore 

	They were not under a fall of earth on that level . The 	 •
timber had burned and let down a 

quantity of filling in that drive • There was not a fall of earth on that 



( 2 • ) 

ROBERT COX continued . 
••000oo,••.••••.•••••• 

ley 
i'r'on. 

eliames Tregonning & Hills were lying down as if asleep about '300 fee 
11 	where the filling came in .right at the end of the drive . ll'ie drive 

drive not been under water O. 
The others were only about 60 feet in. the 

Zljewljhey had been sitting up apparently and Bawden had fallenito the 

There were his 	
on Greem William Tregonning was 1u in 1 a-ongithe aRAN  
pieces of candle in BaWdens spiaer. 'om pieces or 

candle were found in the pockets when they were, searched . 

00000""'0.0,* OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO tree••••4 

LANGDON • ( sworn ) 
0.000 000000•••0••••••••••• 

Az late Miner employed in the North Lyell Mine. Am brother-in-law of the 
tte Eden Aloysius Hills • He was employed in the North Lyell Mine on 

0e 12 th day of October last. I voewed the bodies at the Morgue North 

It 	
to day 0 and identified the body of Eden Aloysius Hills.. I identified 

-Lu b- nis features , by his clothes , and by a little SCAPULARon his 
breast. He was 20 years of age on 21st Octr 1911 and a native of Hamilton 
c,sMania. Unmarried 0 

1'110MAs WILLIAM, BURNS ( Sworn ) 
°00 . 0 •••••0•00•' 0000  o •• 000000000 ••• 

I am an Engine Driver employed at the North Lyell Mine and was so on 
the 12th October last. I viewed the bodies at the North Lyell Morgue to 
daY • I identified the body of Charles Arthur Green by his hat 80 coat 
fhe bottoms of his trousers were held up with marline . and he always 
had them tied in the same way . I have no doubt that it was the body of 
Charles Arthur Green 	It was a light coat and a most uncommon hat. The 
hat 

 
has a very small felt crown .. I saw him in the mine on the morning 

),„1-  the 12th Octr last before he went down below He was at the btace. 
'de was preparing to go down when I saw him 	I knew him personally but 
could not say his age Boarded at Kelly's Hotel Linda 0 

0 0 .0 0 00,0 0 00:00000•0000500.4,•0 • 0•0•so 0 000 	00000 0 000 0 0 0 0 

liatiURY JOHN HOLDER 0 f Sworn ) 
'''°,00.000 •,•••••••,64.0000000 0 0 ,  

1 

day a, Laborer reading at Queenstown. I visited the North Lyell Mine to 
'Y  & viewed 5 bodies there. I identified Charlie Green. I know that he 

worked at North Lyell . I knew his coat and hat. I think that it is a 
that which I gave to him to work in The hat being produced I think 
,tears it is the one whictt I gave to him . I have known him for 7 or 8 
,t1 4.1'sI would take him to be 23 years of age. He was a native of Launceston 
w'121ania 

"000 

DAVID . oolcm.g. ( sworn.) 

0 	
0  • • . o 

I am a Constable  in the Tasmanian Police Force stationed at Queenstown. 



DAVID 0 9  KEEii continued a, 

O 0000 00•••04.,00 00 • • 00 0 

I visited the North Lyell Mime this. morning and went below to the 700 ft 
.L• evco was zhcwn 5 bodies there by Mr Robert Cox and assisted to remove 
,_.L.tera to the Morgue on the surface from the drive on the 700 ft level. 
Z   could not identifY any of them. I produce the hat found on the head of 
the man described as Charles Arthur Green .. I found three pieces of candle 
on 

 
Charles Arthur Green a box of matches and a handkerchief. No name 

on the handkerchief . Bawden I found A box of matches and a piece of candle in the Spider 
Wlxliam Tregonning One half-sovereign in gold, and 6/ 9 in silver and 

American Watch . Mr Cox stated that he had seen the watch before 

2.1. not seen a watch like it before 'S TREGONNING I fOund one half sovereign in gold & 14/gin Silver and 
a Tattersalls ttoket. Tregonning was written on the ticket 0. On Hills the 

there was nothing 

••• ..
................

.....................
................

......
.......... - 

Inquest adjourned SINE DIE 0 

O 0 . 
........ O• • ••0 	

00000 ........................................... , ... 0  • 

R E M A R K S. 

0000•0,••0•••••0••••• •  ...... • ....... 

The two Tregonnings were found upon examination to be of the male sex. 
,`' had been currently reported that one of the Tregonnings' was a female 
"ories of the Mining Regulation as issued by the Companys Staff were found 
on some of the bodies 0 

6 •0 00 ,0 0 000 040 0000000.00000400,404.0
..."  

A. A . Winch° 

Solicitor Queenstown Tas 

February 15th 1913 0 



INQUIST 

on the bodies of 

:K-- 
  

Before Yr. Turner, P. M. 

Friday, 14th. Fe ruar;„ 1)13, at 7-30 p.m. 
40 .0 .0 fa 

WILLIAM LANG 

Sworn, said.: 

TO SERGT. ARR: 	Y name is William Langdon. 	I au a miner, and have 

so euployed in 1.1eL. Lyell ._,,Ane for the last two years. 

Q. 	You are the brother-in-law of Eden Aloysius Hills? 	Yes. 

q. 	The late Fden Aloysius 

Q. 	Was he employed in the 1:th. Lyell hn -orking? 	A.---Yes. 

And was he so eiiployed on the 12th October last? 	A.---Yes., 

Q. 	Did you view the bodies at the morgue at Nth. Lyell to-day? 

A.---Yes. 

Q. 	And did :ou identify any 1;ody the? 	A.---Yes. 

Q. 	What body? 	A.- Eden Hills. 

How did you identify him? 	A.--- Dy 11-13 features, his clothes, 

:7tnd by the scapular on his breast. 

Q. Do you know what age he was? A.—Yes, he was 20 on the 21st 

October, 1911. 

Q. 	Where was he a native of? 	A.---71amilton, in Tasmania. 

TO TIT CORONER: He wus not married. 

THOMAS WILLIA7' BURNS 

Sworn said:- 

TO gPRGT. CARR: 	naafie is Thonas Willian Burns. 

Q. 	What are you? 	A.---An eneincdriver employed at the Nth. Lyell 

And was so employed on the 12th October last? 	A.---yea. 

Q. 	Did you view any bodies to-day in the morgue at Nth. Lyell? 

A.---Yes. 

Q. 	How nany? A.---I only saw one. 

Q. 	Whose body did you see there? 	A.--- Charles Green, 

Q. 	did you identify it? 	A.---Py his hat and his coat. 



(2) 

Was there anything else? A.---The bottoms of h is trousers were 

tied up with marline, and he always tied them the same, 

Q. Have you any doubt that it -4as the body of Charles Creen? 

A,---No I am positive of it. 	I recognised him by his hat, 

TIT CORONER: 	at was there distinctive about the hat? A.-- It wan 

a very uncommon one; it was a felt, and had a very sLIall 

crown. 	(Hat produced). 

SERGT. CARR: 
	Did you sec bin in the mine on the 12th October last? 

I saw him at the mine on the riorriing of the 12th. October. 

THE CORONFR: 	Where was he working then? 

preparing to go down. 

TO SPRGT, CARR: 	3-Te boarded at 	117's hotel. 

saw him at tif; brace 

7.7.e v u nc,t uarried. 

HENRY JOHN' FOLDIP11 

Sworn, said:- 

TO SYRGT. CARR: My name is Henry John Holder. 

0. 	What are you? 	A.---A laborer. 

Q. 	You reside at '--?,uecnstown? 	A.---Yes. 

Q. 	Did you visit the Tth. Lyell morgue to-day? 	I did. 

Did you view any bodies there? 
	

1,04 00.1. 
 Yes, I sa,Fr tIle five. 

Q. 	Did you identdiy any of then? 	A.---Yes. 

q. 	Which of them? 	A.---Charley (reen. 

q. 	Did you know he worked at Ith. Lyell? 

How did you identify the body? A.---I knew his coat, and I 

think the hat is one I 7ave Mn myself. (Hat )roduced). 

g. 	Do you know how old he was? 	&.---I would not be cera.in. 
A- . 	About 22 years old, but I That ace would you take him to be? 

would not be certain. 

Do you know where he was R native of? A.---Yes;  Launceston, Ta*  
1101,41.04. 

DAVID O'KEEFE 

Sworn, said:- 

:0 SFRGT. CARR: 
	Ay name is David O'Keefe. 

And you are a constable in the Tasmanian Police Force 

at qveenston? 	am. 

Did you visit the Nth. Lyell Yine this morning. 	A.---I did. 

q• coned 
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Q. 	And went below to what Level ? 	A.--- te 700' Level. 

q. 	Were you shown any bonier there? 	A.---Yes, I w.Ls shown five 

bodies. 

q. 	ry whon? 	A.---By 14r. Cox. 

You assisted to renove thos,: bodies to the surface? 

Q. 	Where from did you assist to rthem?ove them? 	A.---Yron the rrive 

thc 700,  Level. 

• Did you identifv any of them? 

Q. 	Do you produce any property found on Gren? 	A.---I found this 

hat on the head of Charles Green. 

q. 	Will you say *lat property you found on each of tam deceased? 

A.--OrihxLus Green ':..41.-oe pieces of candle, box of matches, 

and a handkerchief. 

ZIT COROR: 	Any rime on the handl/erchiPf? A.---lo. 

On John Bawden a box of natche_ piece cf candle in spider. 

On Willian Trek:onning half a sovereign in gold, 64) in silver, 

and a ,/fatch. 

Q. 	Any nalie on the watch? 	 I., was an American watch. 1..r 

(ox says he recognised the watch. -- 

On Janes Tregonning half a m)vereign in gold, 14/) in silver 

and a Tattersalls ticket. 

Q. 	What naple was writen on tat ticket? 	A.---Tregonning was 

written or it. 	There 4as nothing whatever on the body of 

the deceased nills 

ADJOURNED CINF DIF. 

...... *Ma 



INQUEST 

on the bodies of 

THOMAS MAHER, THOMAS GAYS, JAMES WILLIAM SMITH, JOHN BOLTON? ARTHUR 
M-611,ASTERS, JAMES HALL, BERNARD PETER McLOUGHLIN, ZEPHANIAH LEWIS, 
CORNELIUS O'KEEPE, HERBERT JOHN MITCHELL, JAMES DAVEY, THOMAS SAUNDER4. 
SON, JOHN MARTIN LEEMAN, JAMES BEDE McGOWAN, PETER MOORE, RICHARD JOHN 
TREVERTON, LEONARD SCOTT, WILLIAM HORNE. 

Before 1:r. Turner, P.M. 

Tuesday, 4th. March, 1913, at 9-30 a.m. 

ROBERT COX Sworn, said:- 

TO =GT. CARR: My name is Robert Cox. I am Underground Foreman at 
the North nyell Mine, and was so on the 12th October last. 
how, I understand you know that the following men worked in the 

North Iyell 
Thos. Gays, -1?ernard Peter McLoughlin, John Polton, Cornelius 
O'Keefe, James McGowan, Peter Moore, Thos. Saunderson, James 
Hall, Arthur McMasters, Leonard Sidney Scott, John Martin 
Leeman, Herbert John Mitchell, Richard John Treverton, 
William Horne, John Davey, Zephaniah Lewis, James William 
Smith and Thomas Maher ? 

A.--- Yes, they were all working there on the 12th October last. 
q. Do you know from your own knowledge that none of those men came 

out of the Line on the day of the accident? 	A.---Yes. 

q. 	And they are the bodies of the 13 men mentioned in the list? 
A.---I believe they are the bodies of the men I have named. 

Q. Where were the bodies? 	A.---Ten were in the North Drive in No. 
20 Stope at the 850' Level, and the other eight were in No.20 

. 

 

Stope, Section 2, on the 350' Level. 
q. 	Now prior to the water being let into the mine, could you say that 

those bodies were seen on the Level before? A.---I could not 
say. The rescue party reported they saw those bodies. The 
eight of them that were in No.20 Stope, Section 2, I left there 
on the day of the fire. 	They were Polton, Maher, Gays, Horne 

and McMasters. 	I can only remember five of them. 
	I remember 

seeing those five. 
T}4 CORONER: 	When did you leave them there? A.---Between 11 & 11-30. 

Did you speak to them? 	A.---Yes, to Bolton. 
And did you advise him to leave the Mine? Yes. 
Were they Contractors? 	A.---Bolton & Maher were contractors, 

the rest were daily wages men. 
TO SERGT. CARR: 
R. What did Bolton say to you? A.---He said, "It's as safe au a 

house here, Mob, and he refused to come. 
Q. 	And you saw nothing of them afterwards? 

	A.---No, not until their 

THE COR0=tes 
 were removed from the mine. 
Did you speak to any of the others? 	A.---No. 

MR, WINCH.- Was anyone within hearing when you spoke to Polton? 
A.---Yes, the other four men were present. 

R. CURTAIN: 	Did Gays come out of that Stope at all? A. 
	I could 

not say. 
You saw all the men sent away from the Plat? 	A.--Yes. 
He did not come from the Plat while you were there? 	A.-- N. 

C?. 	Then it is reasonable to suppose that he did not leave. A.--Yes. 

DOCTOR LOVE Sworn, said:- 

TO SERGT. CARR.- My name is Joseph Love. I am a legally qualified 
Practitioner residing at Gormanston, Tasmania. 

Q. 	You held a post mortem examination on six bodies at the Morgue at Your 
	Lyyll yesterday? ik.

=:slahe,r,  
Thomas Gays, James q. 	And their names were? 	

A.-- 
William Smith, John Bolton, Arthur hcLaster and James Thomas 
Hall. 

And what was the result of the post mortem examination? 



DOCTOR LOVE 	 

A. Prom my knowledge of the conditions that have prevailed from the 
12th. October last until yesterday, and from the appearance and 
condition of the bodies in the mine, and also from the fact 
that the tissues of three of the bodies, on analysis, showed the 
presence of large quantities of carbon monoxide, I am of the 
opinion that in each case death was due to poisoning by carbon 
monoxide gas. 

Can you say from your own knowledge that carbon monoxide gas was  
generated in the North Lyell line on the 12th October last? 

A.---Yes, I can. 	All the bodies on examination showed the 
presence of carbon monoxide gas, as far as one can judge with 
the naked eye, but it was only from three of tYlle may say bodies I took 
specimens which on analysis confirmed this. 
have proved the presence of carbon monoxide gas previously 
occurring in this same accident, and there is no reason to 
doubt that all the other bodies were in the sane condition, and 
that they meet their death by the same agent. 

In what condition were the bodies? A.--Considering the time that 
has elapsed since death occurred, they were in an excellent 
state of preservation, not recognisable as far as features were 
concerned, but any peculiarftrities, such as a deformity, or any 
evidence of old fracture, was still quite recognisable. 

TB CORONER: 	Could you tell if any of these men died from starvation? 
A.---I can negative that, because in no case was the body emaciat-

ed, and on two of the bodies I found packets of sandwichee. 
There was no sign of emaciation at all. 

MR. WINCH.- Were not some of the features indented by the canvas reb- 
bing against them? 	A.---I was told at the morgue that one or 

two of the bodies were recognisable, but I do not think any 
of the six I examined were recognisable. 	Yr. Murray said to 
Doctor Hamilton he could recognise the features of one of the 
bodies I examined, but it would only be by a general knowledge 
of the man, more by his attitude than his features. 

DOCTOR HAMILTON Sworn, said:- 

TO SERGT. CARR: My name is klfred Janes Hamilton. I am a legally 
qualified Practitioner practising at Queenstown. 

Q,. Did you hold a post mortem examination at the morgue yesterday 
on six bodies? A.---Yes. 	They were represented to me as 
being the bodies of Bernard McLoughlin, Zephaniah Lewis, Cor-
nelius O'Keefe, Herbert John Mitchell, Jas Davey and Joseph 
Saunderson. 

THE CORONER: I understand Drs. Massey & Love were there at the same 
time? 	A.--Dr. Massey was there at the sane tine, not Pr. Tewe. 

SERGT. CARR.- What was the result of your examination? 
A.---The bodies were all in a good state of preservation, and in 

the examination they all showed the pink tinge of the flesh, 
due to the carbon monoxide, and I an of the opinion that they 
all died of carbon monoxide poisoning. 

Q. 	You were present at the North Lyell line on the 12th October last 
for some days? 	A.---Yes. 

Q. Now, can you say from your own knowledge that carbon monoxide gas 
was generated at the North Lyell Mine on that day? 	A 

Q. 	Was there any sign of starvation?A.-Not the slightest. 
Q. 	Could you negative that if it was suggested? 	A.-eYes. 
MR. CUNNINGHAM: Did you examine the body of Janes McGowan? 

A.---I do not remember all the names. 
SERGT. CARR.- 	I would like to mention for the information of 1.r. Cun- 

ningham, or anyone present, that in many instances the two doctors 
examined the bodies that came up at the same time. 

THE CORONER: 	Were you there Carr? A.---Yes, all the tine. 
Q. Po you remember McGowan? 	A.---Yes. One of the bodies I examined 

was identified by Martin John McGowan as being the body.of1::: 
brother James McGowan. 

Q. Did you examine rare more than six bodies? A.---I did not 	e 
were on two tables, I would do one and Massey would do th 
other, and we would help each other. 	 -e  

Q. 	Was the body of McGowan on your table? 	A.---It was. 

‘Se 
(2) 



DOCTOR listranToN (Cont'd).- 	 (3) 

L. CUNNINGHAM.- I aft satisfied if the Doctor says he examined him. 
THE CORONwR: 	Yes, but I af4 not. 

Dr. Hamilton: 	I only examined six bodies. 
le. WINCH: 	Did you see the body of Scott there, and did you identify 

it by any particular mark? 	A.4.-- Yes. 
Q. 	Py what mark? 	A.---I had been treating him for 	of the 

head. 

DOCTOR MASSY Sworn, said: 

My name is Henry Massey. I a a legally qualified Practitioner 
practising at Queenstown. 

SEROT. CARE- Did you hold a post mortem examination at the morgue 
yesterday? 	A.---I did, on six bodies. 

Q. 	Did you know whose bodies they were? 	A.---Not personally. 
Q. 	When the bodies cane up was a ticket on each coffin? 	A.--Yes. 

They were afterwards identified as John hartin Leeman, Peter 
Moore, William Horne, Richard John Treverton and Leonard 
Scott. Do you know what other bodies you examined besides 
those five? 	A.- 	I examined the body of Lewis. 

Dr. Hamilton recalled: 
THE CORONER: 	Dr. Massey has sworn that he examined Lewis' body and 

you examined -nicGowan'e body. I will therefore make the alteration 
in names. 

SIM. CARR to Dr. Massey: 	What was the result of your examination? 
A.---They all showed. syptoms of poisoning by carbon monoxide, and 

I au of the opinion that the cause of death was by carbon mon-
oxide. 

Q. 	Did they show any other signs likely to cause death? 	A.--None 
at all. 

Q. 	What state were they in? A.--In a very good state of preservation. 
Q. Were you present at the North tyell Mine on the 12th October last? 
A. 	I was. 
Q. 	And do you know from your own knowledge that carbon monoxide gas 

was generated there on that day? A.---Yes. 
Q. 	Did you know any of the men? 
Q. 	Were their features recognisable? A.-- One man in particular 

was - to those who knew him personally. 
Q. Do you think that it is possible for a man who saw those men 

occasionally to have more difficulty in recognising them than 
a man who was present with them day after day? A.-- :uch 
more difficulty. 

DONALD McLEAN Sworn, said:- 

Yy name is Donald YeLean. 	I are Storeman at the flth. Lyell ine 
I was Underground Timekeeper on the day of the accident. 

Sergt. Carr: 	Were you a Timekeeper on the 12th October last. 
A.---I was underground Timekeeper. 

Q. 	And you are now what? A.--Storekeeper at the North Lyell Nine1  
Q. 	Did you yesterday assist in removing lb bodies? 	A.---No. I was 

underground yesterday and I found the bodies of four men in 
22 Stope North Drive, and saw the same four bodies with others 
later in the morgue, who from general appearance I would say 
to be the bodies of Thos. Saunderson, Herbert :Litchell, Jas. 
Davey and Peter Moore. 

In the case of Davey and Moore I could recognise them easily by 
their features, as they were especially good. 	In 20 Stops, 
Section 2 (the Lump) I saw the bodies of six men, amongst 
others, whom I recognised to be John holton, Jas. Hall, Tilms. 
Maher, J.W.Smith and William Horne. 

Q. 	Did you see that of Thomas Gays? 	A.---Yes, but I did not recog- 
nise him there. 
I saw the above-mentioned bodies in the morgue later, and in 

I:f tke 

the case of Treverton, Maher and Bolton I could easily distin-
guish them by their features. In the case of Hall "ne , 
Smith I did recognise them from their general appearancearid 
that theory was borne out in the morgue when I saw paper's 
from the bodies of Hail and Smith, being receipts and account 
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in theirnamee. Bolton had a Contract Certificate of the party he 
was in in his poesession, which had the name of the party thereon. 

THF, CORONER: 	What was the party known as? A.--Harding & Party. 
Treverton had the shift-boss' time book of the 850' Level in his 

possession. 
Q. 	Was he the shift-boss? 	A.---Yee. 
SPGT. CARR: 	Have you mentioned Gays? 	 did not recognise him. Q. 	Did you recognise anything on the body? 	A.--Yes, I recognised a 

paper or receipt on Gays, and he also had false teeth. 
Q. 	at about John Leeman? A.--- I saw and recognised him in 22 

Stope North Drive. 
!er. CUNNINGHAM Can the relatives ask questions your Worship? 

A.---Yes, within limits. 
Mr. CUNNINGHAM TO MarAN: You say you saw the body of Bolton on the 

Lump? Yes. 
Where was he lying? A. 	Dolton was lying near the end of the 

rails where they were trucking mullock, head down and feet up 
on the rails. 

9,. 	Are you sure that is the same man you recognised in the morgue? 
A.--- Yes, that is the man. 

JOHN CHANDLTR  Sworn, said: - 

My name is John Chandler. 	I am a Ganger at North Lyell. 
SERGT. CARR:Did you view a body at the morgue reeterdae. 4.-1 did 
Q. 	Did you recognise it? 	A.-- 	 t, :4ot by the features, but by the cern-.  

eral appearance, and false teeth, as that of Thos. Gays. 
Q. 	I understand you were present when he had those teeth fitted. 

A.---When he cane home. 
Q. 	You knew that he had such false teeth? 	A.---Yes, I was staying 

with him. 
Q. Where was he a naive of? A.---From what I have heard him say I 

believe he was a native of Victoria. 
What age would he be? 	A.---22 years of age. 

THOMAS lecHENRY sworn, said: - 

My name is Thomas McHenry. 
Valley. 

SPHGT, CARR: 	Did you visit the morgue at 
A.-- I did. 

Q. 	Did you see a body there? 	A.---es. 
Did you recognise one of the bodies? 

Mcasters. 
Q. 	How did you recognise him? 	A. 

and different marks. For in 
upper jaw, which I knew of. 

You have no doubt that it was t 
A.---None whatever. 

Can you say what age he was? 	A. 	27 last June. 
And a native of where? 	4.---3carsdaie, Victoria. 
Was he married? 	A,--- Yes, wife ;rd one child. 

JOHN O'KEEFE Sworn, said 

My name is John O'Keefe. 	I am a farmer residing at Westbury 
SFRGT. CARR.... You had a son named Cornelius O'Keefe working in the 

North Lycilinc?Tl 	A.---es. 
0. 	Did you view his body yesterday in the morgue? 	A.---I did. 
Q. 	And recognised it as that of your late son? 	A.---Yes, by his 

clothes. 
Q. 	What were the clothes like that you recognised? 	

A.---1171dht m brown coat which he took fro my house at ";estbury, and by  
moleskin trousers. 

What age was your son? 	A.---26 years of age. 
Q. 	And a native of where? 

Q. 

I am a miner and reside at Linda 

North Iyell yesterday. 

A.---Yes, one as Arthar 

'tri  • 

Q. 
q• 

--13y his features and his clothes, 
stance, he had one tooth out on the 

ee body of the late A. VtYasters? 

Q,. e.---Vestbury in Tasmania. 
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CHARLES GRANT Sworn, said:-. 

ey name is Charles Grant. 	I am a Timekeeper at the North ryell  
Mine, and was so on the 12th October last. 

SERGT. CARE: Did you know a man named Pernard McLoughlin working in 
that mine? 	A.---I did. 

Q. 	And was he working there on that day? 	A.---He was. 
Q. 	Did you view a body in the North Lyell morgue yesterday. A.-I did 
q. 	Did you recognise it? 	 recognised it as Dernard rcLough- 

lin. 
Q. 	Do you know where he was a native of? 	A.---I do not. 
TiE CORONER: 	How did you recognise him? A.---Particularly by a 

fancy vest of green material, also by glace buttons on the 
vest. 	I also recognised some leggings I had seen him wearing 
in the mine. 	His features were particularly distinct. 

TO SEEGT. CARR: 	Although I knew all those men in life I was unable to 
recognise any of them other than Bernard McLoughlin. 

WILLIAM LEWIS Sworn said 

Ver name is William Lewis: 	I an an apprentice in the Mt. Lyell 
Fitting Shop, and reside at Gormanston. 

MGT. CARR: 	Did you know the late Zephaniah Lewis? 	4.---Yes. 
q. 	What relation are you? 	e.---I an his eldest son. 
C. 	Did you view the body in the north Lyell argue yesterday? 

A.---I did. 	I recognised it as Zephaniah Lewis. 
Q. 	Your late father? 	A.---Yes. 
c. 	How did you identify it? 	A.---&ore particularly by a double- 

breasted waistcoat, and he also had an overcoat on I knew. 
e. 	What age was your father? 	A.---41 years 9 months. 
Q. 	And a native of where? 	A.---Tarradale, Victoria. 

YARTIN JOTill McGOWAN Sworn, said:- 

Ry name is Martin John McGowan. 	I an a miner and reside at 
Queenstown. 

SERGT. CARR: 	Are you a brother of James Bode McGowan who was employ- 
ed at the North Lyell Mine on the 12th October last? A.- Yes. 

Q. 	Did you visit the morgue at North. Lyell yesterday? A.--Yes, and 
also the underground workings at North lyell. 

e• 	Did you notice any bodies in any of the Levels? A.---1 noticed , 
some bodies in 22 Stope in a short Drive at the 850,  Level. 

en • 	Did you recognise any of them? 	A.--- No, you could not see then 
as they were lying across each other and face downwards. 

e• 	Later on did you come to the surface? 	A.---Yes. e 
Q. 	And visited the morgue at North Lyell? 	A.---Yes. 
Q. Did you see a body there? A-- I saw several bodies there. 

Q. 	Did you recognise any of them? 	A.---I recognised one of them as 
that of my brother James Bede AcGowan. 

Q. 	How did you recognise him? 	A.---By hes clothes and his features 
also by a small leather purse he had. 

Q. 	You are quite satisfied. that he was your brother? 	A.--Yes. 
Q. What age was he? 	A.---23 years of age and a native of Newtown 

in Tasmania. 

CHARLES MORLEY Sworn, said:- 

My name is Charles Morley. 	I an a Ganger in the employ of  the  
Mt. Lyell Company, and reside at Queenstown. 

SERGT. CARR: 	Did you visit the morgue at North Lyell yesterday? 
A.---I did. 

Q. 	Did you know the late Leonard Sidney Scott? 	A.---1 did. 
THE CORONER: Was he a relative of yours? A.—Yes, a son-in-law 
SERGT. CARR: 	Did you view a body at the morgue yesterday? e.--iyes 
Q. 	And you recognised it as that of Leonard Sidney Scott?  



Q. 
Q. 

Q. 
9. 
4. 
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How did you recognise it? 
hair was still short. 

Anything  else? A.--Yes by a 
pouch, and on his left leg  
stocking  protecting it. 

It was the only head that was shaven of the whole 
What was his age? 	22 years and 3 months, and he 

Helbourne, Victoria. 
Was he married? 	4.---Yes, with one child. 

and his 

a watch 
a woman's 

lot? 
was a 

A.--Yes. 
native of 

A.---His head was Shaved, 

cadet belt he wore, and 
he had a sore, and wore 

CHARLES LED-WAN Sworn, said:- 

My name is Charles Leeman. 	I am a Contractor at the ht. Lyell 
line and reside at Linda Valley. 

SERGT. CARR: 	Did you know the late John Martin Leeman? A.--I did. 
. 	What relation was he to you? 	A.---My brother. 
Q. 	Was he employed in the North Lyell Mine on 12th October last? 

A.---Yee. 
Q. 	Did you view a body in the morgue at North Lyeil yesterday? 

A.---I did. 
9. 	Did you identify it? 	A.---Yes, as John hartiri Leeman. 
9„ 	How did you identify it? 	A.--- He had a blue sweater on with 

red streaks in It. 
Q. 	You knew him to wear that? 	A.---Yes. 
2, 	Anythitig else? 	A. 	was supposed to have £10 in his pocket, 

but it was no found on Mn. 	lac was also supposed to have a 
watch, but it was not there. He smoked a pipe and that was 
not there. 

You are satisfied that he was your brother? 	A.---Yes. 
How old was he? 	A.---27 years of age. 
Where was he a native of? 	A.---Snakeville, Victoria. 
Was he married? 	A.---No, he was single. 

MRS HALL Sworn, said:- 

!!-„y naule is Louisa Hall. 	I am the widow of the late James Hall, 
and reside at North Lyell. 

SFPCT. CARR.- were you present at the morgoe at l'orth Lyell yesterday? 
A.---Yes. 

9. 	Did you view any body there? 	A.---Yes, my late husband. 
Q. 	How did you identify the body? 	A.---By a pearl button which he 

had sewn on his flannel, which was just the ordinary button. 
Also some canvas called "gelignite cloth" round his pocks. He 
had two flannels on. 

9. 	Was he in the habit of wearing  two flannels, and had lie two 
flannels on in the morgue? 	A.---Yes. 

Did you recognise his features? 	A.---I recognised his build. 
When did you last see him alive? A.---On the Saturday morning 

of the 12th October last. 
That age was he? A--early 33, 
Where was he a native of? A.---Caaapbelitown, Tasmania. 

CONSTABLE O'KeiFF, Sworn, said:- 

Ny name is Edward O'Keefe. I am a Constable 
Police Force stationed at queenstown. 

SERGT. CARR: 	Did you visit the North Lyell Mine yesterday? A.-I did. 
And proceeded to what Level? 	A.---The 850' Level. 
Did you view any bodies there? 	A.---Yes. 
How many? A.--- Ten bodies. 
Where were they? 	A.---In 22 Stope in the North Drive. 
Any others? A.---There were eight in 20 Stove in the same Level. 
Did you assist in having these bodiee removed to the surface? 

A.---I did. 
9, 	Could you recognise any of them? 

9. 
Q. 
9. 
9. 

9. 
9.  
9. 9. 

in the Tasmanian 

0, 
9. 
9. 
9. 
9. 
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RUSSELL ITIWYN. MURRAY Sworn, sad 

My name is Russell ?ervyn Murray. I are Engineer-in-Charge of the 
Mt. Lyell Commpany's Mines and reside at Gormanston. 

MGT. CARR.- Do you know that eighteen bodies were raised from the 
Nth. Lyell Mine yesterday? 	A.---Yes, I saw eighteen bodies 
brought to the Nth. Lyell morgue yesterday. 

Those bodies were coffined and removed to where? 	A.---I super. 
vised the bodies being placed in coffins and removed from the 
morgue to Queenstown. 	I saw them despatched to Queenstown 
but did not accompany them. 

SUPDT. 7eFRRESFORD: 	You were present when the bodies were being 
examined? A.---Yes. 

Q. 	Could you identify any of those bodies? A.- I identified two - 
the bodies of Lewis and Treverton. 

Could you tell ne which Doctor examined Lewis? 	A.--Yes, Doctor 
Massey. 

Q,. 	Did you see a coffin labelled Wceowan? A.---Yea, and the body 
contained in that coffin was examined by Dr. Hamilton, and 
was identified as that of eitGowan. 

SPRBEANT CAR( Sworn, said: 

My name is John Carr. I am a Sergeant of Police in the Tasmanaan 
Police 'orce stationed at Queenstown. 

I visited the morgue at North Lyell yesterday, and was present 
when the eighteen bodies were brought to the aurface. 

On the body of Dernard McLoughlin there wae a pipe and 3  candles. 
Zephaniah Lewis there was a knife and 4 candles. 
Cornelius O'Keefe there was a pipe, 3 candles and 

a box of matches. 
Herbert Mitchell ehere was ,E5-2-311, a purse, pipe 

and 3 candles. 
ft 	James Davey - 2 candies. 

Thomas Saunderson - handkerchief and pipe. 
Leonard Scott - candle and pipe. 
John Martin Leeman - 	and 10 candles 	3.`:ost 

of them were entire candles. 
James Bede lficGowan - one candle. The purse, con-

taining no money, was handed to his brother. 
Peter Moore - one candle, and he had his crib in 

his pocket. It was wrapped up carefully in 
paper. 

William Horne - tobacco pouch. 
Richard John Treverton - Time book, knife, watch 

and Union receipt ticket. I think his name 
was on the ticket. 

Janes Hall - 2 candles, 2 handkerchiefs, tobacco 
pouch, bundle of receipts with his name there-
on from the various storekeepers in ,I,ieens-
town, and a fawn colored knife. He also had 
his crib. 

Arthur lecastere - knife, pipe and matches. I also 
took possession of his false teeth for identi-
fication. 

Thomas Maher - oe candle and a knife. 
Thomas Gays - 3 tickets with his name thereon pipe 

and one candle. 
J. W. Smith - An A.?e.A. ticket with his name plainly 

written in the centre of the ticket. 
John 'Bolton - Contract certificate issued by the 

Company, 3d in silver and a pipe. 

All this is in my possession, except the purse handed to McGowan. 

AMBROSE ALFRED WrI.CH Sworn, said: 

My name is Ambrose Alfred Winch. I am a duly qualified legal 
Practitioner residing at Queenstown in the State of Tasmania. 
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Qnbthe afternooil of onday, 3rd. day of !.arch instant, while pro-
ceeding from queenstwn to the Mt. Lvell Office I saw a train 
coming from the direction of the Kt. Lyell lulage, which 
apparently contained a number of coffins, proceeding in the 
direction of the old Crushing Plant (which has been turned 
into a temporary morgue). I was then informed that the train 
contained the eighteen bodies of the men taken from the mine 
yesterday. 

MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM Sworn, said: 

Ky name is Michael Cunningham. I a/1 Secretary of the local branch 
of the P.M.E.A. 	This mornin I visited the old Crushing 
Plant at queenstown, hhich has been converted into a temporary 
morgue, aad saw a number of coffins. 	I should estimate about 
eighteen. 	EqLsors. Clarke & hurrows (Undertakers) were both 
there. 

ADJOURNED SINE DIE. 



INQUEST held at the Courthouse Queenstown Tasmania tile 11th day 
of April 1913 before E,W.Turner Esq. M. A • L.L.M Coroner on the 

PATRICK RZILLY. 	 Pl'-r:: ...„.., ...., 

.„...„_. 
HENRY WRIGT. 	 ,,,,,,

12  

and 	
, 

CHIISTOPHER OAK alias Christopher Quake alias/ 
d.a.Smith alias Jacis. Sreewa alias Speewa Smitti, 

JOHN CA?,2. Sergeant of Police for Crown. 
Michael Cunningham for The F.M.E.A. 
A.A.Winch for Mt Lyell Comrany 

Inquest started at 4pm and lasted about one hour 

ir 	 N C 

Ric;LAI-Z.D El= LOisTSDALE 

I am a Pump Attendant at North Lyell Mine. I was employed in that 
Mine on the 12 th day of October 1912 fitting some pipes 
I saw the 3 deceased on that day at 40 Stope on the 1000 feet level 
On that day a fire ocourl-ed in the North Lyell Mine • In 
consequence of such fire 53 of us made for that Store. We started 
for the Store about 12 and reached there about 2 pm • The 3 deceased 
were with us then. They remained with us about an hour. They left 
the Store The Smoke and :las came in the Store and whilst we 
were attending to a number of men who fell Smith and Wright left. 
and Reilly left somewhat later . Smith and Wright went out of 40 
Stope down the Drive towards the Shaft . I was talking to Reilly alb 
after 4 o'clock that day. I next saw Wright( or rather his dead boly 
the next morning ( 13th October ) at clam He was lying in a rartly 
sitting position in the drive of the 1000 feet level. The others 
( or rather their dead bodies ) I saw on the afternoon of that 
day. They were close together. Wright was the nearest to the Shaft. 
Wright was lying on the track to the Shaft. The bodies were all very 
close together about 400 fet from Shaft and about 100feet from 
40 Store • I was down at the 1000 fet level to day when the 
bodies were recovered. They are the sau.e bodies w I saw on the 
13th Oct . Ihave no doubt as to their identity and I say that the 
bodies are those of tie men who left us al the 40 Store on the 
12th Oct last. 1 I 17ave been on the level sinde•it was  
and coulJ7 not F.J37: si7ns of an furter bodies there , 

bodies of :---- 
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ALFRED.JAMES.HAMILTON. 

I am - leally qualified Medical Practitioner residing at Queenstown 
Tas . I held a Post Mortem Examination at Nart-h Lyon on three b 
bodies to day . The bodies were in a rather good state of rreservati 
preservation and I made an examinataon andL round the pink colour 
of the flean still there showing that they died of monoxide 
poisoning in each case. They would retain the !ink colour until 
the flesh decomposed. I was present on the 12th October last at the 
North Lyell -giA.e. Carbon Monoxide Gas was generated in the Mi7e. 
on that day. I certify thevb they all died of Carbon Monoxide 
reisonir 

JAMES KINSELLA . 

I am Acting Underground Foreman at the North Lyell Mine. I helped 
to remove 3 bodies from the 1000 feet level to day. I identify them 
as Harry Wright, JFatrick aeilly and Speewa Smith he bein22. the man 
known as Christopher Quake. They were all well known to :de 

JOHN :ZILLve  

I am the brother of the 1 to Patrick:Reilly whose body I say-  in the 
Mor;ile worth Lyell to day. I identified the body as that of my broth 
brother Ape 46years and a Dative of Westbury in. Tasmania. 2;le ',-as a 
Widower his wife havi/v,,, pre-deceased him He left 3 childrenviz:- 
one boy 8c-2 girls. The boy is in the employ of the Mt Lyell Comrany 
age abot 18. The 2 -iris are in the MaE,dalen omc.,  new Hobart Tas 
and are loot,: over 16 

DAVID 01  KEEFE , 

I am a Police Constable of the Tasmanian Force stationed at Queensto 
in. Tas. I proceeded to the North Lyell Line this morning and. was 
rresent when the three bodies were brought to the surface and 
previously at the 1000 feet level. I assisted to place t.hem in the 
morgue, 
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I am. a SerLaan of Police stationed at Q7Aeenstown Tas .. Was present 
the North Lyell Mine this morning mien the three bodies in questi 

.re brought to the surface . I was also present when they we ,e 
searched. 
On the body of Henry Wri,7ht was found a sample cloth, and strings 
and a sample bag and two keys .His age was 54. 
On the body of leilly a tobacco pouch, a purse with 3 flnotes and 
a half sovereign in gold also F.M.E.A. TicJet. 
On the body.  of Christpnher Quake 'known as Smith An F.M.E.A. ticket 
with the name J.Smith.written thereon a pipe and a crib can in the 
side pocket. 	are 50 an,  a Native of Avoca Victoria. His 
brother Augustus.Quak.lives at Bacchus Marsh Vie. I obtained part 
particulars from him personally when he was over. The deceased was 
not married. His correct same was Quak. The 1000 feet level • 
has been under water for upwards of 5 months hence the delay in 
recovering bodies. 

i;s7ht left a Widow residiLg at 4ormanston and two daughters aged, 
e3ipeotively 27 1; 23 one being mentally affected. 

IAW2ST ADJOURNED 3INE 

Ambross,Alfred.inch. 

Solicitor queenstown.laardania. 

April. 12th 1913 . 
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In the matter of JOHN BOURNE deceased, 

IN QUE S 

held this day before EOW.TurnerEsq 	 Coroner. 

Sergeant John Carr for Police& the Crowm. 
C.H.Curtain Esq for Mines Department, 
W.E,Treanor for P.,E,A„ 
A0A0Winch for Mt Lyell Company 0 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

VIDENC 

JOSEPH LOVE 
I am a duly qualified Medical Practitioner residing at 

Gormanston. I viewed a dead body at N Lyell Morgue yesterday & held 
Post mortem examination. There were no. evidences whatsoever of violenc 
No sign of fracture. No, sign of bruising. The appearances were all 
Such as would be caused by Carbon MonoXide poisoining and prolonged 
immersion in solution of some astringent such as Copper Sulphate. 
Portions of tissue removed in examination revealed the presence of 
large quantities of Carbon Monoxide 0. Death was due to poisoning by 
Carbon Monoxide Gas which to my know/edge was generated in the North 
Lyell Mine on the 12th Oct 1912. Carbon Monoxide could be taken into 
the human system only by breathing. There were no signs of the deceazt 
having fallen any appreciable distance.. 

------- 0000 0.000000000000000,00, ----- 

ALEXANDER CERESA0  

I am a Miner residing at BendigoVtc. I was present 
at North Lyell Mine yesterday when a body was brought to the surface 
from the Mine. I viewed it in the Morgue and identified it as that 
of John Bourke my brother-in-law aged about 24 years a native of 
Daylesford Victoria. He was a Miner. Had not the slightest difficulty 
in identifying him. I would have recognixed him if I had not seen 
his hands at all from hiS general appearance. Be has a Mother residing 
at Daylesford Via and he was• her sole means of support. He had 
peculiarly shaped and very small hands , 

0.•••0000.•00,0000 000,0600900000000••••00000.0  

JOHN OLIVER LEES . 
0 4 A. • 0 0 4 4 , 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 .0 

I am a Miner residing at Queenstown. Was employed 
in the North Lyell Mine on the 12th October last as Shift Loss on' 

T.  
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JOEN OLIVER LEES ( continued ) 
0.0•00.00000 0000000,00900000000.000000 

on the 1100 feet level. I knew John Bourke *ell. Afire occurred in 
the North Lyell Mine on the 12th October laSt „When 	iscovered a 
fire I tried to gather the men together and succeeded I getting 5 
of them into NO:5 rise Q  The deceased was one of the n er. After 
remaining in No 5 rise, about three quarters of an hour found that 
there was no abatement of the smoke and fumes I then said we had 
better get into 41. Stope it it was not possible to reach, the Shaft. 
With that we got down out of the rise and went down the gross Out 
till: we met the intersection of the North drive leading‘into 41 Stope r I said we,can never reach the Shaft we had better go into 41. The 
smoke was so dense you could not see your candle alight but only 
the, white reflection. That was bet*een. i and 2o: minutes to 12 as near 
as can remember. When I got up into 41. scope I sail Are you all 
here bOys and some of them answered no Jack Bourke. is not here. I 
said yes he is. Be is with us because he got out of the rise with us 
and had accompanied us up to a point. They said no he is not. here,. 
I called him by name but got no answer. I then,  said to the rest of 
them you had better go up to the 1000 through the rise on 40. stope 
and I will go back to find htm 	went &called for  yoagateers Gebrge BroWn volunteereq to go with m6 we went cacx and sea  on 
all along the drive and went down, the cross-cut as far as the point 
where the full: and empty trucks where about 100 feet from the plat 
I called. him by name but did not receive any answer_ . We were 
overcome with the fumesoand were unable to proceed any further..  
We then: went into 41 Stope again and climbed through the rise to the 
1000 feet level out of 41 Stope, Bourke was a man of splendid p 

physique and it would- be hardly possible not to recognize him , 
No 5 rise is adead end and does not go through to the next level,. 
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RUR7RT COX 0 

00••••,e•m0.0 000,,o 

I am Underground fol.eman,  North Lyell Mine and was so on the 12th 
October last, I knew the deceased. Be was employed in the Mine on 
that day as a Miner. There was a fire in the Mine on the 12th Oct 
laSt and men were entombed. I had a dead body removed from the Mine 
yesterday ec taken to the Morgue at North Lyell. The body was found 
in the pump compartment of the Main Shaft at the 1100 feet level 
of the North Lyell Mine. The body was above the plat on sone.  silt 
and pipes which had accumulated in the Shaft., I had no difficulty 
in identifying the body as that of John Bourke, 
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DAVID O'KEEFE, 
0m•cologiO•om 00,00em  

I am a Constable of the Tasmanian Police Force stationed at Queensto w 

I proceeded to, the North Lyell Mine yesterday and went below to the 
1100 feet leVel and saw there a dead body in.  the 'Pump Compartment 
of the Shaft. I kneW the deceased John Bourke and that was the boat'. 
of John Bourke .which I saw. there. I identified it as such. The 

body was removed to the Morgue.. 
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JOHN CARR 
00000Co00oeo 0  

I. an Sergeant of Police stationed at QueenstoWn.X 



JOHN CARR ( continued .) 
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Queenstown. I visited the North Lyell. Mine.  yesterday. morning and a 
body was brought to the surface from the North Lyell Mine and placed 
in the Morgue and I searched it. There Were 6 candles a Spider and 
a Stewards Book of the' A.M.E.A o Lyell Branch in his pockets. The 
last entry in the book was dated the 9th of October last. Deceased 
had received 3/6 from AoW.Dawson signed J Bourke • No valual7les at 
all e  
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LEES re-examined by O. H . Curtain. 
es... OOOOOOOO 00•00000.0 	  

I called him by name at the trucks as loud as I could call 

• , OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0.000,•.• OOO OOOOOO 000000600, 

R.M.Murray Esq in answer to:the Coroner 

Nobody unaccounted for. Every person employed in the Mine on the 
12th day of October 1912 has been traced. In some cas ez .the emrlFgRe escaped and *here such did not eventuate the may flas aeon recave •  
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THE CORONER:- In all the 42 cases identification has bee proved to 
my satisfaction. and I find ttla.,aaast:e of AtUoath,in each instance 
that death was caused by Carbon Monoxide Fumes. All the 42 men. were 
on. or about the l2th day of October last in the North Lyell Mine 
poisoned by Carbon Monoxide as from a fire occurring in that Mine 
on that date . 

Ambrose Alfred Winch 

Solicitor QueenStown Tasmania. 

June 7th 1913 . 
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JCHIT 	BURTO N, called cLiad sworn 

BY SUPERINTENDMIT BERESOPRD. 

My name is Fredeiick John Burton. I am a miner 

employedby the Dt. Lyell Mining and Railay Company, and 

was so on the dal of the disaster, the 12th October last. 

I have wor':ed all through at rescue work from then up till 

the present time. 	I knew Studwell; Idid not identify 

him though. I could not tell you the last time I saw #im 

alive. I saw him below on the 19th November last - when 

he was dead. He was the first one I saw. That \as in 

the Yo. 4 level - 500 ft. I touched him with my foot. 

(TO TBE CORONER): 	I could not recognise him then -- 

it was too smoky. 

(TO SITERTNTENDEUT BERESTORD): I assisted to recover 

the body yesterday. Studwen's was the body that was in 

the cage. I assisted to put the body ih the cce, but 

it, got jambed and remained so until yesterday. I saw the 

body again on Saturday last, end kesterday, about dinner 

time, I relieved the cge where she vas stuck and brought 

it back to the level where we got it from; then we put 

it back on to the plat and sent for the shell. We put 

the body in the shell and sent it up to the surface. I 

did not come up with it. 	I am quite satisfed it is 

the body that I first saw on the 500 ft. level. I first 

sew it at Uo. 12 extension within a few feet of the oher 

one, on the same level. I took a cenvas and turned the 

body on it, wrapped it up, and carried it back to the 

plat, putit into the shell, and sent it up the shaft. 
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